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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last two decades substantial experimental and theoretical efforts have been directed
to the investigation of the modification of the hadron properties in dense and hot matter.
The interest has been triggered by the expectation that a signature of the restoration of the
spontaneously broken chiral symmetry at finite density and temperature could be inferred
by performing and analyzing appropriate experiments. It isexpected that the chiral phase
transition would manifest itself in terms of certain changes of the hadron properties. In par-
ticular, the relation between medium modification of the hadron masses and chiral symmetry
restoration in finite density and high temperature matter has been discussed for a long time.
The scalar quark condensate, which due to the spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry
develops a non-zero value in vacuum, is predicted to decrease with increasing density and
temperature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Linking the in-medium modification of the hadron masses
directly to the change of the two-quark scalar condensate, one would expect a similar de-
crease of the hadron masses with increasing density and temperature. The prediction of a
dropping of the hadron masses in the nuclear medium driven bythe scalar condensate has
been formulated in [7] and stimulated the search for signatures of modified hadron proper-
ties in different kinds of nuclear reactions. Heavy Ion Collision (HIC) experiments, offering
the unique opportunity to investigate the hadron properties at supra-normal densities and
high temperature, as well as experiments with elementary projectiles on normal nuclei, due
to the expectation that signatures should be already visible at normal matter density, have
been involved. Among the hadrons, the attention has particularly focused on the light vec-
tor mesons, since their direct decay to a dilepton pair offers the possibility to “detect” the
in-medium properties of hadrons using a clean probe. Dileptons, and in general electro-
magnetic probes, have the advantage that, once produced from the vector meson decay, they
leave the reaction zone essentially undistorted by final state interactions and hence carry an
undistorted signal of the properties owned by the vector meson in the moment of its decay.

On the other side, the in-medium modification of the spectralproperties of the vector
mesons has been extensively investigated also in the context of hadronic models [8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Many-body correlations typically induce a significant
reduction of the meson life time and thus its melting in the nuclear environment.

The connection between hadron properties and their in-medium modification on the one
hand and the in-medium change of the non-perturbative quarkand gluon condensates on the
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other hand is not trivial. One approach which aims to establish this connection is the QCD
sum rule approach. An early analysis based on QCD sum rules performed by Hatsuda and
Lee [20] had supported the conjecture of a dropping of the vector meson masses at finite
density made by Brown and Rho [7]. However, the analysis had been performed making the
strong assumption that the vector mesons would have zero width in medium. Later it was
pointed out [21] that the sum rule approach has only limited predictive power with respect
to the specific properties of the hadrons, like their masses or their widths, since it constrains
certain integrals over the spectral distribution of the hadron and does not directly constrain
the hadron mass and the hadron width separately. Rather, it gives a possible “surface” of
allowed values in the mass/width plane. In the case of theρ meson, for example, a sum
rule analysis predicts that in nuclear matter the meson spectral strength is shifted to lower
invariant masses. However, it is not possible to deduce onlyfrom the sum rule analysis
whether the additional strength is due to a dropping of the mass or to a collisional broadening.

The first experimental observations of the modification of theρ meson spectral properties
in hot and dense matter trace back to the nineties, when dilepton spectra in ultrarelativistic
heavy ion collisions have been measured by the CERES [22] and HELIOS [23] collabora-
tions at CERN. The dilepton spectra showed a considerable enhancement over the hadronic
cocktail in the region below the vector meson peak, which suggested the general moving of
spectral strength downward to smaller invariant masses. Whether the presence of spectral
strength at lower masses was connected to a dropping of the masses, as predicted in [7, 20],
or to a spreading of the spectral function driven by the collisional broadening, as expected
from hadronic model calculations [24], could not be clarified by the comparison with the ex-
perimental data, mainly due to the low mass resolution of thedata in the region of the vector
meson peak. Recent higher resolution measurements of dilepton spectra in heavy ion colli-
sions performed by the NA60 collaboration [25] and the CERES collaboration [26] seem to
favor an in-medium broadening of theρ meson over a mass shift.

A second set of heavy ion experiments have been performed at lower laboratory energies
(1.0 AGeV) by the DLS collaboration at BEVALAC [27, 28]. Also in this case the low mass
region of the dilepton spectra was underestimated by transport calculations, in contrast to
similar measurements for thep+p andp+d systems. As opposed to the ultrarelativistic case,
the situation did not improve when the in-medium spectral functions or the dropping mass
scenario were taken into account [29, 30, 31]. However, in this energy regime which probes
the high density/low temperature phase the situation is going to be improved significantly
with the already existing and forthcoming measurements of the HADES collaboration at
GSI [32, 33].

The aim of this thesis is to perform a systematic study of the in-medium properties of
the vector mesons and their influence on dilepton emission inheavy ion collisions at inter-
mediate energies. For this purpose we proceed as follows: first we determine theρ andω
meson spectral functions in nuclear matter. The self energythat theρ andω mesons acquire
in nuclear matter due to the excitation of resonance-hole loops is calculated within the ex-
tended Vector Meson Dominance (eVMD) model developed in [34]. Possible non-resonant
contributions to the vector meson self energies are discussed as well. Then we turn to the
analysis of dilepton production in HICs and investigate to which extent different hypotheses
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for the in-medium properties of theρ andω mesons affect the shape of the dilepton spectra.
The production of lepton pairs in intermediate energy heavyion collisions is described with
the Tübingen Relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics (RQMD)transport code combined
with the eVMD model. In a first step, in-medium modifications of the vector meson proper-
ties are introduced either in terms of a dropping mass or in terms of a collisional broadening.
Subsequently, the vector meson spectral functions determined within eVMD are included
in the calculation of the dilepton spectra. Hence, dileptonproduction as well as in-medium
vector meson properties will be described with the same parameters. The effect the different
in-medium scenarios have on the dilepton production rate will be analyzed. Finally, all the-
oretical calculations are compared with the available HADES data for the C+C reaction at 2
AGeV.

The thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we briefly summarize the main outcome
of different experiments performed in order to study the in-medium modifications of the
vector meson properties. Results from heavy ion collision experiments as well as from meson
photoproduction and proton induced experiments are reported. This short chapter is rather
a prelude aimed to display the status of our present understanding of the problem that is
studied in the rest of this work.

In Chapter 3 the main sources of dilepton production in heavy ion collisions at interme-
diate energies are listed and the theoretical expressions for their dilepton rate are given. In
this Chapter, the eVMD model is introduced.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the calculation of the in-medium spectral functions of theρ andω
mesons within the eVMD model and to the discussion of the effect of possible non-resonant
contributions to the vector meson self-energies.

The general features of the Quantum Molecular Dynamics transport model as well as the
particular realization of the Tübingen RQMD model are discussed in Chapter 5. The theo-
retical description of dilepton production within the combined QMD and the eVMD models
and the implementation of the in-medium vector meson spectral functions in the dilepton
spectra calculations are thereby described. Dilepton spectra are calculated in vacuum and
medium using the various in-medium scenarios and compared to the HADES data.

Conclusions and a summary are finally given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Dileptons and vector mesons:
Experimental status

2.1 Ultrarelativistic HICs

First dilepton spectra have been measured in the 1990s at CERN SPS by the CERES [22] and
HELIOS-3 [23] Collaborations. The CERES Collaboration observed that central nucleus-
nucleus (A-A) collisions exhibited a strong enhancement of low mass dilepton production
as compared to the proton-nucleus (p-A). Whereas thep-A data could be well reproduced
by the so-called hadronic “cocktail” (final state hadron decays with known abundances),
the latter strongly underestimated theA-A spectra. A similar enhancement of the low-mass
dileptons over the cocktail was also observed by the HELIOS-3 Collaboration.

Since inA-A collisions at SPS energies several hundreds of pions are produced, one pos-
sible argument was that the observed increase of dilepton pairs over the cocktail could be
attributed to theπ+π− → ℓ+ℓ− annihilation channel. Therefore, many theoretical groups
included this channel in their calculation. Nevertheless it was found that, when using vac-
uum meson properties, the theoretical results were still indisagreement with the data. All
of them underestimated the experimental mass spectra in themass region 0.3− 0.6 GeV.
It was suggested that vector meson in-medium properties could be responsible for the ob-
served enhancement. For the in-medium vector mesons both the “dropping mass” scenario,
conjecturing a direct link between hadron masses and the quark condensate and thus to the
restoration of chiral symmetry, and the “melting” scenario, as the effect of a dressing of the
mesons induced in medium by many-body correlations, were tested. However, it was found
that bothscenarios, despite the different physics they suggest, could describe the observed
phenomena equally well.

A first clarifying answer to this ambiguous situation came in2006 thanks to the mea-
surement of the dimuon spectrum in In-In collisions at 158 AGeV performed by the NA60
Collaboration [25]. The spectrum, obtained with an unprecedented mass resolution, results
to be a mirror of the in-mediumρ meson spectral function under the conditions of ultrarela-
tivistic heavy ion collisions. The NA60 data seem to rule outa naive dropping mass scenario
but support the picture of modified vector meson spectral functions as predicted by hadronic
many-body theory [35, 36]. At a first glance, the comparison of the NA60 data to thermal
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fireball calculations using in-medium electromagnetic rates required a normalization of the
integrals of the theoretical spectra to the data in the mass intervalM < 0.9 GeV [25]. The
underlying problem was that in the calculations the absolute yields were overestimated by
∼ 20%, although the shape of the predicted in-mediumρ spectral function described the
experimental spectra quite well [36]. The discrepancy could be solved by an increase of the
transverse fireball expansion which reduces the fireball lifetime and consequently theρ con-
tribution. Moreover, for a correct determination of the absolute yields, other sources which
contribute to the dimuon spectrum besides theρ meson decays should be taken into account.
It results that the addition of QGP emission, correlated charm decays and 4π contributions
leads to a satisfactory overall description of the experimental data. The further inclusion of
in-mediumω decays improves the agreement between data and theory in themass region
M = 0.7−0.8 GeV [36].

Recently, the CERES Collaboration has reported on a new measurement of e+e− pro-
duction in central Pb+Au collisions at 158 AGeV performed with the upgraded CERES
experiment at CERN-SPS [26]. The new set of data presents an improved mass resolution
in the resonance region with respect to the previous set [37]. In comparison to model calcu-
lations the data favour models including a substantial in-medium broadening of theρ meson
spectral function over an in-medium dropping vector meson mass.

2.2 HICs at intermediate energies

At lower bombarding energies first dilepton spectra have been measured by the DLS col-
laboration at BEVELAC [27, 28]. Theoretical calculations based on transport approaches,
although able to describe reasonably well thep+p data for 1− 5 GeV incident energies,
strongly underestimated the dilepton yield of the 1AGeV C+C and Ca+Ca reactions in the
invariant mass region 0.15≤Mee≤0.65 GeV. As opposed to the case of ultrarelativistic heavy
ion collisions, neither the inclusion of in-medium spectral functions for the vector mesons
nor the insertion of a dropping of the vector meson mass at finite density according to the
Brown-Rho scaling law could solve the discrepancy between thetheoretical calculations and
the experimental data [29, 30]. This led to the so called DLS puzzle. Other scenarios like an
eventual in-medium modification of theη mass have been excluded as a possible resolution
of this puzzle. Decoherence effects have been proved to be partially successful in explaining
the difference between the DLS data and the theoretical calculations [38]. In lack of a clear
theoretical explanation of the DLS data for dilepton production in 1-2 AGeV heavy ion col-
lisions, the high-precision dilepton measurements with the HADES detector at GSI play a
crucial role in order to shed light on this puzzling situation.

The dilepton measurements of the DLS Collaboration in C+C and Ca+Ca at 1 AGeV [27]
suffered from too low mass resolution in the vicinity of theω peak in order to make precise
statements on theω in-medium width. However, there is no doubt that the explanation of the
DLS data requires a substantial broadening of theω spectral function. The analysis of [38]
showed that the DLS data are compatible with a rather largeω width of Γtot

ω ∼ 150÷300
MeV. The first data from HADES [33] will be analyzed in Chapter 5.
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2.3 Reactions with elementary projectiles on nuclei

Complementary to the heavy ion experiments are theγ-nucleus andp-nucleus reactions. Ex-
perimental constraints on the in-mediumω andρ spectral function can presently be derived
from the CBELSA/TAPS (γ+A) experiments [39], thep+A measurements at KEK [40, 41]
and the recentγ+A measurements from the CLAS Collaboration [42] at JLab.

CBELSA/TAPS investigated in-medium modifications of theω meson by studying the
ω → π0γ decay mode via the reactionγ +A→ ω +X → π0γ +X′. The results obtained for
a Nb nucleus have been compared to measurements on a LH2 target, which were taken as a
reference. To partially reduce the number ofω decays occurring outside the target nucleus
a kinematic cut on the 3-momentum of theω meson|pω| < 0.5 GeV has been applied. But
still only a fraction of theω mesons decays inside the medium. Theπ0γ invariant mass
for the Nb data present a significant excess on the low-mass side of theω peak not seen
in the LH2 data. The still present vacuum decays have been eliminated by matching the
right hand part of the Nb invariant mass spectrum to the LH2 data and by subtracting the
two spectra from each other. The different assumptions for the subtraction of decays of
the ω mesons in vacuum are reflected in the systematic uncertainty. Further details can
be found in Ref. [39]. The CBELSA/TAPS collaboration reports anin-medium mass of
Mmedium= [722+2

−2(stat)+35
−5 (syst)] MeV at an estimated average nuclear density of 0.6ρ0,

consistent with a scaling of theω mass bym= m0(1−0.14ρ/ρ0). The width is found to be
Γ = 55 MeV and is dominated by the experimental resolution [39].

At KEK the E325 collaboration measured the invariant mass spectra ofe+e− pairs pro-
duced in proton-induced nuclear reactions. They investigated possible modification of the
spectral shapes of the vector mesons in nuclear matter by studying the directρ,ω,φ → e+e−

decay modes via the reactionp+ A → V + X → e+e− + X′ (V = ρ,ω,φ) using a 12 GeV
proton beam on a carbon and a copper target [41]. The invariant mass spectrum was fitted
with the combinatorial background and known hadronic sources, ρ → e+e−, ω → e+e−,
φ → e+e−, η → e+e−γandω → e+e−π0, evaluating the combinatorial background with the
event-mixing method. A significant excess was found on the low-mass side of theω peak,
whereas the high-mass tail of theω could be reproduced with the expected shapes. Later,
the effect of a possible in-medium modification of the vectormeson masses was investi-
gated. We briefly summarize the procedure and refer to [41] for further details. The spectral
shapes of theρ andω mesons were modified by determining the pole mass with the formula
m∗

V/mV = 1−αρ/ρ0 according to the density at the decay point.1 Fitting again the entire
mass region with the same procedure as before, the valueα = 0.092± 0.002 was extracted.

Finally, the CLAS collaboration at JLab measured the invariant mass spectra ofe+e−

pairs from photoproduction reactions with the purpose to study possible in-medium modi-
fication of the vector meson properties from thee+e− originating from theρ,ω,φ → e+e−

decays. The reaction studied isγ+A→V +X → e+e−+X′ (V = ρ,ω,φ). The measurements
have been carried out at photon energies fromEγ = 0.6−3.8 GeV on light (C) and heavier
(Fe) targets [42]. The experiment found no signatures for a mass shift but a collisional broad-
ening of theρ meson. In terms of am∗

ρ = mρ(1−αρB/ρ0) scaling law, the extracted value

1For details on the determination of the decay point we refer to [41].
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ρ ω
Experiment α Γ [MeV] α Γ [MeV]

TAPS 0.14 55
E325 0.092±0.002 Γvac 0.092±0.002 Γvac

CLAS 0.02±0.02 176.4±9.5 (C),
217.7±14.5 (Fe)

Table 2.1: Values for the total vector meson width and for the parameterα entering in them∗
V = mV(1−

αρB/ρ0) scaling law for the vector meson mass extracted by differentexperiments.

for the parameterα is 0.02± 0.02, i.e. consistent with zero. The values obtained for theρ
meson width are 176.4± 9.5 MeV for the carbon and 217.7± 14.5 MeV for the iron target.

The outcome of the mentioned experiments is summarized in Table 2.1.



Chapter 3

Elementary sources for dilepton
production

At energies of a few AGeV the main sources for dilepton production are the decay of light
mesons and the decay of nucleon resonances.

Phenomenological expressions for the dilepton decay ratesof different light mesons have
been derived in Ref. [43]. There various decay modes of the vector mesonsρ, ω, andφ(1020)
(= V), of the pseudoscalar mesonsπ, η, η′ (= P), and of the scalar mesonsf0(980) and
a0(980) (= S) have been analyzed: direct decays modesV → ℓ+ℓ−, Dalitz decays of pseu-
doscalar mesonsP → γℓ+ℓ− and scalar mesonsS→ γℓ+ℓ−, Dalitz decays with one me-
son in the final statesV → Pℓ+ℓ− and P → Vℓ+ℓ− and decays to four-body final states
V → PPℓ+ℓ−, P → PPℓ+ℓ−, andS→ PPℓ+ℓ−. The analysis showed that in the low mass
region of the dilepton spectrum (up to theη meson mass) the two dominant mesonic contri-
butions are the Dalitz decays of theπ0 andη mesons. On the other side, the direct decay of
the vector mesons dominates the region around the vector meson peak.

Relativistic phenomenological expressions for the dilepton decay rates of nucleon res-
onances with arbitrary spin and parity have been derived in Ref. [34]. There the dilepton
decay rates of the nucleon resonances with masses below 2 GeVhave been estimated using
the eVMD model for the transition form factors.

In this Chapter we briefly summarize the results of [43] and [34]. They constitute the
basic ground for the investigations and developments presented in the following chapters of
this work. Regarding [43], we limit ourselves to report the theoretical expressions for the
dilepton rates of the mesonic decay modes which give the dominant contributions. Notice
that theπ0 → γℓ+ℓ− andη → γℓ+ℓ− channels are explicitly included in the applications to
dilepton production in HICs performed later on in this work. The direct decay of vector
mesons, on the other side, is not explicitly included due to the adoption of a resonance
model.1 Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we also report the expressions for the
vector meson direct decays.

1At this stage of our treatment, this statement may sound unclear. It will become clear after the resonance
model has been introduced and discussed in Chapter 4.
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3.1 Dilepton decay rates of light pseudoscalar mesons

This Section is devoted to the discussion of meson decaysP→ γℓ+ℓ− whereP = π0 andη.
The corresponding diagram is shown in Fig. 3.1. These decaysare the dominante+e− modes

P
γ

γ*(k)

Figure 3.1: Decay of a pseudoscalar meson into a photon and a virtual photon.

for π0- andη-mesons and are related to the experimentally measured two photon decays. The
uncertainties in the estimates originate only from the poorly known transition form factors
in the time-like region. Theηγγ∗ transition form factor is in reasonable agreement with the
one-pole Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) model predictions [44]. The one-pole VMD ap-
proximation for thePγγ∗ transition form factors is in agreement with the quark counting rules
which predict for these form factors a∼ 1/t asymptotics [45]. However, before addressing
in particular theP→ γℓ+ℓ− decay, we would like to show in a more extended way the deriva-
tion performed in [43] of some useful kinematic relations which simplify the calculations of
the decay rates to final states with a dilepton pair. These relations will be often used in the
course of this work.

3.1.1 Relation between the decaysM → M
′γ∗ and M → M

′ℓ+ℓ−

Let us consider decaysM → M
′ℓ+ℓ− whereM is a meson,M′ is a photon, a meson, or two

mesons, andℓ+ℓ− is an electron-positron or muon-antimuon pair. The resultswhich follow
are valid, however, for arbitrary statesM

′. The decayM → M
′ℓ+ℓ− proceeds through two

steps:M → M
′γ∗ andγ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−, whereγ∗ is a virtual photon whose massM is equal to the

invariant mass of the dilepton pair.
The matrix element of the physical processM → M

′γ for a real photonγ has the form

M = Mµε∗µ(k) (3.1)

whereεµ(k) is a photon polarization vector. The matrix elementMµ is defined also atk2 =

M2 6= 0 for virtual photonsγ∗. As a consequence of the gauge invariance, it is transverse
with respect to the photon momentum

Mµkµ = 0 . (3.2)

The decay rateM → M
′γ∗ can formally be calculated as

dΓ(M → M
′γ∗) =

1
2
√

s∑
f

MµMν∗(−gµν)
(2π)4

(2π)3n+3dΦn+1 (3.3)
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where
√

s is the mass of the decaying meson andn is the number of particles in the stateM
′.

The phase space in Eq. (3.3) is defined in the usual way

dΦk(
√

s,m1, ...,mk) =
k

∏
i=1

dpi

2Ei
δ4(P−

k

∑
i=1

pi) . (3.4)

Here, P is the four-momentum of the mesonM , P2 = s, and pi are the momenta of the
particles in the final state, including the virtual photonγ∗. In Eq. (3.3), the summation over
the final states and averaging over the initial states of the decaying meson is performed. The
limit M2 → 0 gives the decay rate of the physical processM → M

′γ.
TheM → M

′ℓ+ℓ− decay rate is given by

dΓ(M → M
′ℓ+ℓ−) =

1
2
√

s∑
f

MµMν∗ jµ jν
∗ 1
M4

(2π)4

(2π)3n+6dΦn+2 (3.5)

where jµ is the lepton current. The term 1/M4 comes from the photon propagator, anddΦn+2

is the phase space ofn particles in the stateM′ and of theℓ+ℓ− pair.
The valueΓ(M → M

′ℓ+ℓ−) can be related to the decay ratesΓ(M → M
′γ∗) andΓ(γ∗ →

ℓ+ℓ−). The width of the virtual photon can be formally evaluated asthe width of an anal-
ogous massive vector particle. The direct calculation, performed in detail in Appendix B,
gives

MΓ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−) =
α
3
(M2 +2m2

ℓ)

√

1− 4m2
ℓ

M2 (3.6)

wheremℓ is the lepton mass andα is the fine-structure constant. The expression for the
product of two dilepton currents, summed up over the final states of theℓ+ℓ− pair, has the
form

∑
f

jµ jν
∗ =

16πα
3

(M2 +2m2
ℓ)(−gµν +

kµkν

M2 ) (3.7)

wherek is the total momentum of the pair. Factorizing then-body invariant phase space,2

dΦk(
√

s,m1, ...,mk) = dΦk−1(
√

s,m1, ...,mk−2,M)dM2Φ2(M,mk−1,mk) , (3.9)

one obtains from Eqs. (3.3), (3.5), and (3.6) with the help ofEqs. (3.7) and (3.9) the following
expression

dΓ(M → M
′ℓ+ℓ−) = dΓ(M → M

′γ∗)MΓ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−)
dM2

πM4 . (3.10)

2Eq. (3.9) can be proved by inserting the unity decomposition

1 =
Z

d4qdM2δ(q2−M2)δ4(q− pk−1− pk) (3.8)

into Eq. (3.4)
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The factordM2/(πM4) has the form of a properly normalized Breit-Wigner distribution for
a zero-mass resonance.

The two-body phase space in Eq. (3.9) has the form

Φ2(
√

s,m1,m2) =
πp∗(

√
s,m1,m2)√

s
(3.11)

where

p∗(
√

s,m1,m2) =

√

(s− (m1 +m2)2)(s− (m1−m2)2)

2
√

s
(3.12)

is the momentum of the particles 1 and 2 in the c.m. frame.
It is clear from the factorization shown in Eq. (3.10) that inorder to derive expressions for

the decay ratesM→M
′ℓ+ℓ− with dileptons in the final state, what one has to determine isthe

matrix element of the processesM → M
′γ∗. Once this matrix element has been calculated,

the result for decay ratesM → M
′ℓ+ℓ− follows automatically. One has just to substitute in

Eq. (3.10) the expression forMΓ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−) given by Eq. (3.6). Keeping this in mind, we
consider now the processesπ0 → γe+e− andη → γℓ+ℓ−, which give important contributions
to the dilepton spectra in HICs.

3.1.2 Decay modesπ0 → γe+e− and η → γℓ+ℓ−

The effective vertex for theP→ γγ decay has the form

δLPγγ = fPγγετσµν∂σAτ∂νAµP (3.13)

whereP = π0,η andAµ is the photon field. The matrix element for the decayP→ γγ∗ with
a virtual photonγ∗ has the form

M = −i fPγγFPγγ(M
2)ετσµνkτε∗σ(k)k1µε∗ν(k1) (3.14)

wherek is the virtual photon momentum (k2 = M2), k1 is the real photon momentum (k2
1 = 0),

andFPγγ(t) is the transition form factorPγγ∗. The comparison of theP→ γℓ+ℓ− decay width
with the decay width of a physical processP→ γγ allows to write [44]

dΓ(P→ γℓ+ℓ−)

Γ(P→ γγ)
= 2

(
p∗(

√
s,0,M)

p∗(
√

s,0,0)

)3
∣
∣FPγγ(M

2)
∣
∣
2
MΓ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−)

dM2

πM4 (3.15)

where
√

s= µP is the pseudoscalar meson mass.
The form of Eq. (3.15) can be understood with the following considerations:

• the termMΓ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−)dM2/(πM4) originates from the decomposition (3.10) and its
value is given by Eq. (3.6);
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• the factor 2 occurs due the identity of photons in the decayP→ γγ;

• the product of the cubic term and the absolute square of the form factor gives the ratio
between the squares of the matrix element (3.14) atk2 = M2 andk2 = 0, multiplied by
the ratio between the two-particle phase spaces. More precisely one has3

|M |2k2=M2

|M |2
k2=0

∼
(

p∗(
√

s,0,M)

p∗(
√

s,0,0)

)2
∣
∣FPγγ(M

2)
∣
∣
2

(3.16)

and
Φ2(

√
s,0,M)

Φ2(
√

s,0,0)
=

p∗(
√

s,0,M)

p∗(
√

s,0,0)
. (3.17)

The quark counting rules [45] imply that the form factorFPγγ(t) behaves as∼ 1/t at
t → ∞. The experimental data are described reasonably well by themonopole formula

FPγγ(t) =
Λ2

P

Λ2
P− t

(3.18)

with ΛP = 0.75± 0.03 and 0.77± 0.04, respectively, for theπ0- andη-mesons [46]. The
formula reproduces the asymptotics required by quark counting rules. Such a monopole fit
can naturally be interpreted in terms of the vector meson dominance. The values of theΛP’s
are close to theρ andω meson masses.

3.2 Decays of theρ-, ω-, and φ-mesons toℓ+ℓ− pairs

The diagram for theV → ℓ+ℓ− decays withV = ρ, ω, andφ is shown in Fig. 3.2. In terms

V
e+

e-

(µ+)

(µ-)

Figure 3.2: Direct decays of vector mesons into electron-positron and muon-antimuon pairs.

of the vector meson fieldsVµ the electromagnetic current has the form [47]

jµ = −e∑
V

m2
V

gV
Vµ (3.19)

3In Eq. (3.16) we make use ofFPγγ(0) = 1.
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wheremV are the vector meson masses ande = −|e| is the electron charge. TheSU(3)

predictions for the coupling constants,gρ : gω : gφ = 1 : 3 : −3√
2
, are in good agreement with

the ratios between the valuesgρ = 5.03, gω = 17.1, andgφ =−12.9 extracted from thee+e−

decay widths of theρ, ω andφ mesons with the use of the known expression

Γ(V → ℓ+ℓ−) =
8πα2

3g2
V

(

1+2
m2

ℓ

m2
V

)

p∗(mV ,mℓ,mℓ) , (3.20)

with p∗ defined in Eq. (3.12).

3.3 Dilepton decay rates of nucleon resonances

This Section is devoted to the description of decaysR→ Nℓ+ℓ− with R being a resonance
with arbitrary spin and parity andN a nucleon. The corresponding diagram is shown in
Fig. 3.3. We proceed as follows: in Section 3.3.1 the generalexpression for theR→ Nℓ+ℓ−

R

N

γ*

e+

e-

Figure 3.3: Decay of a nucleon resonance to a nucleon and a dilepton pair.

decay width in terms of helicity amplitudes is provided. Thehelicity amplitudes are then
written in terms of three scalar functions called covariantform factors. An explicit expression
for the covariant form factors is given in Section 3.3.2 within the vector meson dominance
model. After a discussion about the shortcomings of the naive vector meson dominance
model the extended vector meson dominance model is introduced. Finally, values for the
resonance decay widths determined within the eVMD model aregiven.

3.3.1 Theγ∗N → Rhelicity amplitudes

Let us start with the electromagnetic transition current between the nucleon and a nucleon
with spinJ resonance which has the form

Jµ(p∗,λ∗, p,λ) = euβ1...βl
(p∗,λ∗)Γ

(±)
β1...βl µ

u(p,λ) (3.21)
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wherem∗ and m are masses,p∗ and p are momenta,λ∗ and λ are helicities of the reso-
nance and the nucleon,e = −

√
4πα is the electron charge,α = 1/137. In the resonance

rest frame,p∗ = (m∗,0,0,0), p = (E,0,0,−k). The spinoruβ1...βl
(p∗,λ∗) is the generalized

Rarita-Schwinger spinor that describes fermions withJ = l + 1
2 ≥ 3

2. It is symmetric with
respect to the indicesβ1...βl and traceless. The spinors are normalized by

u(p,λ)u(p,λ) = 2m ,

(−)l uβ1...βl
(p∗,λ∗)uβ1...βl

(p∗,λ∗) = 2m∗ . (3.22)

The matricesΓ(±)
β1...βl µ

stand for the normal- and abnormal parity resonances,JP = 1
2
−
, 3

2
+
, 5

2
−
, ...

(the upper sign) andJP = 1
2
+
, 3

2
−
, 5

2
+
, ... (the lower sign). Theγ∗N → R helicity amplitudes

are given by

〈
Jλ∗|T|λλγ

〉
= −Jµ(p∗,λ∗, p,λ)ε(λγ)

µ (q) =

= −euβ1...βl
(p∗,λ∗)Γ

(±)
β1...βl µ

u(p,λ)ε(λγ)
µ (q) . (3.23)

Hereε(λγ)
µ (q) are the photon polarization vectors which have the form

ε(±1)
µ (q) =

1√
2
(0,∓1,−i,0) ,

ε(0)
µ (q) =

1
M

(k,0,0,ω) , (3.24)

whereq = p∗− p = (ω,0,0,k) is the momentum transfer withq2 = M2. These vectors are

transversal,qµε(λ)
µ (q) = 0, and normalized by

ε(λ)
µ (q)∗ε(λ′)

µ (q) = −δλλ′ . (3.25)

The nucleon and photon energies and the photon momentum are

E =
m2
∗ +m2−M2

2m∗
, (3.26)

ω =
m2
∗ +M2−m2

2m∗
, (3.27)

k = p∗(m∗,m,M) , (3.28)

with p∗ defined in Eq. (3.12). In terms of the helicity amplitudes (3.23) theR→ Nγ∗ decay
width reads:

Γ(R→ Nγ∗) =
k

8πm2∗

1
2J+1 ∑

λλγ

| < λλγ|T|Jλ∗ > |2 . (3.29)

There exist six helicity amplitudes, three with positiveλ∗’s and three with negativeλ∗’s. The
P-invariance of the electromagnetic interactions gives a symmetry relation for the amplitudes
with opposite signs of the helicities:

< J−λ∗|T|−λ−λγ >= ∓ < Jλ∗|T|λλγ > . (3.30)
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Using this property of the helicity amplitudes one obtains theR→ Nγ∗ decay width in terms
of the three helicity amplitudes:

Γ(R→ Nγ∗) =
k

8πm2∗

2
2J+1 ∑

λ∗=−λ+λγ>0

| < λλγ|T|Jλ∗ > |2 . (3.31)

Once the widthΓ(R→ Nγ∗) is known, the factorization prescription described in Sec-
tion 3.1.1 can be used to find the dilepton rate

dΓ(N∗ → Ne+e−) = Γ(N∗ → Nγ∗)MΓ(γ∗ → e+e−)
dM2

πM4 , (3.32)

whereMΓ(γ∗ → e+e−) is the decay width of a virtual photonγ∗ into the dilepton pair with
invariant massM, given by Eq. (3.6)

The main notations and kinematic relations have thus been specified. Our main concern
is now the determination of the helicity amplitudes< λλγ|T|Jλ∗ > of Eq. (3.31). In the
expression (3.23) for the helicity amplitudes the unknown quantities are theγ∗N→Rvertices
Γ

(±)
β1...βl µ

. To discuss the decomposition of the vertices it is appropriate to separate the case of

resonances with spinJ ≥ 3
2 from the case of resonances with spinJ = 1

2.

SPIN J ≥ 3
2 RESONANCES. As we have already mentioned, resonances with arbitrary spin have

three independent helicity amplitudes in theγ∗N → R transitions. This means that there are three
independent scalar functions to fix the vertices. These functions arise automatically from the decom-
position of theRNγ∗ vertex in terms of covariants. The procedure is analogous to the decomposition
of the ppγ∗ vertex in the electron-proton elastic scattering. As shown in many textbooks (see e.g.
[48]), the ppγ∗ can be expressed in terms of the Dirac and Pauli form factors,F1(q2) andF2(q2), as
schematically shown in Fig. 3.4.

�p
p′

q
= ū(p′)

[

γµ F1(q
2) +

iσµνqν

2m
F2(q

2)

]

u(p)

Figure 3.4: Decomposition of the on-shell electromagnetic vertex for aDirac fermion in terms of the Dirac
and Pauli form factorsF1(q2) andF2(q2). If the fermion is a strongly interacting particle such as the proton,
the form factors reflect the non-local structure that results from the strong interaction.

In our case, the generalRNγ∗ vertexΓ
(±)
β1...βl µ

can be decomposed over the Lorentz vectors and the

Dirac gamma matrices [49, 50, 51, 34] by writing it first as4

Γ
(±)
β1...βl µ

= qβ1...qβl−1
Γ

(±)
βl µ

(3.33)

4In Eq. (3.33), the symmetrization over the indicesβ1, ...,βl is assumed.
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and then expandingΓ(±)
βl µ

over a minimal set of covariants. Gauge invariance for on-shell particles
requires that

qµΓ
(±)
βµ = 0 (3.34)

which restricts the form of the vertex to a superposition of three covariants[50], i.e.

Γ
(±)
βµ =

3

∑
k=1

Γ
(±)k
βµ F(±)

k . (3.35)

The valuesF(±)
k are scalar functions ofq2 and are calledcovariant form factors. In this representation,

the Dirac structure of the transition amplitudes is fully separated off and expressed by theΓ(±)k
βµ

matrices. The choice for the covariantsΓ
(±)k
βµ (k = 1,2,3) is not unique. The various sets used in the

literature [49, 50, 51, 34] can be, however, related to each other with some algebra. We report below
the set of gauge invariant covariants used in Ref. [34].

For the normal-parity case, the matricesΓ
(+)i
βµ (i = 1,2,3) have the form

Γ
(+)1
βµ = m∗(qβγµ− 6qgβµ)γ5 , (3.36)

Γ
(+)2
βµ = (qβPµ−q·Pgβµ)γ5 , (3.37)

Γ
(+)3
βµ = (qβqµ−q2gβµ)γ5 , (3.38)

whereγµ andγ5 are defined in Appendix A,P= 1
2(p∗+ p). For the abnormal-parity case, the matrices

Γ
(−)i
βµ (i = 1,2,3) have been taken as

Γ
(−)k
βµ = Γ

(+)k
βµ γ5 . (3.39)

SPIN J = 1
2 RESONANCES. The vertexΓ(±)

µ (l = 0) can also be expanded like in Eq. (3.35). There

are two matricesΓ(+)i
µ (i = 1,2) for the normal-parity caseJP = 1

2
−

,

Γ
(+)1
µ = (q2γµ− 6qqµ)γ5 , (3.40)

Γ
(+)2
µ = (P·qγµ−Pµ6q)γ5 , (3.41)

and two matrices for the abnormal-parity caseJP = 1
2
+
,

Γ
(−)k
µ = Γ

(+)k
µ γ5 . (3.42)

The vertex dimensions areΓ(±)
β1...βl µ

∼ 1, Γ
(±)
βµ ∼ 1/ml−1

∗ , andF(±)
k ∼ 1/ml+1

∗ .

The helicity amplitudes can be calculated in terms of the covariant form factorsF(±)
k from
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Eq. (3.23). Using the following notations for these amplitudes:5

F
(±)
3
2

=

〈

J
3
2

(±)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
T

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
− 1

2
1

〉

,

F
(±)
1
2

=

〈

J
1
2

(±)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
T

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
+

1
2

1

〉

,

M
m∗

C
(±)
1
2

=

〈

J
1
2

(±)
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
T

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
− 1

2
0

〉

, (3.43)

the matrix elements connectingF(±)
3
2

, F
(±)
1
2

, C
(±)
1
2

to F(±)
1 , F(±)

2 , F(±)
3 can be found to be [34,

50]:

SPIN J ≥ 3
2 RESONANCES.








±F
(±)
3
2

−F
(±)
1
2

±C
(±)
1
2








= λ(±)
l

2(±m)

3m±
×







√
l+2
2l 2m±m∗

√
l+2
2l m+m−

√
l+2
2l 2M2

√
1
22(m±(∓m)+M2)

√
1
2m+m−

√
1
22M2

2m2
∗ 2m2

∗− 1
2∆2

0 ∆2
0












F(±)
1

F(±)
2

F(±)
3




 ,

(3.44)

where

m± = m∗±m ,

∆2
0 = m+m− +M2 .

The coefficientsλ(±)
l are defined as

λ(±)
l = e

3m±
4(±m)

√

m2
∓−M2kl−1

√

2l (l !)2(l +1)

(2l +1)!
(3.45)

with J = l + 1
2. Notice that

F
(−)
3
2

(m∗,m) = −F
(+)
3
2

(m∗,−m) ,

F
(−)
1
2

(m∗,m) = +F
(+)
1
2

(m∗,−m) ,

C
(−)
1
2

(m∗,m) = −C
(+)
1
2

(m∗,−m) . (3.46)

5These amplitudes describe, respectively, the double-spin-flip, no-spin-flip, and single-spin-flip transitions.
For l = 0, the amplitudeF(±)

3
2

should be set equal to zero.
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SPIN J = 1
2 RESONANCES.




F

(±)
1
2

±
√

2C
(±)
1
2



 =
λ(±)

0

m∗

(

2M2 m+m−
−2m∗m∓ −m∗m±

)(

F(±)
1

F(±)
2

)

. (3.47)

The coefficientsλ(±)
0 are defined by

λ(±)
0 = e

m∗√
2

√

m2
±−M2 . (3.48)

An explicit expression for the covariant form factorsF(±)
1 , F(±)

2 andF(±)
3 can be found

assuming vector meson dominance.

3.3.2 Extended VMD model

The vector meson dominance model connects the hadronic electromagnetic current with the
fields of light vector mesons such asρ, ω or φ, which have the same quantum numbers as the
photon, namely spinJ = 1, parityP = −1 and charge conjugationC = −1. The connection
is obtained by assuming that, to a very good approximation, the hadronic electromagnetic
current is a linear combination of the vector meson fieldsVµ and has the form [47]

Jem
µ = −e ∑

V=ρ,ω,φ

m2
V

gV
Vµ . (3.49)

Here mV are the vector meson masses andgV the corresponding dimensionless coupling
constants. As already mentioned in Section 3.2, theSU(3) symmetry predicts for the cou-
pling constants the relationgρ : gω : gφ = 1 : 3 : −3√

2
. The magnitude ofgρ, gω andgφ can be

determined by measuring the leptonic decays of the vector mesons. The valuesgρ = 5.03,
gω = 17.1, andgφ = −12.9 extracted from theV → e+e− decays of theρ, ω, andφ mesons
are in good agreement with theSU(3) predictions.

The VMD model has been extensively used to interpret the photo- and electroproduction
of hadrons. For example, it describes well the electromagnetic pion form factor:

Fπ(q
2) =

fρππ

gρ

m2
ρ

m2
ρ −q2 , (3.50)

with fρππ being the coupling constant of the effective Lagrangian

Lρππ = −1
2

fρππεαβγρα
µ(πβ←→∂ µπγ)

= − fρππ(ρ0
µπ−i

←→
∂ µπ+ +ρ+

µ π0i
←→
∂ µπ− +ρ−

µ π+i
←→
∂ µπ0) (3.51)

where
←→
∂ µ =

−→
∂ µ−

←−
∂ µ. The normalizationFπ(0) = 1 implies

fρππ/gρ = 1 . (3.52)
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The standard vector meson dominance with the ground-stateρ, ω, andφ mesons predicts
monopole form factors with 1/q2 asymptotics atq2 → ∞. Such asymptotics is, according to
the quark counting rules [52], valid for the electromagnetic pion form factor.

The description of the resonance decaysΓ(R→Nγ∗) is usually based on the VMD model.
The decays of theN∗ resonances proceed through both theρ andω mesons. The∆ decays,
on the other hand, proceed exclusively through theρ meson. The approach is schematically

depicted in Fig. 3.5. The vector meson couplings with the nucleon resonancesf (±)
VNR,k are

R

N

γ*

e+

e-

=
R

N

γ*

ρ, ω

e+

e-

Figure 3.5: Decay of nuclear resonances to dileptons in the VMD model. The RNγ transition form factors
contain contributions from theω andρ mesons.

defined by theT-matrix element of theVN→ R process

< Jλ∗|T|λλV >= ∑
k

f (±)
VNR,kuβ1...βl

(p∗,λ∗)qβ1
...qβl−1

Γ
(±)k
βl µ

u(p,λ)ε(λV)
µ (q) (3.53)

where the verticesΓ(±)k
βµ are the same as for the photon, andε(λV)

µ (k) is the polarization vector
of the vector mesonV with momentumq and helicityλV .

The combination of Eqs. (3.53) and the VMD current field identity (3.49) allows to cal-
culate the photo- and electroproduction amplitudes

< Jλ∗|T|λλγ > = ∑
k

∑
V

f (±)
VNR,k

em2
V

gV

1

q2−m2
V

×

uβ1...βl
(p∗,λ∗)qβ1

...qβl−1
Γ

(±)k
βl µ

u(p,λ)ε(λγ)
µ (q) . (3.54)

The comparison with the expression for the helicity amplitudes (3.23) shows that the
covariant form factors have the form

F(±)
k (M2) = ∑

V

f (±)
VNR,k

gV

1

1−M2/m2
V

. (3.55)

The ∆ resonance form factors have only contributions from theρ meson family. If the

covariant form factorsF(±)
k (M2) are known, the coupling constantsf (±)

ρ0NR,k
for the ∆ reso-

nances can be found from equation

f (±)

ρ0N∆,k
= − gρ

m2
ρ
res

{

F(±)
k (M2 = m2

ρ)
}

. (3.56)
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The nucleon resonancesN∗ receive contributions from theρ andω mesons. The couplings
with the nucleon resonances are calculated as residues of a superposition for isospin projec-
tions I3 = +1

2 andI3 = −1
2 :

f (±)

ρ0NN∗,k = − gρ

2m2
ρ
res

{

F(±)
k (M2 = m2

ρ)
I3=+ 1

2 −F(±)
k (M2 = m2

ρ)
I3=− 1

2

}

,

f (±)
ωNN∗,k = − gω

2m2
ω

res
{

F(±)
k (M2 = m2

ω)I3=+ 1
2 +F(±)

k (M2 = m2
ω)I3=− 1

2

}

.
(3.57)

The VMD model gives, in principle, an unified description of the radiative and mesonic
decays and of the photo- and electroproduction of hadrons. However, two inconsistencies of
the standard VMD model have been pointed out [34, 53].

First shortcoming of the standard VMD. We saw that the standard vector meson domi-
nance predicts monopole form factors with 1/q2 asymptotics atq2 → ∞. The electromag-
netic nucleon form factors demonstrate experimentally a dipole behaviour. The quark count-
ing rules for the Sachs form factors predictGE(q2) ∼ GM(q2) ∼ 1/q4 atq2 → ∞. The VMD
model with the ground-stateρ-, ω-, andφ-mesons cannot describe the nucleon form factors
at low values ofq2 (the isovector charge radius is underestimated) and gives in contrast to
the pion incorrect asymptotic behaviour. In order to solve this problem, it was proposed
[54, 55, 56, 57] to include in the current (3.49) excited states of the vector mesonsρ′, ρ′′, ...
etc. The VMD model extended in this way has been namedextended VMD(eVMD) model.
The eVMD model yields for the nucleon form factors the correct asymptotic behaviour. In
addition, the minimal extension of the VMD model improves the description of theρπγ
transition form factor that falls off asymptotically as 1/q4 [53].

For theRNγ transition form factors, in which we are interested, the standard VMD model
provides wrong asymptotics too. The quark counting rules predict the following asymptotics
for the helicity amplitudes

F
(±)
3
2

= O(
1

(−M2)5/2
) ,

F
(±)
1
2

= O(
1

(−M2)3/2
) ,

C
(±)
1
2

= O(
1

(−M2)5/2
) . (3.58)

Second shortcoming of the standard VMD. The VMD model should give, in principle, an
unified description of the radiativeRNγ and the mesonicRNV decays. However, the stan-
dard VMD model underestimates the mesonic branching ratiosof various baryon resonances
if coupling constants extracted from the radiative branching are used as input. The reso-
nanceN∗(1520), for example, is a case for which both, theN(1520) → Nρ andN(1520) →
Nγ widths are known with a relatively high precision:B(N(1520) → Nρ) = 15÷ 25%,
B(N(1520) → Nγ) = 0.46÷ 0.56 % (pγ mode), 0.30÷ 0.53 % (nγ mode). The standard
VMD model, as it has been used for example in [58], leads to a severe inconsistency: using
the coupling constantfN(1520)Nρ = 7.0 extracted from the mesonicN(1520) → Nρ decay,
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R N1440 N1520 N1535 N1650 N1680 N1720 ∆1232 ∆1620 ∆1700 ∆1905

JP 1
2
+ 3

2
− 1

2
− 1

2
− 5

2
+ 3

2
+ 3

2
+ 1

2
− 3

2
− 5

2
+

fRNρ < 26 7.0 < 2.0 0.9 6.3 7.8 15.3 2.5 5.0 12.2
f γ
RNρ 1.3 3.8 1.8 < 0.8 3.9 2.2 10.8 0.7 2.7 2.1

Table 3.1: The coupling constantsfRNρ derived from theR→Nρ mesonic decays are compared to the coupling
constantsf γ

RNρ fixed from the radiativeR→ Nγ decays. The numerical valuesfRNρ are taken from Ref. [9],
with exception of the∆(1232) resonance for which the theoretical value from [14] is givenand of theN(1440)
andN(1535) resonances where the results of the calculations of the authors of Ref. [53] are given. The table is
taken from Ref. [53].

the branching ratio for the radiative decay is found to be twoto three times larger than the
experimental value. Analogous overestimations are observed for almost all otherN and∆
resonances for which the experimentalNρ andNγ data are available. Table 3.1 summarizes
the results.

It is clear that a more accurate description of radiative decays of the baryon resonances
requires a model, VMD based, which takes into account the correct asymptotics of theRNγ
transition form factors and which is able to describe both the R→ Nγ radiative decays and
theR→ Nρ(ω) mesonic decays with thesameparameters.

In Ref. [34] the eVMD model has been used for the description ofthe transition form
factor of the baryon resonances. As already mentioned, the basic idea of the eVMD model is
to include in the current (3.49) excited states of the vectormesonsρ′, ρ′′, ... etc. This results
in the addition of new free parameters with respect to the standard VMD model, namely the
couplings of theρ′, ρ′′, . . ., to the resonances (f (±)

ρ′NR,k, f (±)
ρ′′NR,k, . . .) and to the photon (gρ′ , gρ′′ ,

. . .). However, the constraints (3.58) can be used to reduce the number of free parameters of
the model. Thus, the eVMD model provides the correct asymptotics of theRNγ transition
form factorsab initio. Moreover, the model provides an unified description of photo- and
electroproduction data and the vector meson decays of the baryon resonances.

We report below the main steps that lead to the expression of the covariant form factors
F(±)

1 , F(±)
2 andF(±)

3 in terms of the free parameters of the eVMD model. For this purpose,
we separate the case of resonances with spinJ ≥ 3

2 from the case of resonances with spin
J = 1

2.

SPIN J ≥ 3
2 RESONANCES. Taking into account thatλ(±)

l = O((−M2)l−1/2) at M2 → −∞, one
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gets the asymptotics of the covariant form factorsF(±)
k (M2) atM2 →−∞:

F(±)
1 (M2) = O(

1
(−M2)l+2) ,

F(±)
2 (M2) = O(

1
(−M2)l+3) ,

F(±)
3 (M2) = O(

1
(−M2)l+3) . (3.59)

These constraints can be resolved with a minimal set of parameters to give

F(±)
1 (M2) =

C(±)
10 +C(±)

11 M2

∏l+3
i=1(1−M2/m2

i )
,

F(±)
2 (M2) =

C(±)
20

∏l+3
i=1(1−M2/m2

i )
,

F(±)
3 (M2) =

C(±)
30

∏l+3
i=1(1−M2/m2

i )
.

(3.60)

Here,C(±)
k j are free parameters of the extended VMD model,l +3 is the total number of the vector

mesons. For each form factor, the quark counting rules reduce the number of free parameters from
l +3 to 2 fork = 1 and to 1 fork = 2,3. The knowledge of the four parametersC(±)

10 , C(±)
11 , C(±)

20 , and

C(±)
30 is therefore sufficient to fixF(±)

k (M2). In the zero-width limit, the multiplicative representation
(3.60) is completely equivalent to an additive representation of Eq. (3.55), according to the known
theorems of complex analysis of rational functions.

SPIN J = 1
2 RESONANCES. For the two helicity amplitudesF(±)

1
2

andC
(±)
1
2

, the constraints to the

asymptotics are given by Eqs. (3.58). Taking into account thatλ(±)
0 = O((−M2)1/2) at M2 → −∞,

one gets

F(±)
1,2 (M2) = O(

1
(−M2)3) . (3.61)

The general representation for the covariant form factors in the spin-1
2 case has the form

F(±)
k (M2) =

C(±)
k0

∏3
i=1(1−M2/m2

i )
. (3.62)

The parametersC(±)
k j of the extended VMD model, entering Eqs. (3.60) and (3.62), have

been determined in [34] from the fit to the photo- and electroproduction data [59, 60, 61,
62, 63] and the vector meson decay amplitudes of the nucleon resonances [59, 64, 65, 66,
67]. The number of the vector mesons required for each isotopic channel to ensure the
correct asymptotic behavior depends on the total spin of thenucleon resonance. For spin-J
resonances, one needsl + 3 excited vector mesons with the same quantum numbers. The
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nucleon resonances considered in [34] have spinsJ from 1
2 to 7

2. It means that at most 6
excited vector mesons for each isotopic channel are needed.The following masses have
been used: 0.769, 1.250, 1.450, 1.720, 2.150, 2.350 (in GeV). The numbers appearing on
the 1 and 3 - 5 positions are masses of the physicalρ mesons according to the PDG [59].
For discussions on the possible existence of vector mesons with masses around 1.250 GeV
see [43] and [34]. The last mass was set equal to 2.350 GeV for an estimate. In principle the
inclusion of the heavy vector mesons can also be considered as a phenomenological approach
to obtain a physically correct asymptotic behaviour of the form factors. However, the results
on the dilepton emission do anyhow not depend strongly on theexact numerical values of
the masses of the excited vector mesons, since the dilepton energy spectrum extends only
slightly above 1 GeV for the nucleon resonances with masses of about 2 GeV. The authors
assumed further a degeneracy between theρ and ω families. The strangeφ mesons are
decoupled in the eVMD model from the nucleons due to the OZI6 rule.

For the nucleon resonance decays into the vector mesons, theauthors used the data from
PDG [59]. When these data are not available, the Manley and Saleski results (MS) of the
multichannelπN partial wave analysis [64] were used. In other cases, they used the quark
model predictions by Koniuk (K) [66] with 50% errors and 0.05 MeV1/2 errors if the values
are close to zero. In a few cases, the results of the multichannel πN partial-wave analysis of
Longacre and Dolbeau (LD) [65] with 50% errors and quark model predictions of Capstick
and Roberts (CR) [67] were used, when other results did not agreewith the most recent PDG
constraints to the total vector meson decay widths. The PDG and MS data were included
to theχ2 with greater weights. In [34] details on the fitting procedure are given separately
for each one of the 25 resonances considered. We restrict ourselves to list the sources used
to fix the couplings of the resonances which enter in the calculations that will be presented
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this work. For a more complete description of the fitting
procedure as well for the discussion on the relative sign of the photo- and electroproduc-
tion amplitudes and amplitudes for the nucleon resonance decays into the vector mesons we
address the reader to Ref. [34].

N(1535)1
2
−

: The experimental values forA1/2 are from Ref. [68]. TheNρ modes1/2 is
taken from PDG. TheNρ moded3/2 is taken from MS. Theω meson moded3/2 is set equal
to zero.

N(1650)1
2
−

: TheNρ modes1/2 is taken from PDG. The moded3/2 is taken from PDG.
TheNω modes are from K.

N(1520)3
2
−

: The experimental values forA1/2 andA3/2 are from Ref.[68]. The modes
d1/2 andd3/2 are taken from K. The modes3/2 is taken from PDG.

N(1440)1
2
+

: The experimental values forA1/2 are from Ref.[68]. The modep1/2 is taken
from PDG. The value of the modep3/2 is taken from K.

N(1720)3
2
+

: The Nρ mode p1/2 from MS and the modep3/2 from LD seems to be

overestimated in view of the PDG value
√

Γtot
Nρ = 11±2 MeV1/2 for the totalNρ width. The

modesp1/2, p3/2 and f3/2 are taken from K. TheNω modes from K are included to the fit.

6The Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule states that processes with disconnected quark lines in the initial or
final state are suppressed.
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N(1680)5
2
+

: The experimental values forA1/2 and A3/2 are from Ref. [68]. TheNρ
mode f1/2 is from K. The modesf3/2 andp3/2 are from PDG. TheNω modes are from K.

∆(1620)1
2
−

: PDG values are used.

∆(1700)3
2
−

: K values are used for the modesd1/2 andd3/2. The PDG absolute value is
used for thes3/2 mode.

∆(1232)3
2
+

: The data in the space-like region on the magnetic transition form factor are
from Refs. [61, 60, 62]. Into the fit the experimental results of Refs. [69, 70, 71, 63, 72, 73]
for the ratioGC/GM and of Refs. [63, 72, 70, 73] for the ratioGE/GM are included. The
amplitudesA3/2 andA1/2 atM = 0 are given by PDG.

∆(1905)5
2
+

: CR values are used for thef -modes and PDG for thep3/2-mode.

∆(1950)7
2
+

: PDG gives an upper limit of 6 MeV1/2 for the totalNρ width. MS and K
results are above this limit, therefore the estimates of CR have been used.

In Table 3.2 we show the parametersC(±)
k j of the extended VMD model for the above

listed nucleon resonances. The eVMD model results for the vector meson decay amplitudes
of the nucleon resonances are listed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. Finally, the dilepton widths of the
nucleon resonances are shown in Table 3.5.
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Resonance JP C10 C11 C20 C30

N∗(1535) 1
2
−

0.979 0.006
1.787 -0.062

N∗(1650) 1
2
−

0.232 -0.186
-0.394 0.157

N∗(1520) 3
2
−

2.186 -1.236 -1.976 -0.159
-0.220 1.899 -0.316 -0.249

N∗(1440) 1
2
+

0.863 1.023
0.084 -0.699

N∗(1720) 3
2
+

0.000 0.608 0.187 -5.312
0.051 -0.304 0.194 1.630

N∗(1680) 5
2
+

2.487 -0.700 -2.116 -0.797
-0.793 4.929 0.735 -6.297

∆(1620) 1
2
−

-0.155 -0.081

∆(1700) 3
2
−

-0.630 -0.298 1.080 -0.473

∆(1232) 3
2
+

1.768 0.025 -1.096 -0.926

∆(1905) 5
2
+

-0.209 0.090 0.157 -1.145

∆(1950) 7
2
+

0.867 -1.250 -0.138 1.619

Table 3.2: ResiduesC(±)
jk of the extended VMD model, entering Eqs. (3.60) and (3.62), in units GeV−(l+1) wherel = J− 1

2. TheN∗ residues are shown in two rows for the
proton and neutron resonances, respectively.
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Resonance Ref. Nρ Nρ Nρ
√

Γtot
Nρ Nω Nω Nω

√
Γtot

Nω

s1/2 d3/2 s1/2 d3/2

N∗(1535)1
2
−

VMD -2.13 -0.25 2.15 1.43 0.05 1.43
MS -1.7±0.5 -1.3±0.6 2.2±0.6
PDG -2.0±0.9 < 2.7

N∗(1650)1
2
−

VMD -1.45 1.04 1.78 -0.97 -0.02 0.97
MS 0.0±1.6 2.2±0.9 2.2±0.9
PDG ±1.6±1.2 3.4±1.0 3.6±0.9

d1/2 d3/2 s3/2 d1/2 d3/2 s3/2

N∗(1520)3
2
−

VMD -0.37 -0.17 -5.14 5.16 -0.02 0.03 0.28 0.29
MS 0 0 -5.1±0.6 5.1±0.6
PDG -4.9±0.6 4.9±0.6

p1/2 p3/2 p1/2 p3/2

N∗(1440)1
2
+

VMD -0.29 0.61 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.00
PDG ±3.7±2.2 < 6

p1/2 p3/2 f3/2 p1/2 p3/2 f3/2

N∗(1720)3
2
+

VMD 11.03 -2.56 1.02 11.37 5.29 -2.09 0.14 5.69
MS 18±5 0 0 18±5
PDG 11±2

f1/2 f3/2 p3/2 f1/2 f3/2 p3/2

N∗(1680)5
2
+

VMD -1.35 -1.23 -2.62 3.20 0.09 0.40 0.58 0.71
MS 0 -1.7±0.6 -2.8±0.7 3.3±0.7
PDG -2.0±0.6 -2.8±1.4 3.4±1.1

Table 3.3: Predictions of the extended VMD model for the partial widthsof theN∗ resonance decays into theρ andω meson channels, inclusive of the sign of the amplitudes.
The data quoted by PDG [59] and the results of the multichannel πN partial-wave analysis MS [64] are given for comparison. Thewidths are in MeV.
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Resonance Ref. Nρ Nρ Nρ
√

Γtot
Nρ

s1/2 d3/2

∆(1620)1
2
−

VMD 4.05 -0.02 4.05
MS 6.2±0.9 -2.4±0.2 6.6±0.8
PDG 4.2±1.4 -2.2±1.5 4.9±1.5

d1/2 d3/2 s3/2

∆(1700)3
2
−

VMD -1.66 0.66 6.67 6.91
MS 0 0 6.8±2.3 6.8±2.3
PDG ±6.7±2.4 11±3

f1/2 f3/2 p3/2

∆(1905)5
2
+

VMD -1.40 -0.46 17.46 17.53
MS 0 0 16.8±1.3 16.8±1.3
PDG 20±6 > 17

f1/2 f3/2 h3/2

∆(1950)7
2
+

VMD 1.28 -2.38 0.28 2.72
MS 0 11.4±0.5 0 11.4±0.5
PDG < 6

Table 3.4: Theρ meson modes of the∆ resonances. The notations are the same as in Table 3.3.
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Resonance Γe+e− [keV ] Γµ+µ− [keV ]

N∗(1535)1
2
−

2.01 1.87
5.30 4.85

N∗(1650)1
2
−

3.23 0.79
2.00 0.31

N∗(1520)3
2
−

6.02 0.73
4.42 0.41

N∗(1440)1
2
+

1.40 0.22
0.56 0.05

N∗(1720)3
2
+

7.93 7.77
3.14 2.77

N∗(1680)5
2
+

2.58 0.43
1.47 1.13

∆(1620)1
2
−

1.33 0.88

∆(1700)3
2
−

6.10 1.65

∆(1232)3
2
+

5.02 0.04

∆(1905)5
2
+

10.51 10.36

∆(1950)7
2
+

3.18 0.81

Table 3.5: The decay widths of the nucleon resonances into thee+e− andµ+µ− pairs. The first line of theN∗

resonances withI = 1/2 refers to the proton, the second one to the neutron resonances.
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Chapter 4

Vector mesons in the medium

The in-medium properties of hadrons are generally expressed in terms of the self energyΣ.
The self energy determines the spectral function of the quasi-particle in the medium. As
long as the self energy shows only a moderate energy dependence, the real part ofΣ can be
interpreted in terms of a mass shift while the imaginary partgenerates the in-medium width.
To leading order in density the self energy is determined by the forward scattering length
of the hadron with the surrounding particles. Since theρ-nucleon andω-nucleon scattering
lengths are unknown from the experimental side, these quantities have to be determined
theoretically.

This Chapter is devoted to the description of the properties that theρ and ω mesons
acquire when they are embedded in the nuclear medium. After introducing some basic con-
cepts in Section 4.1, we apply in Section 4.2 the Nucleon Resonance Dominance (NRD)
model to calculate the forward scattering of vector mesons on nucleons and then determine
the in-medium spectral functions of theρ andω mesons. The nucleon resonance dominance
model is not a field theory in the strict sense where corresponding Feynman diagrams are
evaluated, but an effective model which has, however, some similarity to a field theory based
on Feynman diagrams with the intermediate resonances in thes-channel of vector meson
and nucleon scattering (see Fig. 4.1). The model assumes that vector meson production runs
over the excitation of nucleon resonances. Such an approachwas applied in many previ-
ous investigations of vector mesons properties in the nuclear medium [74, 75, 76, 18, 17].
The present approach differs with respect to previous investigations by the fact that in the
NRD+eVMD model the corresponding couplings of resonances tonucleon and vector meson
are of relativistic form and kinematically complete. The inclusion of possible non-resonant
contributions to the forward vector meson-nucleon scattering and the influence of in-medium
resonances on the vector meson self energies are discussed in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4
respectively. Finally, in Section 4.5 we briefly report the main features of the analysis that
led to the conjecture of the “dropping mass” in-medium scenario for the vector mesons.
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Figure 4.1: Resonance contribution to theρN scattering amplitude.

4.1 In-medium spectral functions

The spectral function of a particle is defined as the imaginary part of the propagator. In
vacuum the spectral functions of theρ andω mesons depend only on their invariant mass
and the spectral distribution of the longitudinal and transversal modes are the same. In
nuclear matter, instead, the acquired self energy depends separately on both the energyp0

and the three-momentump of the vector mesonV = ρ,ω. Moreover, the transverse and
longitudinal propagation modes receive different in-medium modifications. This results in a
different spectral distribution of the longitudinal and transversal modes or, in other words, in
a transversal and longitudinal spectral function:

AT/L
V (p0,p) = −1

π
Im Σtot(T/L)

V (p0,p)

(p2−m2
V +ReΣtot(T/L)

V (p0,p))2 + Im Σtot(T/L)
V (p0,p)2

. (4.1)

HeremV is the pole mass of the vector meson.Σtot(T/L) is the transverse or longitudinal part
of the total self energy of the vector meson which can be decomposed into a vacuum self
energyΣ(0)

V and an in-medium partΣT/L(p0,p):

Σtot(T/L)
V (p0,p) = Σ(0)

V (p2)+ΣT/L
V (p0,p) . (4.2)

The vacuum self energyΣ(0)
V is determined by the corresponding vacuum width

ℑΣ(0)
V = −mVΓtot

V (M) , ℜΣ(0)
V = 0 . (4.3)

Here Γtot
ρ (M) and Γtot

ω (M) are essentially given by the dominating decay widths of theρ
meson into two pions and of theω meson into three pions respectively.

The two pion decay width of theρ meson is parameterized as

Γtot
ρ (M) = Γtot

ρ (mρ)
mρ

M

(
kπ(M,mπ,mπ)

kπ(mρ,mπ,mπ)

)3

Θ(M2−4m2
π) (4.4)

where1 kπ(M,mπ,mπ) = p∗(M,mπ,mπ) is the momentum of the pions in the rest frame of the
decayingρ having massM; mρ is the physicalρ mass andΓtot

ρ (mρ) = 150 MeV the on-shell

1 p∗ has been defined in Section 3.1.1, Eq. (3.12).
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decay width. Eq. (4.4) can be understood as follows: the energy dependence of the width
around threshold is determined by the orbital angular momentum l of theππ system in the
ρ → ππ decay as

Γtot
ρ (M) ∼

(

kπ(M,mπ,mπ)
)2l+1

, (4.5)

where one power ofkπ is due to the two-body phase space and the remaining powers originate
from the square of the matrix element of the process. Since the ρ → ππ decay proceeds as
a p-wave2, one hasΓtot

ρ ∼ k3
π. Despite its simplicity, Eq. (4.4) contains precisely the energy

dependence of the imaginary part of theρ meson vacuum self energy that comes out of a one
loop calculation.

The three pion decay width of theω meson can be calculated according to the two-step
processω → ρπ → 3π as proposed by Gell-Mann, Sharp, and Wagner [77]. The correspond-
ing result can be parametrized in the simple form

Γtot
ω (M) = Γtot

ω (mω)
mω
M

(
M2−9m2

π
m2

ω −9m2
π

)3

Θ(M2−9m2
π) (4.6)

with mω the physicalω mass andΓtot
ω (mω) = 8.4 MeV the on-shell decay width.

In the following we will determine the in-medium part of the self energyΣV .

4.2 In-medium self energy: resonant contribution

To lowest order in the nuclear densityρB the self energyΣV of a vector mesonV in iso-
topically symmetric nuclear medium is determined by the invariantVN forward scattering
amplitudeAVN

ΣV(p0,p,ρB) = −
Z

F
AVN(p, pN) 2·2 d3pN

2EN(2π)3 . (4.7)

Herep= (p0,p) andpN = (EN,p) are the 4-momenta of the vector mesonV and the nucleon,
whereV refers either to aρ0 or a ω meson. Due to isosymmetry of the medium the self
energyΣV for ρ± mesons is the same as forρ0 meson. The forward scattering amplitude
AVN is the same for proton (N = p) and neutron (N = n) scattering. The integral in (4.7)
runs over the nucleon momenta within the Fermi volume, denoted here byF . By performing
the integration in the rest frame of nuclear matterF is simply the Fermi sphere with Fermi
momentumpF determined by nuclear matter densityρB

ρB =
2

3π2 p3
F . (4.8)

The amplitudeAVN is expressed as the sum over resonances of amplitudes for resonant
scattering of Breit-Wigner form

AVN = −∑
R

(2JR+1)

2·3
8πs
k

ΓR→NV(s, p2)

s−M2
R+ i

√
sΓtot

R (s)
. (4.9)

2We remind that the pion is a pseudoscalar particle,Jπ = 0, and theρ meson is a vector particle,Jρ = 1.
Therefore in theρ → ππ decay angular momentum conservation imposes theππ system to be in a state with
relative orbital angular momentuml = 1.
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In (4.9)s= (pN + p)2 = µ2 is the running mass squared of the baryon resonance,JR its spin,
MR its pole mass andk is the c.m. momentum in theVN scattering. The widthΓR→NV(s, p2)

refers to the decay of the baryon resonance to a nucleon and a vector meson with fixed mass
squaredp2 = M2. The widthΓtot

R (µ) is given by3

Γtot
R (µ) = ΓR→Nπ(µ)+ΓR→Nρ(µ)+ΓR→Nω(µ)+δΓR (4.11)

and refers to the decays of the resonanceR not modified by the medium, in particular, with
the vacuum spectral functions for the decay products.

This represents the lowest order approximation in the calculation of the medium contri-
butionΣV to the total self energyΣtot

V = ΣV + Σ(0)
V of the vector mesonV. In the next order

the medium modification of the resonance spectral function including the modification of the
resonance width due to the modifications of the products of the resonance decay should be
taken into account. This leads to a self-consistency problem.

Let us now discuss each term of ther.h.s.of Eq. (4.11) separately:

• ΓR→Nπ(µ) is the energy dependentNπ partial decay width scaled according to theNπ
phase space and the Blatt-Weisskopf suppression factor:

ΓR→Nπ(µ) = ΓR→Nπ(MR)
M2

R

µ2

(
q
qr

)(2lπ+1) (δ2 +q2
r

δ2 +q2

)(lπ+1)

Θ(µ− (mN +mπ))

(4.12)
whereq= q(µ,mN,mπ) andqr = q(MR,mN,mπ) are the pion (or nucleon) three-momenta
in the rest-frame of the resonance with massµandMR respectively andlπ is relative or-
bital angular momentum of theNπ system. The parameterδ in the cutoff function has

a valueδ = 0.3 GeV for the∆(1232) resonance andδ2 = (MR−mN−mπ)
2+

Γtot
R (MR)2

4
for the higher baryon resonances.

• ΓR→Nρ(µ) is the energy dependentNρ partial decay width given by

ΓR→Nρ(µ) =
Z (µ−mN)2

4m2
π

dM2ΓR→Nρ(µ,M)Aρ(M) (4.13)

whereΓR→Nρ(µ,M) stands for the width of a resonance with massµ decaying into a
nucleon and aρ meson with fixed massM and

Aρ(M) =
1
π

mρΓtot
ρ (M)

(M2−m2
ρ)

2 +(mρΓtot
ρ (M))2 (4.14)

is the vacuum spectral function of theρ meson. The integration overAρ is motivated
by the fact that theρ meson, being an unstable particle, does not exist as asymptotic
state. The physical situation one has to evaluate is rather the one showed in Fig. 4.2.

3In the case of theN⋆(1535) resonance theNη decay channel contributes to∼ 45% of the total width and
Eq.(4.11) reads :

Γtot
R (µ) = ΓR→Nπ(µ)+ΓR→Nη(µ)+ΓR→Nρ(µ)+ΓR→Nω(µ)+δΓR . (4.10)
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Figure 4.2: Decay of a resonance into a nucleon and two pions via an intermediateρ meson.

• ΓR→Nω(µ) is the energy dependentNω partial decay width. A∆ → Nω decay would
violate isospin conservation. Therefore one hasΓR→Nω(µ) = 0 for all resonances of
the∆ family. For resonancesR= N⋆ one has:

ΓR→Nω(µ) =
Z (µ−mN)2

9m2
π

dM2ΓR→Nω(µ,M)Aω(M) (4.15)

whereΓR→Nω(µ,M) stands for the width of a resonance with massµ decaying into a
nucleon and aω meson with fixed massM and

Aω(M) =
1
π

mωΓtot
ω (M)

(M2−m2
ω)2 +(mωΓtot

ω (M))2 (4.16)

is the vacuum spectral function of theω meson.

• Finally, δΓR = Γtot
R (MR)−ΓR→Nπ(MR)−ΓR→Nρ(MR)−ΓR→Nω(MR) ensures the nor-

malization of the total width at the resonance pole mass. Theintroduction of this
term is due to the fact that in some cases the sum of the channels considered does not
exhaust the total width.

At this point it is clear that the widthΓR→NV(s, p2) appearing in Eq. (4.9), (4.13)4, (4.15)
is the key quantity which has to be determined in order to haveaccess to the vector meson
spectral functions in nuclear matter. As already shown in Chapter 3, the widthΓR→NV(s, p2)

can be expressed in terms of the helicity amplitudesA3
2
,A1

2
,S1

2
of theR→ NV decay

ΓR→NV(s, p2) =
k

8πs

2(A2
3
2
+A2

1
2
+S2

1
2
)

(2JR+1)
. (4.17)

These amplitudes have been parameterized within the relativistic approach developed in
Ref. [34] and presented in Chapter 3.

The transverse and longitudinal self energiesΣT
V and ΣL

V can be then obtained by the
following substitutions in (4.17)

2
3
(A2

3
2
+A2

1
2
+S2

1
2
) → (A2

3
2
+A2

1
2
)
1+cos2θ

2
+2S2

1
2

sin2θ
2

, (4.18)

2
3
(A2

3
2
+A2

1
2
+S2

1
2
) → 2S2

1
2
cos2θ+(A2

3
2
+A2

1
2
)sin2θ , (4.19)

4Isospin symmetry impliesΓ∆∗→Nρ = 3
2Γ∆∗→Nρ0 andΓN∗→Nρ = 3ΓN∗→Nρ0.
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N∗ JP L2I 2J ∆ JP L2I 2J

N∗(1535) 1
2
−

S11 ∆(1620) 1
2
−

S31

N∗(1650) 1
2
−

S11 ∆(1700) 3
2
−

D33

N∗(1520) 3
2
−

D13 ∆(1232) 3
2
+

P33

N∗(1440) 1
2
+

P11 ∆(1905) 5
2
+

F35

N∗(1720) 3
2
+

P13 ∆(1950) 7
2
+

F37

N∗(1680) 5
2
+

F15

Table 4.1: List of the resonances included in the calculation of the helicity amplitudes entering into Eq. (4.17).

whereθ is the polar angle of vector meson momentum in the c.m. system. The polarization
averaged self energyΣV reads then

ΣV =
2ΣT

V +ΣL
V

3
. (4.20)

The resonances included in the calculation of the widthΓR→NV(s, p2) are listed in Ta-
ble 4.1. The same relativistic approach and the same set of nucleon resonances used for
this calculation has been successfully applied to dileptonand vector meson production inpp
collisions [53, 78, 79].

4.2.1 Results

In the following we discuss first the results of the non self-consistent approach. Analogous
lowest order calculations have been performed e.g. in Ref. [11].

ρ-meson spectral function

Fig. 4.3 shows theρ spectral function in nuclear matter at nuclear saturation densityρ0 =

0.16 fm−3. Longitudinal (AL) and transverse (AT) spectral functions are found to be rather
similar. This means that unpolarized spectral functions can be used in the calculations of
dilepton spectra.

We observe a slight upwards mass shift of theρ and a substantial broadening. At low mo-
menta the spectral functions show a clear two peak structurewhich vanishes with increasing
vector meson momentum. The results shown in Fig. 4.3 are in qualitative and quantitative
agreement with previous calculations based on the resonance model assumption [18]. Al-
though the various approaches are based on different ways todescribe the corresponding
transition form factors, eVMD in the present case, and parameters are partially fixed in a
different way, this fact demonstrates the stability of the essential features predicted by these
types of models.

The emerging two-peak structure can be understood as follows: value and sign of the
self energyℜΣV depend on the pole positions of the particular resonances. If the vector
meson mass is small, the invariant mass of vector meson plus nucleon is below the pole
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Figure 4.3: Longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) ρ spectral functions in nuclear matter at saturation densityfor
various momentap (in GeV). The shaded area shows the vacuum spectral function.

masses of the relevant nucleon resonances. Therefore the real part of the vector meson self
energy is negative. This is a typical example for level repulsion (vector meson plus nucleon
and nucleon resonance). Consequently, the factor(m2−m2

V −ℜΣV)2 in the denominator of
the vector meson spectral function, Eq. (4.1), is small or even equal to zero. Thus the first
peak in the spectral function emerges at a vector meson mass around 0.5 GeV. The major
contribution which generates the first peak comes from theN∗(1520) which is in agreement
with the findings reported in Ref. [18]. If the vector meson mass squared lies in the vicinity
of its vacuum valuem2

V , the invariant mass of vector meson plus nucleon lies above the pole
masses of the relevant nucleon resonances and the real part of the vector meson self energy
is positive. Therefore we obtain the second peak in the spectral function at a vector meson
mass slightly abovemV . At high vector meson momenta the invariant mass of vector meson
plus nucleon is always above the pole masses of the relevant nucleon resonances. As a result
the spectral function has only one single peak slightly abovemV .

The dependence of theρ meson spectral function on the nuclear density is shown in
Fig. 4.4. The figure displays the unpolarized spectral function of a ρ meson at rest in the
frame of the surrounding medium atρ0 and at 2ρ0 nuclear density. With increasing density
we observe a further shift of strength away from the originalpole mass, i.e. the first branch
in the spectral distribution is slightly enhanced and even shifted to lower masses, while the
second peak is slightly shifted upwards and additionally broadened.

In this context it should be noted that the resonance model predictions stand in contrast
to the coupled channel calculations of Ref. [11] which predict no significant medium depen-
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Figure 4.4: Unpolarizedρ meson spectral function at rest in nuclear matter at saturation density and twice
saturation density. The shaded area displays the vacuum spectral function.

dence of theρ, neither concerning a mass shift nor a broadening. The reason for the much
less pronounced shift to lower masses resulting from the approach of [11] lies mainly in
the much weaker coupling to theN∗(1520) found in [11]. For this resonance the value of
ΓNρ ∼ 2 MeV [11] has to be compared toΓNρ ∼ 25 MeV from [34, 18]. The latter value is,
however, in agreement with PDG [80] and the Manley/Saleski analysis [64].

ω-meson spectral function

For theω we observe a behaviour which is qualitatively similar to that of the ρ-meson.
Fig. 4.5 shows theω spectral function in nuclear matter at nuclear saturation density. Longi-
tudinal (AL) and transverse (AT) spectral functions are again found to be rather similar. In
both cases theω pole mass is slightly shifted upwards and theω is substantially broadened
around its quasi-particle pole. Atρ0 we obtain an in-mediumω width of 300 MeV.5

As in the case of theρ, the coupling to low lying resonances leads to the appearance
of a first peak in the spectral function which lies around 0.5÷ 0.55 GeV. With increasing
momentum this peak is washed out and disappears finally.

The first branch in the spectral distribution is mainly generated by theN∗(1535) reso-
nance. As discussed in detail in Refs. [34, 78], in the NRD+eVMDmodel a strongN∗(1535)Nω
coupling is implied by the available electro- and photoproduction data. However, theNω de-
cay of this resonance has not been measured directly, and therefore input from quark model
predictions had to be used to fix the entire set of eVMD model parameters. Nevertheless,
within such a procedure a strongN∗(1535)Nω coupling seems practically unavoidable. In
pp→ ppω production the largeN∗(1535)Nω decay mode leads to substantial contributions

5The width has been evaluated as−ℑΣtot
ω (mω,p = 0)/mω .
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in a kinematical regime where theω is far off-shell, i.e. at small invariant masses. This
is reflected in an enhancement in the cross section around threshold [78]. Existing data
[81, 82, 83] do, however, not rule out such a behaviour. A closer inspection of the experi-
mentally observed background contributions may provide important information concerning
this question.
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Figure 4.5: Longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) ω spectral functions in nuclear matter at saturation densityfor
various momentap (in GeV). The shaded area shows the vacuum spectral function.

The nuclear matter density dependence of theω meson spectral function is shown in
Fig. 4.6. The figure shows the unpolarized spectral functionat rest atρ0 and 2ρ0 nuclear
density. As in the case of theρ meson we observe a shift of the second peak which belongs
to the originalω pole towards higher masses with increasing density while the first peak is
shifted to lower masses.

4.3 In-medium self energy: non-resonant contributions

Up to now we have not discussed possible non-resonant contributions to the forward vector
meson-nucleon scattering. The reason is twofold: first of all, we cannot fix the non-resonant
amplitudes with the same accuracy as the resonant ones. Secondly, if we fix them with the
available accuracy, we would find that non-resonant amplitudes approximately cancel each
other in the sum. For example, in the case of theρ meson there exist the Compton scattering
amplitude, which gives a positive contribution to the real part of theρ meson self energy, and
the amplitude due toσ meson exchange, which gives a negative contribution to it (the latter
is of the same origin as the attractive part ofNN interaction). The unknownρρσ coupling
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Figure 4.6: Unpolarizedω meson spectral function at rest in nuclear matter at saturation density and twice
saturation density. The shaded area displays the vacuum spectral function.

constant can be extracted from the width of theρ0 → π+π−π+π− decay if one assumes that
this decay goes over an intermediateρ0σ state.

Details on the calculation of the two contributions from Compton scattering (ΣCompt) and
σ-exchange (Σσ−exch) are given in Appendix C.1. For the estimate shown in Fig. 4.7 the
correspondingNNρ tensor coupling andNNσ coupling strength were taken from the Bonn
one-boson-exchange model [84] for nucleon-nucleon scattering (gNNρ = 19.8, gNNσ = 10 ).
The error band forΣσ−exch is due to the relatively large uncertainty in the four-π decay of the
ρ meson

BR(ρ0 → π+π−π+π−) = (1.8±0.9)×10−5 .

However, from Fig. 4.7 one sees that the two contributions from Compton scattering (ΣCompt)
andσ-exchange (Σσ−exch) are of different sign and comparable magnitude. For the mean
values of the branching ratioBR(ρ0 → π+π−π+π−) they almost cancel out completely and
changes of theρ meson spectral function are insignificant.

To account for non-resonant contributions to theω spectral function within the present
scheme we assume anωωσ coupling three times larger than that forρρσ which is motivated
by the comparison with the two pion coupling. TheNNω vector coupling (gNNω = 15.9) is
again taken from the Bonn potential [84].

4.3.1 Results

ρ meson spectral function

The influence of the non-resonant contributions on theρ meson spectral function is displayed
in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.8 shows the longitudinal and transverseρ spectral function
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Figure 4.7: Non-resonant contributions toρ meson self energy from Compton scattering amplitude (solidline)
and from the amplitude due to exchange byσ meson (unshaded region). The region corresponds to the error in
the branching ratioBr(ρ0 → π+π−π+π−) = (1.8±0.9)×10−5.

in nuclear matter at nuclear saturation density, while Fig.4.9 shows the unpolarized spectral
function of aρ meson at rest in nuclear matter at saturation density and twice saturation
density. The spectral distributions obtained from calculations which take into account the
non-resonant contributions to the forward vector meson-nucleon scattering are compared to
the corresponding ones, presented in Section 4.2, obtainedfrom calculations which take only
resonant contributions into account. As can be seen, the addition of non-resonant contribu-
tions does not appreciably modify theρ meson spectral function.

ω-meson spectral function

In the case of theω the influence of non-resonant contributions is found to be more pro-
nounced than in the case of theρ, as shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. The non-resonant
contributions tend to increase the repulsive mass shift of theω pole and they strongly sup-
press the first peak in the spectral function. However, the qualitative features of the spectral
distributions are not changed.

Comparing with other works, it should be mentioned that in thepure resonance model
approach of Ref. [74] no such additional peak has been observed. Theω meson spectral
functions obtained within the coupled-channel approach ofRef. [11] and within the coupled-
channelK-matrix of Ref. [19] have qualitative similarity with those from the present ap-
proach.

All approaches come practically to the same conclusions: anupward mass shift, a broad-
ening of theω and the appearance of an additional branch in theω spectral function.

This branch appears at the same position and is in both cases generated by theN∗(1535).
However, in all approaches theω survives as a quasi-particle, at least at moderate densities
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Figure 4.8: Longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) ρ spectral functions in nuclear matter at saturation density
for various momentap (in GeV). Dashed lines stand for the resonance approximation, solid lines represent
calculations where non-resonant contributions have been included as well. The shaded area shows the vacuum
spectral function.

up toρ0, i.e. there the spectral function is still dominated by the main branch corresponding
to the originalω pole. The predictions for the density dependence of the spectral function
are similar on a qualitative level, i.e. when going from one to two times nuclear density the
suppression of the branch corresponding to theω pole is of similar size.

However, on a quantitative level the models come to different conclusions. While the
broadening of theω is similar in Refs. [11] and [19] the mass shift is much larger in Ref. [11]
(∆mω ∼ 46 MeV atρ0) than in Ref. [19] (∆mω ∼ 10 MeV atρ0). In the present case the in-
medium modifications of theω meson are even more pronounced compared to [11, 19], i.e.
the broadening and the upwards mass shift are larger (∆mω ∼ 75 MeV atρ0).

A comparison to predictions from QCD sum rules [85, 86] turns out to be difficult since
the ω properties depend strongly on higher order condensates. Sum rules leave space for
upward and downward mass shifts and the parameters related to the higher order terms in
the operator product expansion have finally to be fixed from experiments [86]. Moreover, in
these approaches it is assumed that theω maintains its quasi-particle properties. However,
due to the distinct two-peak structure of the present spectral distributions it is not possible to
assign a common mass shift to anω quasi-particle pole.
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Figure 4.9: Unpolarizedρ meson spectral function at rest in nuclear matter at saturation density and twice
saturation density. Dashed lines stand for the resonance approximation, solid lines represent calculations where
non-resonant contributions have been included as well. Theshaded area displays the vacuum spectral function.
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Figure 4.10: Longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) ω spectral functions in nuclear matter at saturation density
for various momentap (in GeV). Dashed lines stand for the resonance approximation, solid lines represent
calculations where non-resonant contributions have been included as well. The shaded area shows the vacuum
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Figure 4.11: Unpolarizedω meson spectral function at rest in nuclear matter at saturation density and twice
saturation density. Dashed lines stand for the resonance approximation, solid lines represent calculations where
non-resonant contributions have been included as well. Theshaded area displays the vacuum spectral function.

4.4 In-medium resonances: role of self-consistency

As the next step, we took into account the changes induced by the in-medium vector mesons
on the total width of the nucleon resonances. This leads to a self-consistent determination of
the self energies of the vector mesons in nuclear matter.

The first iteration corresponds to the determination of the self energies of theρ andω
mesons from Eqs. (4.2-4.9) considering vacuum spectral functions for the decay products of
each nucleon resonance in Eq. (4.9). Thus, one assumes that the decay of each resonance is
not modified by the medium. In fact, the results shown in the previous sections correspond
to this first iteration, if considered in the context of a self-consistent calculation.

In the second iteration, one determines the total width of the nucleon resonances from
Eq. (4.11) inserting this time the in-medium spectral functions of the vector mesons obtained
from the first iteration and calculates again the self energies of the vector mesons with the
use of Eqs. (4.2-4.9). Thus, one includes the modification ofthe resonance width due to the
modifications of the resonance decay products.

The procedure is repeated until convergence. We found that the convergence is obtained
already after the third iteration.

As a side result of our self-consistent calculation, we find that the widths of the nucleon
resonances are enhanced in medium due to the fact that the vector meson spectral functions
show a significative spectral strength at small invariant masses. A similar outcome emerged
from the analysis performed in Ref. [9].

The resulting unpolarized vector meson spectral functionsare shown in Fig. 4.12 and
Fig. 4.13 for theρ andω meson respectively. They refer to saturation density. We observe
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that the self-consistent calculation leads predominantlyto a reduction of the lower mass
peak. This result is in qualitative agreement with the findings of Ref. [18], where the role of
a self-consistent iteration scheme on theρ meson spectral function has been investigated.
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Figure 4.12: Unpolarized spectral functions of theρ meson in nuclear matter at saturation density for various
momentap (in GeV). Modification of the resonance width due to the modification of the spectral properties of
the vector mesons are taken into account and a self-consistent calculation is performed. The shaded area shows
the vacuum spectral function.
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Figure 4.13: Unpolarized spectral functions of theω meson in nuclear matter at saturation density for various
momentap (in GeV). The broadening of the nucleon resonance widths induced by the in-medium spectral
properties of the vector mesons is taken into account and a self-consistent calculation is performed. The shaded
area shows the vacuum spectral function.
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4.5 Dropping mass scenario

As already anticipated in the introduction, the search for signatures of a dropping meson
mass was mainly triggered by the theoretical works of Brown and Rho [7] and of Hatsuda and
Lee [20] published at the beginning of the ’90s. The mean fieldbased analysis of effective
Lagrangians performed by Brown ad Rho suggested that the mesonmasses decrease with the
density according to a scaling law that was named, after the authors, “Brown-Rho scaling”
and reads

Φ(ρ) ≡ f ∗π
fπ

=
m∗

N

mN
=

m∗
ρ

mρ
=

m∗
ω

mω
. (4.21)

Here fπ is the pion decay constant,mN the nucleon mass,mρ andmω the ρ andω meson
masses respectively;f ∗π , m∗

N, m∗
ρ, m∗

ω denote the correspondent density dependent quantities.
Since one hasm∗

N/mN ≈ 0.8 at ρ = ρ0, Eq. (4.21) implies that the vector meson masses
should decrease to 80% of their vacuum value already at saturation density.

This scaling law found support in the QCD sum rule calculations performed by Hatsuda
and Lee [20], who extracted the medium dependence of the non-strange vector meson masses
as

m∗
ρ,ω

mρ,ω
= 1− (0.18±0.06)

ρ
ρ0

. (4.22)

However, in deriving Eq. (4.22) the resonance part of the in-medium spectral density was
parametrized, in analogy to the vacuum case, by a delta function (narrow width approxima-
tion)

ρV(q0) ∼ δ(q2
0−m∗

V
2)+continuum, (4.23)

which means that Eq. (4.22) was obtained andis valid in the limit of narrow meson width.
This issue was later investigated by Leupoldet al. [21] who replaced the delta function

parametrization by a schematic Breit-Wigner spectral function. This analysis pointed out
that QCD sum rules do not give any stringent prediction for a dropping of vector masses
when taking into account a possible broadening of the meson widths. A significant broaden-
ing of the strength distributions is, however, expected by hadronic model calculations and, at
least for theρ meson, experimentally confirmed by the measurements of the NA60 collabo-
ration [25]. We recall that the same measurement seems to rule out a simple dropping mass
scenario for theρ meson.



Chapter 5

Dilepton production in HIC

5.1 The QMD transport model

The Quantum Molecular Dynamics (QMD) model is a microscopicdynamicaln-body ap-
proach to heavy ion reactions which simulates the whole timeevolution of the nucleus-
nucleus collision on an event by event basis. The ability of QMD to simulate individual
collision events significantly facilitates the contact with actual collision experiments and has
been a main reason for extensive usage of this approach for confronting theory with experi-
ment.

Many versions of the QMD approach have been developed, most of them being rooted
in the code originally developed by Aichelin and coworkers [87]. Extensions to relativis-
tic kinematics have been made, most notably Relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics
(RQMD) [88, 89] and further extensions towards ultrarelativistic collisions, named UrQMD
[90, 91], have been widely applied to relativistic nuclear collisions and have had considerable
success in reproducing many aspects of the data.

For our investigation of dilepton production in heavy ion collisions at intermediate en-
ergies we employ a particular realization of the QMD model currently used in Tübingen:
the Tübingen Relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics (Tübingen RQMD). The Tübin-
gen RQMD transport code [92] applied for the present investigations is based on relativistic
kinematics but not formulated covariantly. Thus, despite the analogy in the name, it differs
from the RQMD model originally developed by Sorge et al. [88].1Besides the code used

1The Relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics (RQMD), as originally developed by Sorge et al. [88],
represents a fully covariant description of a classicalN-particle system based on Dirac‘s Constrained Hamilton
Dynamics [93]. TheN-body Hamiltonian is thereby expressed by 2N−1 constraintsφi ,

H =
2N−1

∑
i=1

λiφi , (5.1)

where the firstN constraints are given by the mass-shell conditions and the remainingN−1 constraints serve
to fix the world lines of the particles, i.e. to ensure world line invariance and causality. A final time constraint
which does not enter the Hamiltonian fixes an overall evolution time of the system.

The complete set of 2N−1 constraints generates the equations of motions for canonically conjugate coordi-
nates and momenta,

dqµ
i /dτ = {H,qµ

i } , dpµ
i /dτ = {H, pµ

i } , (5.2)
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here, a fully covariant RQMD code has been developed by the Tübingen group in the early
1990s [89] and has even been extended to the application of relativistic scalar-vector mean
field dynamics [94] going thereby beyond the the original RQMDapproach of Ref. [88].
However, the application at low relativistic energies (SIS) revealed insignificant differences
between the two approaches, QMD with relativistic kinematics and full RQMD, what con-
cerns physical observables, in the latter case, however, bythe price of extensive numerical
effort. Therefore the present as well as most previous investigations on particle produc-
tion are based on the standard QMD (relativistic kinematics) approach. The only mesons
included dynamically are the pions, but heavier mesons (K, η, ρ, ω, . . . ) are treated pertur-
batively. The model is particular suited for studies of subthreshold meson production at SIS
energies. It has been extensively applied to kaon production at subthreshold energies [95, 96]
and has also been used for dilepton production [38]. For the latter application, the Tübingen
model has been extended to include all nuclear resonances with masses below 2 GeV, in total
11N∗ and 10∆ resonances [38].

We present below some basic aspects of the QMD model. For a more detailed description
we refer to Ref. [87]. The particular realization of the Tübingen RQMD model used for the
description of dilepton production in heavy ion collisionswill be discussed later.

5.1.1 Basic structure of QMD

In the following the QMD approach is sketched in its originalnon-relativistic formulation.
In QMD each nucleon is represented by a coherent state of the form

ψi(x, r i,pi, t) =

(
2

πL

)3/4

e−
(x−r i (t))

2

L eipi(t)·x (5.3)

characterized by the 6 time dependent parametersr i(t), pi(t). The width L is related to
the extension of the wave packet in the phase space and is keptconstant in the calculations
(L = 4.33fm2).2 The nuclear wave function is assumed to be the direct productonn coherent
states (5.3)

Ψ = ∏
i

ψi(x, r i,pi, t) . (5.4)

Thus the standard QMD neglects antisymmetrization. The computational time scales like
(AP + AT)4, beingAT andAP the number of nucleons of the target and projectile nucleus
respectively, if a Slater determinant is used, while in QMD it scales like(AP + AT)2. First
successful attempts to simulate heavy ion reactions with antisymmetrized states have been
performed within the Fermionic Molecular Dynamics (FMD) [97, 98, 99, 100, 101] and the

where{·, ·} denotes the Poisson bracket. To compute the evolution of thesystem, i.e. integrating the set of
above equations of motion (5.2), one must determine the unknown Lagrange multipliersλi(τ). While Hamilton
Constrained Dynamics provides the most exact solution toward the relativisticN-body problem, the numerical
effort is prohibitively large since the computational timescales withN3.

2The width of a coherent stateL = L(t) increases as function of time if propagated with the free Schrödinger
equation. In the QMD approach the width is kept constant, i.e. no spreading of the wave function is allowed.
This is motivated by the observation that otherwise the nucleus as a whole would spread in coordinate space as
a function of time.
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Antisymmetrized Molecular Dynamics (AMD) [102, 103, 104] approaches. In both real-
izations the system is represented by a Slater determinant and the equations of motion are
derived from the time-dependent variational principle. The FMD approach, though origi-
nally launched for applications in nuclear collision dynamics, has become one of the most
promising quantum many-body approaches for nuclear structure studies. It permits the use
of realistic nuclear forces and tames the repulsive hard core by use of the unitary correlation
operator method [105, 106]. AMD differs from FMD mainly in that stochastic terms have
been added to the equation of motion so that many configurations can appear through the
reaction dynamics. The introduction of two-nucleon collisions is similar to QMD.

3 AMD has been successfully applied to fragmentation reactions, such as central colli-
sions in the energy region of several tens of MeV/nucleon forlight and heavy systems [107,
108]. While these treatments are much better grounded in basic theory, they are relatively
complicated to apply and, as a result, their applications have been considerably more limited
relative to the range of observables calculated with the Boltzmann and QMD approaches.
Moreover, these refinements, though conceptually important, are less urgent in the context
of high energy collisions where these quantum effects are less apparent.

The initial values of the parameters are chosen in QMD in sucha way that the ensem-
ble of AT + AP nucleons gives a proper density distribution as well as a proper momentum
distribution of the target and projectile nuclei.

The Wigner transform of the coherent states (5.3) are Gaussians in momentum and coor-
dinate space. The Wigner distribution functionfi of the nucleoni reads:

fi(x,p, t) =
1

(2π)3

Z

e−ip·x12ψi(x+x12/2, t)ψ⋆
i (x−x12/2, t)d3x12 (5.5)

=
1
π3 e−(x−r i(t))2 2

L e−(p−pi(t))2 L
2 . (5.6)

Then-body Wigner distributionf (N) is the direct product of the Wigner distributions of the
n coherent states. Therefore the single particle density in coordinate space

ρ(x, t) =
N

∑
i=1

δ(x−xi)
Z

f (N)(x1, . . .xN,p1, . . .pN, t)d3p1 . . .d3pN d3x1 . . .d3xN (5.7)

results (N = AP +AT)

ρ(x, t) =
AP+AT

∑
i=1

|ψi(r, t)|2 =
AP+AT

∑
i=1

(
2

πL

)3/2

e
−(x−r i (t))

2

L/2 . (5.8)

The equations of motion of the many-body system are calculated by means of a varia-
tional principle. For the coherent states (5.3) and a Hamiltonian of the formH = ∑i Ti +

3A technical difference originates due to the antisymmetrization. The antisymmetrization implies that the
wave packet centroids cannot be interpreted as the positions and momenta of nucleons. Rather, the physical
coordinates are introduced as nonlinear functions of the centroids [103] and the two-nucleon collisions are
performed by using these physical coordinates. There then appear Pauli-forbidden phase-space regions coor-
dinates into which the physical coordinates will never enter, for any values of the centroid variables. These
regions are regarded as Pauli-blocked and not allowed as final state of a collision. Another difference from
QMD is the fact that the physical momentum in AMD is the momentum centroid of a Gaussian phase space
distribution, while the momentum variable in QMD usually represents the definite momentum of a nucleon.
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1
2 ∑i j Vi j , whereTi is the kinetic energy andVi j the mutual interaction between two nucleons,
the variation yields [87, 90, 109]:

ṙ i =
pi

m
+∇pi ∑

j
〈Vi j 〉 = ∇pi〈H〉 (5.9)

ṗi = −∇r i ∑
j 6=i

〈Vi j 〉 = −∇r i〈H〉 (5.10)

with 〈Vi j 〉 =
R

d3xi d3x j ψ∗
i ψ∗

jV(xi,x j)ψiψ j . These are the time evolution equations which
are solved numerically. Thus the variational principle yields the same time evolution of the
parametersr i, pi as one would obtain by moving the centroids of the wave function (5.3)
according to the classical Hamilton equations:

ṗi = −∂〈H〉
∂r i

and ṙ i =
∂〈H〉
∂pi

. (5.11)

The expectation value of the QMD Hamiltonian

〈H〉 = ∑
i

p2
i

2mi
+∑

i
∑
j>i

Z

fi(xi ,pi, t)V i j f j(xi pi t)d3xi d
3x j d

3pi d
3p j (5.12)

is obtained by the convolution of the distribution functions fi and f j with the mutual inter-
actionV i j between the nucleonsi and j. The potentialV i j contains a contact Skyrme-type
interaction supplemented by a phenomenological momentum dependenceVSk

i j , a finite range
Yukawa-type potentialVYuk

i j and an effective Coulomb interactionVCoul
i j

V i j = V i j
Skyrme+V i j

Yuk +V i j
Coul . (5.13)

The Yukawa potential

V i j
Yuk = t5

exp{−|xi −x j |/µ}
|xi −x j |/µ

(5.14)

mainly serves to improve the surface properties and the stability of the initialized nuclei
when used in heavy ion collisions. The Coulomb interaction between the nucleons is taken
into account through the effective potential:

V i j
Coul =

Z2
e f fe

2

|xi −x j |
. (5.15)

where the effective chargeZe f f = (ZT +ZP)/(AP +AT) is attributed to all nucleons.
The Skyrme-type potential, written in the form of two-particle interactions, reads:

V i j
Skyrme= t1δ(xi −x j)+tγδ(xi −x j)(ρi j

int )
γ−1(xi)+t3ln2(1+t4(pi −p j)

2)δ(xi −x j) . (5.16)

Let us clarify the form of expression (5.16). For simplicitywe neglect the momentum de-
pendent part of the interaction and discuss only the static part. Let us start with the local
Skyrme-type interaction

VSkyrme(x1,x2,x3) = t1δ(x1−x2)+ t2δ(x1−x2)δ(x1−x3) . (5.17)
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The folding over the Wigner distributionsfi and f j yields the expectation value:

〈V i j (2)〉 =
Z

fi(xi ,pi, t) f j(x j ,p j , t)V(2)(xi ,x j)d3xi d
3x j d

3pi d
3p j (5.18)

〈V i jk (3)〉 =
Z

fi(xi ,pi, t) f j(x j ,p j , t) fk(xk ,pk, t)

V(3)(xi ,x j ,xk)d
3xi d

3x j d
3xk d3pi d

3p j d
3pk (5.19)

whereV(2) andV(3) are the two- and three-body parts of the interaction defined in Eq. (5.17).
Performing the integration one sees that the two-body potential for the particlei, U i (2) =

∑ j; j 6=i〈V i j (2)〉, can be written as

U i (2) = t1ρi
int(r i) (5.20)

where the interaction densityρi
int(r i) is

ρi
int(r i) =

1

(πL)3/2 ∑
j 6=i

e−(r i − r j )
2/L . (5.21)

As we have seen, the interaction density arises due to the folding of the two Gaussian
wave packets with fixed width in coordinate space. This density has the same form as
the single particle density (5.8), but omits the nucleon at the location j and has twice the
width of the single particle density. The three-body potential for the particlei, U i (3) =

∑ j,k; j 6=i,k6=i〈V i jk (3〉, can be approximated as a function ofρi
int(r i) [87]:

U i (3) ≈ t2

(
2

πL

)3

3−
3
2 ∑

j,k; j 6=i,k6=i

e−
(r i−r j )

2+(r i−rk)2

L ∝ t2
[
ρi

int(r i)
]2

. (5.22)

The quadratic density dependence of the three particle term(5.22) may be generalized to
arbitrary exponents for the density:

U i (3) ∝ t2
[
ρi

int(r i)
]2 → tγ

[
ρi

int(r i)
]γ

. (5.23)

This is important for the investigation of the influence which different compressibilities, i.e.
different equations of state, have on observables. Then, however, the interpretation ofU i (3)

as three-body interaction is no longer valid.
In nuclear matter, where the density is constant, one convolutes the potentials with the

distribution functions assuming an infinite homogeneous distribution. Thus the interaction
density (5.21) as used e.g. in (5.20) and (5.22) can be replaced by the position independent
nuclear matter density. In nuclear matter the potential hastherefore the form:

U = α ·
(

ρ
ρ0

)

+β ·
(

ρ
ρ0

)γ
+δ · ln2

(

ε · (∆~p)2 +1
)

·
(

ρ
ρ0

)

. (5.24)

The parametersµ andt5 of the Yukawa interaction have been adjusted in order to give
the best preservation of the nuclear surface, obtainingµ= 1.5 fm andt5 = −6.66 MeV [87].
The parametersα,β,γ,δ,ε in Eq. (5.24) are determined in order to reproduce simultaneously
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κ (MeV) α (MeV) β (MeV) γ δ (MeV) ε
(
GeV−2

)
EOS

200 -390 320 1.14 1.57 500 soft
380 -130 59 2.09 1.57 500 hard

Table 5.1: Parameter sets for the potential used in the QMD model.

the correct momentum dependence of the nucleon-nucleus optical potential [110, 111] as
well as the saturation density (ρ0 = 0.16 fm−3) and the binding energy (EB = −16 MeV)
for a given incompressibilityκ. Two different equations of state are commonly used: a hard
equation of state with a compressibility ofκ =380 MeV and a soft equation of state with a
compressibility ofκ =200 MeV [112, 113]. The standard values of the parametersα,β,γ,δ,ε
used in the QMD model can be found in Ref. [87, 109]. For completeness, we list them in
Table (5.1).

Stochastic collisions of particles are included by standard Monte Carlo procedures. The
collision probabilities are determined by a geometrical minimal distance criterium, in anal-
ogy to the cascade models: two particles collide if their minimum distanced, i.e. the min-
imum relative distance of the centroids of the Gaussians during their motion, in their c.m.
frame fulfills the requirement:

d ≤ d0 =

√
σtot

π
, σtot = σ(

√
s,collision type) . (5.25)

where the cross section is assumed to be the free cross section of the regarded collision
type (N−N, N−∆, . . . ). For each collision the phase space densities in the final states are
checked in order to assure that the final distribution in phase space is in agreement with the
Pauli principle (f ≤ 1). The phase space densityf ′i at the final states 1′ and 2′ is measured and
interpreted as a blocking probability. Thus, the collisionis only allowed with a probability of
(1− f ′1)(1− f ′2). If the collision is not allowed the particles remain at their original momenta.

The main steps to perform the simulation of a single event with QMD can be summarized
as follows:

Initialization: Projectile and target nuclei are initialized according to an initial Wigner dis-
tribution function f (r ,p, t = 0). This distribution is constrained by the requirements to
reproduce the ground state properties of the two nuclei, essentially radii and binding
energies.

Propagation: For each time step the particles (nucleons and eventually produced baryon
resonances and mesons) are propagated according to the equation of motions (5.11)
with a given Hamiltonian〈H〉.

Collisions: Within the considered time step, two particles close in coordinate space such
that condition (5.25) is fulfilled can potentially perform acollision. For each potential
collision one checks whether its final state is Pauli-blocked. If this is the case, the
momenta of collision partners are kept unchanged – i.e. the collision does not occur
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–, otherwise the momenta are changed according to the angular distribution of this
particular channel.

5.2 Tübingen RQMD

In order to study dilepton production in heavy ion collisions, the Tübingen RQMD transport
code [92] has been extended and all nucleon resonances with mass below 2 GeV have been
included [38]. These are altogether 11N∗ and 10∆ resonances. The corresponding masses
and decay widths are listed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

The various resonance states can be populated either in baryon-baryon collisions, or in
pion absorption processes, or in the decay of a higher order resonance. In the Tübingen
RQMD model the following inelastic channels can lead to the excitation of a resonance
in a baryon-baryon collision:NN → N∆1232, NN → NN∗, NN → N∆∗, NN → ∆1232∆1232,
NN→ ∆1232N∗, NN→ ∆1232∆∗ andNR→ NR′. Here the∆1232 is explicitly listed, whereas
higher excitations of the∆ resonance have been denoted as∆∗. R andR′ denote two generic
resonances. In addition, all possible elastic baryon-baryon collisions are taken into account
in RQMD. Elastic scattering is considered on the same footingfor all the particles involved.
Matrix elements for elastic reactions are assumed to be the same for nucleons and nucleon
resonances. Thus elasticNRandRRcross sections are determined from the elasticppor np
cross sections, depending on the total charge. Regarding theinelastic cross-sections, the pro-
duction cross sections for the∆(1232) and theN∗(1440) resonances in theNN → N∆1232,
NN→ NN∗(1440) andNN→ ∆1232∆1232 reactions are taken from from [114]. These cross
sections were determined within the framework of a one-boson-exchange model. For the
higher lying resonances the parametrizations for the production cross-section are taken from
Refs. [90, 115]. In [90], an effective parametrization basedon simple phase space considera-
tions has been employed and free parameters have been tuned to experimental measurements.
Thus, inelastic collisions are considered according to theexpression [90]:

σ1,2→3,4 ∼
〈
pf

〉

pis

∣
∣M

∣
∣2 (5.26)

wherepi and
〈
pf

〉
are the momenta of the incoming and outgoing particles in thecenter of

mass frame. In the case that the outgoing particles are stable particles with a well-defined
mass

〈
pf

〉
has the standard expression:

〈
pf

〉
= pf = p∗(

√
s,m3,m4) (5.27)

with p∗ defined in Eq. (3.12). In the case that one of the final particleis a resonance, i.e. an
unstable particle, the phase space is averaged over the corresponding spectral function

〈
pf

〉
=

Z

p∗(
√

s,mN,µ) dWR(µ) (5.28)

wheredWR(µ) is the resonance Breit-Wigner distribution. In the general case that both final
states in Eq. (5.26) are resonances,pf is averaged over both resonances

〈
pf

〉
=

Z

p∗(
√

s,µ,µ′) dWR(µ) dWR′(µ′) . (5.29)
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Res. Mass [MeV] Γtot [MeV] Nω Nρ Nπ Nππ ∆1232π N1440π Nη
N1440 1440 200 < 10−4 (–) 0.45 (–) 140 10 50 – –
N1520 1520 125 0.08 (–) 26.63 (–) 75 18.75 31.25 – –
N1535 1535 150 2.05 (–) 4.62 (–) 82.5 7.5 - 7.5 52.5
N1650 1650 150 0.94 (–) 3.17 (–) 97.5 7.5 15 7.5 7.5
N1675 1675 140 0.003 (–) 3.50 (–) 63 77 – – –
N1680 1680 120 0.50 (–) 10.24 (24) 78 18 – – –
N1700 1700 100 – (–) – (5) 10 45 35 – 5
N1710 1710 110 – (–) – (5.5) 16.5 22 22 11 22
N1720 1720 184 (150) 32.4 (–) 129.3 (37.5) 22.5 67.5 15 – –
N1900 1870 500 – (275) – (25) 175 – 25 – –
N1990 1990 550 – (–) – (82.5) 27.5 137.5 165 82.5 –

Table 5.2: List of N∗ resonances which are included in the QMD transport model. The table shows the resonance masses and the total and partial widths of the included
decay channels in MeV. The values ofΓNω andΓNρ are given at the resonance pole masses. The values in brackets as well as the other decay channels are taken from [90]
and used for the reaction dynamics.
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Res. Mass [MeV] Γtot [MeV] Nρ Nπ ∆1232π N1440π
∆1232 1232 115 ∼ 0 a (–) 115 – –
∆1600 1700 200 – (–) 30 110 60
∆1620 1675 180 16.4 (–) 45 108 27
∆1700 1750 300 47.7 (30) 60 165 45
∆1900 1850 240 – (36) 72 72 60
∆1905 1880 363 (280) 307.3 (168) 56 28 28
∆1910 1900 250 – (100) 87.5 37.5 25
∆1920 1920 150 – (45) 22.5 45 37.5
∆1930 1930 250 – (62.5) 50 62.5 75
∆1950 1950 250 – (37.5) 112.5 50 50

Table 5.3: List of ∆ resonances which are included in the QMD transport model. The table shows the resonance masses and the total and partial widths of the included decay
channels in MeV. The values ofΓNρ are given at the resonance pole masses. The values in brackets as well as the other decay channels are taken from [90] and used for the
reaction dynamics.

aAt the resonance poleΓNρ is practically zero for the∆1232 due to vanishing phase space. However, theρ meson coupling constants of this resonance, in particular the
magnetic one, are large [34] and thus the∆1232 has non-vanishing off-shell contributions.
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The integrations are performed over kinematically defined limits. M in Eq. (5.26) is the
matrix element of the cross section and the proportionalitysign accounts for possible overall
(iso-)spin coefficients. For most of the cases we use expressions for the matrix elements from
Ref. [90]. However, when parameterizations of the matrix elements are given in Ref. [115],
we make use of these expressions.

The cross-section for the reactionsNR→ NR′ is determined from the known channels
NN→ NRandNN→ NR′ by

σNR→NR′ = I
0.5(|MNN→NR|2 + |MNN→NR′|2)2(2JR′ +1)

16πpis

〈
pf

〉
. (5.30)

In Eq. (5.30)I is an isospin coefficient, depending on the resonance type, andJR′ denotes the
spin ofR′.

For all resonances we use mass-dependent widths in expressions (5.28)-(5.30), namely

Γ(µ) = ΓR

(
p
pr

)3(
p2

r +δ2

p2 +δ2

)2

. (5.31)

In (5.31) p and pr are the c.m. momenta of the pion in the resonance rest frame evaluated
at the resonance running and pole mass, respectively.δ = 0.3 is chosen for the∆1232 and
δ =

√

(mR−mN −mπ)2 +Γ2/4 for all other resonances.
Backward reactions, e.g.NR→ NN, are treated by detailed balance

σ3,4→1,2 ∼
|p1,2|2
|p3,4|2

σ1,2→3,4 (5.32)

where the proportionality sign is due to overall (iso-)spinfactors.
The resonances as well as the pions originating from their decay are dynamically treated,

i.e. in a non-perturbative way.
Pion-baryon collisions are treated as two-stage processes, i.e. first the pion is absorbed

by a nucleon or a baryon resonance forming a new resonance state with subsequent decay.
The pion absorption by nucleons is treated in the standard way [90, 92, 115] and the pion
absorption by resonances is proportional to the partial decay width of the reverse process
[115]

σπR→R′ =
2JR′ +1

(2Sa +1)(2Sb +1)

4π
p2

i

s(ΓR′→Rπ)
2

(s−m2
R′)2 +sΓ2

R′
. (5.33)

The decay of baryon resonances is treated as proposed in [116, 117, 118, 119], i.e. the
resonance life time is given by the spectral function

τR(µ) = 4πµ
dWR(µ)

dµ2 . (5.34)

Here we use constant widths when considering resonance decays. The decay channels which
are taken into account are listed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 together with their corresponding
branching ratios. For the mass system under consideration pion multiplicities are reasonably
well reproduced by the present description. E.g. inclusiveπ+ cross sections in C+C reactions
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measured by the KaoS collaboration [120] can be reproduced by the present description
within error bars.

As mentioned, nucleons, pions and baryon resonances with masses below 2 GeV are the
dynamical hadronic degrees of freedom included in RQMD. In addition to them, the Tübin-
gen RQMD model includes theΛ andΣ baryons as well as theK+, η, ρ, ω andφ mesons
treating them perturbatively, as generally done for subthreshold particles.4 To treat a particle
perturbatively means to neglect the feedback of this particle on the overall reaction dynam-
ics. In this method, the dynamical degrees of freedom are notaffected by the production of
one of these mesons. The method allows to artificially enhance the corresponding production
cross sections in the simulation in order to collect the necessary statistics. The production
of the particle occurs every time energy conservation allows it and the produced particle is
assigned a “probability to exist”, i.e. of having been indeed produced, determined by the
ratio of its production cross section to the total two-body scattering cross section. For details
regarding the treatment of the strange particles in RQMD we refer the reader to Ref. [96].

Concerning theη, the fit of [121] is in good agreement with the exclusivepp→ ppη
production data from COSY [122] around threshold. Thus in this case the cross section from
[121] is used and the production through the decay of nucleonresonances is neglected. As a
consistency check, theη yield obtained by the two production mechanismsNN→ NNη and
NN→ RN→ NNη has been compared and it was found that both lead to almost identical η
yields in heavy ion reactions [38]. To avoid double countingonly one of the channels should
be included. In line with experimental data [123] for theη an iso-spin factor of

σ(pn→ pnη) = 6.5σ(pp→ ppη) (5.35)

is assumed. Theη absorption runs over the dominating channelη + N → N∗(1535). The
correspondingη production cross sections in C+C collisions are consistent with the experi-
mental results of Ref. [124].

5.3 Dileptons within the Tübingen RQMD model

In the energy range of a few AGeV one can identify three main classes of processes that lead
to dilepton emission: decays of light unflavoured mesons, decays ofN∗ and∆ resonances and
nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung. Dilepton production through the bremsstrahlung mecha-
nism has in detail been studied by the Gießen group in [125]. For the energy range of interest
in this work bremsstrahlung contributes in a significant wayto the dilepton spectrum only
at small invariant masses. By far the dominant contributionsresult from diagrams which
involve the excitation of an intermediate∆ resonance. Within the present framework the
inclusion of such contributions would, however, lead to a double counting and therefore we
omitted up to now [53, 38, 126] and also omit in this work explicit bremsstrahlung contribu-
tions.

However, it has been pointed out [127] that in a recent calculation performed by the
Rossendorf group [128] the contribution of thepn bremsstrahlung was found to be up to a

4If the threshold for hadron production in elementaryNN reactions exceeds the heavy ion laboratory energy
one speaks about subthreshold production.
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factor four larger than in Ref. [125] and of comparable size asthe corresponding contribution
running via intermediate∆ resonances. The issue is at present a topic of debate.

We describe below the realization within the RQMD model of dilepton emission origi-
nated by decays of light unflavoured mesons and decays of nucleon resonances. The contro-
versy about the nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung contribution is more extensively discussed
in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Dilepton decays of light mesons

At incident energies of few AGeV the cross sections for mesonM = η,η′,ρ,ω,φ production
are small and these mesons do not play an important role in thedynamics of heavy ion
collisions. Their production can thus be treated perturbatively. The decay of a meson to a
dilepton pair takes place through the emission of a virtual photon. The differential branching
ratios for the decay of a meson to a final stateXe+e− can be written as

dB(µ,M)M ,π→e+e−X =
dΓ(µ,M)M ,π→e+e−X

ΓM ,π
tot (µ)

, (5.36)

with µ the meson mass andM the dilepton mass. As already mentioned in Chapter 3, three
types of such decays have been considered: direct decaysM → e+e−, Dalitz decaysM →
γe+e−, M → π(η)e+e− and four-body decaysM → ππe+e−. The comprehensive study
on the decay of light mesons to a dilepton pair performed in [43] showed that, assuming a
nucleon resonance dominance model for the production ofρ andω mesons, the remaining
decay channels that are most important quantitatively for heavy ion collisions at 1 and 2
AGeV areπ0 → γe+e− andη → γe+e−. Theπ0 → γe+e− andη → γe+e− decay rates are
given by expression (3.15) of Section 3.1.2. For theη we includeη absorption from the
dominating channelη +N → N∗(1535) explicitly. Since chiral perturbation theory predicts
practically no modification of the in-mediumη mass [129], we do not include a possibleη
mass shift.

5.3.2 Dilepton decays of nucleon resonances

In terms of the branching ratios for the Dalitz decays of the baryon resonances, the cross
section fore+e− production from the initial stateX′ together with the final stateNX can be
written as

dσ(s,M)X′→NXe+e−

dM2 = ∑
R

Z (
√

s−mX)2

(mN+M)2
dµ2dσ(s,µ)X′→RX

dµ2 ∑
V

dB(µ,M)R→VN→Ne+e−

dM2 . (5.37)

Here,µ is the running mass of the baryon resonanceR with the cross sectiondσ(s,µ)X′→XR

anddB(µ,M,ρB)R→VN→Ne+e− is the differential branching ratio for the Dalitz decayR→
Ne+e− through the vector mesonV

dB(µ,M)R→VN→Ne+e−

dM2 =
dΓ(µ,M)R→VN→Ne+e−/dM2

ΓR
tot(µ)

, (5.38)
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with the Dalitz decay widthdΓ(µ,M)R→VN→Ne+e−/dM2 of the resonance given by (3.32)
and the total widthΓR

tot(µ) of the resonance given by (4.11). Thus Eq. (5.37) describes
baryon induced and pion induced dilepton production, i.e. the initial state can be given
by two baryonsX′ = NN, NR, R′R or it runs through pion absorptionX′ = πN. In the
resonance model both processes are treated on the same footing by the decay of intermediate
resonances.

For the description of the dilepton production through baryon resonances we consider the
same set of resonances which has successfully been applied to the description of dilepton and
vector meson production inpp collisions [53, 78, 79]. It includes only the well established
(4∗) resonances listed by the PDG [80] and is smaller than the complete set of resonances
included in the RQMD model.

5.3.3 Discussion: Nucleon-Nucleon Bremsstrahlung

Dilepton production in elementary nucleon-nucleon reactions has been studied within micro-
scopic models by various authors [125, 128, 130]. In the evaluation of theNN→ NNe+e−

cross section two major channels have been taken into account:

• pure nucleonic bremsstrahlung, i.e. diagrams with intermediate nucleons. For the
following let us distinguish the isospin dependences in

pp→ ppe+e− (5.39)

np→ npe+e− (5.40)

• diagrams with intermediate∆ resonances

NN→ N∆ → NNe+e− . (5.41)

Among the authors of Refs. [125, 130] there exists an agreement that the∆ channel (5.41)
is the dominant one. Forpp collisions it turned out to be almost one order of magnitude
larger than the channel (5.39) and fornp collisions about a factor 3 larger than the channel
(5.40). The results of [125] show clearly that at the three beam energies considered in [125],
1.04 GeV, 2.09 GeV and 4.88 GeV, in all cases the dominant contribution arises from the
intermediate state consisting of the∆ isobar resonance. In fact, the total yields are almost
equal to the contribution of the∆ amplitude alone [125].

The contribution of the nucleonic bremsstrahlung to the lowmass dilepton spectra is
relativelysmall and can therefore be safely neglected in transport calculations (see below).

A contradictory behavior was found in [128]. There the channel (5.40) was found to be
of comparable size as the corresponding contribution from intermediate∆’s. This finding
stands in particular in contradiction to the work of Shyam and Mosel [125]. This is quite
puzzling since [128] uses exactly the same meson-nucleon vertices (including the same en-
ergy dependence) as [125] to evaluate the corresponding diagrams. Also the photon-nucleon
vertices are the same. It is therefore unclear, how a four times larger cross section for the
channel (5.40) can be obtained. This discrepancy is currently under discussion.
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Realization in transport calculations. The diagram with intermediate∆ states can be fac-
torized into the reactionNN → N∆ with subsequent∆ Dalitz decay∆ → Ne+e−. Such
processes are standardly included in transport calculations. To add the corresponding contri-
bution (5.41) is therefore double counting.

The pure nucleonic bremsstrahlung can be added without explicitly5 running into the
double counting problem. However, taking the cross sections from [125], it is significantly
smaller than the∆ Dalitz and can therefore be neglected, as done e.g. by the Tübingen
RQMD group.

Other transport groups [30, 58] included thepn bremsstrahlung in the soft photon ap-
proximation. In such an approximation very similar cross sections to the ones calculated
in [125, 130] are obtained (see [127]). Thepp bremsstrahlung has been discarded by them
on the basis of its smallness in comparison to the∆ Dalitz decay contribution.

In this respect, a remark can be made based on results previously published by the dif-
ferent groups. In Ref. [38] dilepton production inpp and pd reactions in the energy range
T = 1÷5 GeV has been analyzed. There no explicit nucleonic bremsstrahlung contribution
has been taken into account. The corresponding spectra are reported in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. At
low energies,T = 1.04 andT = 1.27 GeV, the theoreticalpd→ e+e−X cross sections signif-
icantly underestimate the experimental data. Such a strongunderestimation does not emerge
for the pp→ e+e−X cross sections, nor it does at higher energies, at which anyhow theη
contribution becomes dominant at low invariant masses. Thediscrepancy between theoret-
ical calculations and experimental spectra observed in thepd spectra leaves therefore room
for the conjecture that a channel, which has the property of being significant inpncollisions
and negligible inppcollisions, is not accounted for in the theoretical calculations. Being the
largepn bremsstrahlung of [128] a possible candidate for such a channel, we conclude that
the results of [38] are not openly incompatible with the hypothesis of [128].

A similar enhancement of thepd data over the model results in the mass region of the
η decay was found in the analysis performed by the UrQMD group [30]. Note that in [30]
explicit pn bremsstrahlung was included in the soft-photon approximation.6 The authors
concluded thatpnbremsstrahlung is relatively unimportant.

On the other side, the same reactions have been analyzed in Ref. [58]. The authors took
explicitly into accountpn bremsstrahlung using the soft photon approximation [131] and
discardedppbremsstrahlung. They found that the DLS data forboththeppandpd reactions
were reasonably well described within their approach [58].It is hard to think that a similar
agreement could be reached under the assumption that thepn bremsstrahlung contribution
would be enhanced by a factor four, as expected from the crosssections given in Ref. [128].

5There are still cases in which the simple addition of the nucleonic bremsstrahlung at the level of the cross
sections would be incorrect. In models fixing the resonance Dalitz decays by fitting available experimental
data exclusively within a resonance model, like e.g. the eVMD model, a proper treatment would require the
coherent addition of the pure nucleonic contribution to theresonant one and a refitting of the couplings.

6To extrapolate to the case of hard and massive virtual photons, a phase space correction was applied by
multiplying the cross section with the ratio of the phase space integrals with/without virtual photon. Further
details can be found in Ref. [30].
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Figure 5.1: The differentialpp→ e+e−X cross sections at various proton kinetic energies are compared to the
DLS data [28]. (Figure taken from [38]).
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5.3.4 Numerical realization

In this Section we give technical details concerning the waythe contribution of nucleon
resonances to the dilepton yield is operatively extracted.

As already mentioned in Section 5.2, the various nucleon resonances are produced and
propagated in the RQMD transport code. In the course of their propagation, resonances can
scatter elastically and inelastically. The included scattering channels have been already listed
in Section 5.2. At the beginning of each time stepdt baryon-baryon collisions are performed.
The process can lead to the production of new resonances or tothe absorption of resonances
previously present. Resonance decays are eventually performed at the end of the time step.
The probability for a resonance to decay is estimated as

Pdec= 1−e−
dt

γRτR , (5.42)

whereγR represents a Lorentz factor andτR is the resonance life time (5.34). Knowing
the decay probability, whether a resonance decays or not is then decided by application of
standard Monte Carlo techniques. Those resonanceswhich decayare stored. In particular,
the resonance running mass, the components of its 3-momentum and the local baryon density
at the decay point are stored. For these resonances the dilepton branching is calculated
from (5.38).

Thus, dilepton production is determined in terms of dilepton rates. Advantages and dis-
advantages of this approach will be discussed in Section 5.3.6, as some of the arguments
will be better understood after the implementation of theρ andω meson in-medium spectral
functions has been described.

5.3.5 Implementation of theρ and ω meson in-medium spectral func-
tions

In Section 3.3.1 we saw that, due to the P-invariance of the electromagnetic interaction, the
resonances with arbitrary spin have only three independenthelicity amplitudes in theγ∗N →
R transitions. Therefore there are three independent scalarfunctions to fix the vertices. We
showed that the three scalar functions arising from the decomposition of theγ∗N → Rvertex
over the Lorentz vectors and the Dirac matrices are functions of the mass squaredM2 of
the virtual photon and are called covariant form factors. Inthe eVMD model each of these
covariant form factors is expressed as a linear superposition of the contributions from the
intermediate vector mesons of theρ andω family:

F(±)
k (M2) = ∑

i
M

(±)
ki (5.43)

wherek = 1,2,3 stands for each of the form factors,(±) denotes states of normal and ab-
normal parity respectively and the sum is over the intermediate mesons. The amplitude

M
(±)
k,i = h(±)

ki
m2

i

m2
i − imiΓi −M2

(5.44)
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represents the contribution of theith vector meson to the form factor of typek. The residues
h(±)

ki contain the parameters of the model.
In this representation, the insertion of the in-medium properties of theω andρ vector

mesons is straightforward. In the medium, the transition amplitudesM
(±)
k,i (i = ρ,ω, . . . ) are

directly modified by the vector meson self energies and read

M
(±)
k,i=V = h(±)

kV
m2

V +ReΣtot
V

m2
V +ReΣtot

V + iImΣtot
V −M2

. (5.45)

We include the self energy contributions for the ground stateρ andω mesons in the transition.
For the excites statesρ′,ρ′′, . . . the self energies are unknown and thus we keep for these
states their vacuum properties.

As in Ref. [38, 126] we also consider scenarios where the in-medium properties of the
vector mesons are based on different model assumptions, namely a simple Brown-Rho or
Hatsuda-Lee scaling of the vector meson masses [7, 20] and a collisional broadening of the
vector meson widths. In the latter case the self energies aregiven by

ImΣtot
V = −mV

(

Γ(0)
V (M)+Γcoll

V (ρ,M)
)

ReΣtot
V = 0 . (5.46)

In Eqs. (5.46) the energy dependence due to the two-, respectively three-pion decay of the
vector meson is kept in the vacuum contribution to the total width, while the collisional
broadening due to the interaction with the surrounding nucleons is absorbed into a density
and energy dependent part. The issue of the energy dependence of the collisional width
will be discussed in detail in Section 5.4. The Brown-Rho scaling is introduced through the
replacementmV → m∗

V = mV(1−αρB
ρ0

), as done e.g. in [132]. In particular, in this case one
has

ReΣtot
V =

(

mV −α
ρB

ρ0

)2

−m2
V . (5.47)

As usual, the mass shift entering into the real part can be adjusted by the parameterα. Like
in the case of full spectral functions the self energy components enter into the amplitudes
(5.45). In this context it is important to note that the modification of the amplitudes (5.45)
leads to acoherentsummation of theρ andω in-medium contribution to the transition form
factors (5.43).

Doing so, this approach goes beyond the standard – even off-shell – transport approach
where spectral properties are treated at the level of cross sections[29, 133, 134]. The latter
always leads to an incoherent summation of the contributions from different hadrons.

The self energy appearing in Eq. (5.45) is a functionΣtot
V (M, |p|,ρB) of the vector meson

running mass, of the modulus of its 3-momentum in the nuclearmatter rest frame and of the
local density of the surrounding matter. In the rest frameL∗ of a resonanceR with massµ,
decaying into a nucleon and a vector meson of massM, the modulus|p∗| of the momentum
of the meson is fixed by energy conservation. IfpR is the momentum of the resonanceR in
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the c.m. frameL of the colliding nuclei andvR = pR/
√

p2
R+µ2 is its velocity, the vector

meson momentum inL is given by the Lorentz transformation

|p|2 = (γR|vR|E∗ + γRp∗L)
2 + p∗2

T (5.48)

where

p∗L = |p∗|cosθ (5.49)

p∗T = |p∗|sinθ (5.50)

with θ being the polar angle of the meson inL∗ if one chooses the z-axis of this frame
pointing in the direction ofvR. Since|p∗| is fixed, in terms of theL frame variables one has
Σtot

V = Σtot
V (M,cosθ,ρB) and the decay amplitude averaged over the angles is:

Γ(R→ Nγ∗)(µ,M,ρB) =
Z +1

−1

dcos(θ)

2
Γ(R→ Nγ∗)(µ,M,cosθ,ρB) . (5.51)

Eq. (5.51) is implementable in the framework of QMD. For eachresonance, QMD provides
the values of the 3-momentum components (necessary to perform the Lorentz boost), of the
mass (distributed over a Breit-Wigner) and of the local density of the surrounding matter at
the point of the decay.

As discussed in Ref. [18], the excitation of particle-hole pairs in the meson spectral func-
tion generates resonance-nucleon scattering terms in the resonance self energy and thus the
in-medium broadening of the resonance. We have seen that nucleon resonances are dynami-
cally treated in the RQMD model and resonance-nucleon scattering is explicitly performed.
Thus, the in-medium broadening of nucleon resonances is taken into account in the transport
approachdymamically.7 No in-medium spectral functions of the vector mesons are therefore
included in the total widthΓR

tot(µ) appearing in the denominator of (5.38).
An observable tightly connected to a correct treatment of the resonance dynamics in

HIC transport calculations is provided by the pion multiplicity. As previously mentioned,
inclusiveπ+ cross sections in C+C reactions measured by the KaoS Collaboration [120] can
be reproduced by the present description within error bars.This gives, at least on a global
level, manifest credit to our treatment.

5.3.6 Advantages and disadvantages of the present approach

Some of the advantages of our approach have been explicitly discussed. Others could be
deduced from the content which has been exposed. However, for a better overview we
summarize them here in a compact list:

7In simpler terms the argument can be qualitatively expressed as follows: the broadening of a nucleon
resonance corresponds to a smaller value of its life time. Inmedium, the occurrence of absorption processes
shortens the mean life time of a resonance: whereas in vacuumits disappearance is exclusively due to its decay,
in medium the resonance can disappear also due to absorption. An absorbed resonance is removed and replaced
by a new particle. The resonance will not appear among the stored resonances which decay, therefore it will
not contribute to the dilepton branching.
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• 8Dilepton rates are calculated in the framework of a microscopic hadronic model: the
eVMD model. We have therefore direct access to the expressions of theamplitudes
determining the contribution of the intermediate vector meson to the transition form
factors. In-medium properties can thus be included at the level of these amplitudes
(see (5.45)). It follows that we are able to resolve thecoherentsummation of theρ and
ω meson in-medium contributions. Note that the coherent summation involves the ac-
count for interference terms between the two vector mesons.These interference terms,
naturally present in a proper quantum mechanical treatment, are absent in approaches
operating at the level of cross sections.

• The vector mesons play in the eVMD model the role of intermediate virtual particles
in theRNe+e− vertices. They are therefore fully treated as virtual particles.

• The approach represents aunifieddescription of dilepton and vector meson production
as well as their in-medium modifications. The same model parameters govern all these
interconnected processes.

A drawback of our approach is that the dynamical propagationof the vector mesons is
neglected. In particular, in-medium properties are determined by the local density at the
decay point of the nucleon resonance, whereas in a dynamicaltreatment a vector meson
would propagate within a system in evolution. Thus the various interactions determining its
in-medium properties would occur at a density typical of theposition reached by the vector
meson in the evolving system. Eventually, some vector mesons could escape the fireball and
decay in vacuum. Unfortunately, the formidable task of including consistently full off-shell
particles characterized by their (in-medium) spectral function in a dynamical approach has
not been done yet. Note that, analogously, no explicit dynamical propagation of the vector
mesons is present in the fireball models successfully applied at SPS energies for the study
of vector meson in-medium properties (see e.g. [14, 24, 36]). In those models, in-medium
effects enter in the expression for the dilepton rates too.

5.4 Results

In this Section we provide theoretical calculations of the dilepton emission in heavy ion
collisions at intermediate energy. In particular, we address the reaction C+C at 2 AGeV for
which experimental data have been already published by the HADES collaboration. The
main purpose is to compare calculations that include in-medium effects in a more traditional
way, i.e. via Brown-Rho scaling of the vector masses and empirical collisional broadening
of the decay width, with results which are obtained usingρ andω mesons described by the
in-medium spectral functions presented in Chapter 4 of this work. Particular emphasis is
also put on remaining – and rarely discussed – model uncertainties which are inherent in a
transport theoretical treatment.

8Discussed in Section 5.3.5
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In the transport calculation the reaction has been treated as minimal bias collisions with
respective maximal impact parameterbmax= 6.0 fm. For the nuclear mean field a soft mo-
mentum dependent Skyrme force (K=200 MeV) is used [87] whichprovides also a good
description of the subthresholdK+ production in the considered energy range [95]. In or-
der to compare to the HADES data, dilepton events originatedfrom the different considered
sources have been generated in the phase space. After smearing over the experimental mo-
mentum resolution, the acceptance filter function providedby the HADES collaboration has
been applied. Events with opening angleθe+e− ≤ 9◦ have been rejected, according to the
treatment of the experimental data. The spectrum is then normalized to the correspondingπ0

multiplicity.

Vacuum

We start by addressing the results obtained without any additional medium effects concerning
the dilepton production. In Fig. 5.3 the dilepton spectrum obtained within the vacuum for-
mulation of the NRD+eVMD model is compared to the HADES data [33]. The experimental
data are slightly underestimated in the mass regionmπ ≤ M ≤ 0.4 GeV and overestimated
in the region of the vector meson peak. Indeed, already the comparison with DLS data had
shown that the eVMD model in its pure vacuum formulation fails in describing dilepton pro-
duction in heavy ion collisions [38]. However, the vacuum calculation is a good reference
point to isolate, where possible, those sources which dominantly contribute to the spectrum
in a certain invariant mass region. Once the dominant sources have been identified, it is in-
teresting to look separately at their modifications due to inmedium-effects. For this purpose
we also show separately in Fig. 5.3 the contributions to the spectrum of the decays of the
pseudoscalarη andπ0 mesons and all theN∗ as well as the∆ resonances. In addition, the
∆(1232) → Ne+e− decay channel is explicitly shown. In what follows, we will investigate
the modification of the Dalitz decays of the baryon resonancesR→Ne+e− when in-medium
properties of theρ andω mesons are taken into account. Since we introduce no in-medium
modifications of theπ0 → γe+e− andη0 → γe+e− channels, the contribution to the dilep-
ton spectrum due to theπ0 andη Dalitz decay will remain unchanged in the course of our
analysis.

Collisional broadening

Let us now turn to the introduction of in-medium effects according to the standard treatments
and address first to Fig. 5.4 where the HADES data are comparedto calculations where the
possible broadening of the vector meson spectral function in medium is effectively taken
into account through the introduction of a collisional width Γcoll

V . We present calculations
where a linear parametrization of the typeΓtot

V (ρ) = Γvac
V + ρ/ρ0Γcoll

V (ρ0) has been used to
estimate the vector meson in-medium widthΓtot

V (ρ). Fig. 5.4(a) refers to the assumption
Γtot

ρ (ρ0) = 200 MeV andΓtot
ω (ρ0) = 60 MeV, which reflects the estimates of the CLAS and

TAPS experiments for the collisional broadening ofρ andω meson respectively. Fig. 5.4(b)
refers to the assumptionΓtot

ρ (ρ0) = 250 MeV,Γtot
ω (ρ0) = 125 MeV, which reflects the esti-

mates emerged from the analysis performed in [38]. We observe a suppression of the peak
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Figure 5.3: The dilepton spectrum in C+C reaction at 2.0 AGeV as predicted by the vacuum NRD+eVMD
model is compared to the HADES data [33]. The contribution ofthe different types of sources taken into
account in the calculation is explicitly shown.
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Figure 5.4: Dilepton spectrum in C+C collisions at 2.0 AGeV for different values of the in-mediumρ and
ω widths. Left panel:Γtot

ρ (ρ0) = 200 MeV andΓtot
ω (ρ0) = 60 MeV. Right panel:Γtot

ρ (ρ0) = 250 MeV and
Γtot

ω (ρ0) = 125 MeV.

with respect to the vacuum case, more pronounced in case (b) than (a). However, in both
cases, the experimental data are still overestimated around M ∼ 0.7 GeV, due to the still sig-
nificant contribution of theN∗(1535). Note that the Dalitz decay of this resonance plays a
dominant role in the determination of the dilepton spectrumin the region of and just below
the vector meson peak, as separately shown in Fig. 5.5. If on the one side the HADES data
seem to favour a less pronounced contribution of theN∗(1535) resonance in this region, on
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Figure 5.5: The contribution of theN∗(1535) resonance to the dilepton spectrum (thick lines) in comparison
to the total spectrum obtained by summing the contribution of all sources considered (thin lines). Dashed lines:
vacuum calculation. Dashed-dotted lines: calculation including in-mediumρ andω widths, withΓtot

ρ (ρ0) = 200
MeV andΓtot

ω (ρ0) = 60 MeV. Dotted lines: calculation including in-mediumρ andω widths, withΓtot
ρ (ρ0) =

250 MeV andΓtot
ω (ρ0) = 125 MeV. The HADES data [33] are also shown.

the other side dilepton production data inp+p collision have been well described under the
same model assumptions for the coupling to theN∗(1535). We see therefore that the contri-
bution of theN∗(1535) Dalitz decay, which is significant in elementary reactions and thus in
vacuum, is partially reduced in heavy ion collisions due to in-medium effects.

Energy dependence of the collisional width

Before proceeding, we would like to discuss an approximationwhich has been made. In the
calculations shown in Fig. 5.4 the collisional broadening has been included in first approx-
imation by making no additional assumption what concerns the energy dependence of the
in-medium width, i.e. assuming that the collisional width has the same energy dependence
as the vacuum width [38, 126]. This approximation is rather crude, but linked to the limits
which such a schematic inclusion of in-medium effects carries with it. Obviously a micro-
scopic calculation of the exact energy dependence of the collisional broadening is equivalent
to a full model calculation of the in-medium spectral function. The estimated energy depen-
dence would be theoretically consistent but rather model dependent.

To investigate the consequence of this approximation on a schematic level, we extract
in the following a possible energy dependence of the collisional broadening on the basis
of qualitative considerations and look at the influence thatthis different choice has on the
shape of the dilepton spectrum. For this purpose, we attribute the collisional broadening
which a vector meson acquires to an absorption process of thetypeV +N → R→ π+N. To
simplify, we approximate the corresponding phase space by the phase space for the process
(M + mN) → (mπ + mN) and assume that the resonance decay proceeds as ap-wave. This
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leads to:

Γcoll
V (M,ρ) = Γcoll

V (mV ,ρ)

(
mV +mN

M +mN

)(
p∗(M +mN,mN,mπ)

p∗(mV +mN,mN,mπ)

)3

(5.52)

with p∗ defined in Eq. (3.12). As one can see, in this approximation the vector meson
threshold is shifted from 2mπ to mπ for theρ meson and from 3mπ to mπ for theω meson.

The choice affects the shape of theω width much stronger than the shape of theρ width.
The influence of the choice of the energy dependence of the collisional width is illustrated in
Fig. 5.6 for the caseρ = 2ρ0 and forΓtot

ρ (ρ0,mρ) = 250 MeV andΓtot
ω (ρ0,mω) = 125 MeV.

In particular for theω meson the shift of the threshold leads to a large enhancementof theω
width at lower invariant masses. However, we have to consider that in our calculations the in-
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Figure 5.6: Left panel: Imaginary part ofρ meson self energy−ImΣtot
ρ (ρ,M) = mρΓtot

ρ (ρ,M) in vacuum
(full line) and atρ = 2ρ0 for Γtot

ρ (ρ0,mρ) = 250 MeV (dashed and dashed-dotted lines). Right panel: Imagi-
nary part of theω meson self energy−ImΣtot

ω (ρ,M) = mωΓtot
ω (ρ,M) in vacuum (full line) and atρ = 2ρ0 for

Γtot
ω (ρ0,mω) = 125 MeV (dashed and dashed-dotted lines). For both panels the dashed line corresponds to the

assumption that the collisional width has the same energy dependence as the vacuum width. The dashed-dotted
line corresponds to the assumption that the collisional width has the energy dependence (5.52).

medium vector meson widths enter in the expressions for theρ andω meson contributions
to the covariant form factors, see Eqs. (5.43), (5.44) and (5.45), whose modulus squared
determine the widthΓ(R→ Nγ∗)(3.32). Thus, only in the case that the different choice for
the energy dependence of the in-medium vector meson width induces appreciable differences
in the corresponding covariant form factors, these differences will be visible in the dilepton
spectrum.

Let nowΓ∗[1]
ρ (M) be theρ meson in-medium width with an energy dependence analogous

to the vacuum width andΓ∗[2]
ρ (M) theρ meson in-medium width with an energy dependence
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according to Eq. (5.52). In correspondence we set

F [1]
ρ =

m2
ρ

m2
ρ − imρΓ∗[1]

ρ (M)−M2
(5.53)

F [2]
ρ =

m2
ρ

m2
ρ − imρΓ∗[2]

ρ (M)−M2
. (5.54)

Analogously, for theω meson we set:

F [1]
ω =

m2
ω

m2
ω − imωΓ∗[1]

ω (M)−M2
(5.55)

F [2]
ω =

m2
ω

m2
ω − imωΓ∗[2]

ω (M)−M2
. (5.56)

We refer now to theω meson. The considerations we make are, however, valid also for theρ
meson. Since(Γ∗[i]

ω )2 appears in the denominator of|F [i]
ω |2 (i = 1,2), we can in general say

that in the region whereΓ∗[2]
ω > Γ∗[1]

ω we have|F [2]
ω |2 ≤ |F [1]

ω |2. Consequently, in the region
where the strict inequality is valid, the widthΓ(R→ Nγ∗) will decrease. However, we have

to notice that the mass region where the strict inequality|F [2]
ω |2 < |F [1]

ω |2 (or |F [2]
ω |2 > |F [1]

ω |2
) holds is smaller than the mass region whereΓ∗[2]

ω > Γ∗[1]
ω (Γ∗[2]

ω < Γ∗[1]
ω ) since |F [2]

ω |2 ≈
|F [1]

ω |2 ≈ 1 when(m2
ω−M2)2 ≫ (mωΓ∗[i]

ω )2 (i = 1,2). Thus, this region is typically restricted

to the region around the vector meson peak. Concerning theρ meson,Γ∗[2]
ρ andΓ∗[1]

ρ are
practically identical9 in the region of the vector meson peak, as can be seen from Fig.5.6.
Therefore we do not expect differences between|F [2]

ρ |2 and |F [1]
ρ |2. In the case of theω

meson,Γ∗[2]
ω andΓ∗[1]

ω do slightly differ in the peak region, although the main differences are
not in this region but at lower masses, approximately from slightly abovemπ up to slightly
above 3mπ, due to the different thresholds. As result, we see only small differences, localized
around the peak, between|F [2]

ω |2 and |F [1]
ω |2. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.7 where the form

factors|F [i]
ρ |2 and |F [i]

ω |2 (i = 1,2) are shown for the caseρ = 2ρ0 andΓtot
ρ (ρ0,mρ) = 250

MeV , Γtot
ω (ρ0,mω) = 125 MeV.10 The dilepton spectrum resulting from the addition of a

collisional broadening of the vector meson widths according to (5.52) is shown in Fig 5.8.
We observe that the contribution of the∆ resonances, which couple only to theρ meson, is
practically the same in the two cases. Slight differences are visible only in the contribution
of theN∗ resonances around the vector meson peak. The differences are more evident in the
case of larger values of the widths, Fig. 5.8(b). However, even in this case, the total spectra
differ at most by a factor 1.3.11

Let us conclude this discussion with a final comment. For a consistent evaluation of the
energy dependence resulting fromV + N → R→ π + N processes, one should indeed sum

9Per construction|F [1]
ρ |2 and|F [2]

ρ |2 coincide at the peak. The same consideration holds for theω meson.
10In addition one should also consider the interference termsof the kindF [i]

ρ F [i]
ω . These terms can drive either

a constructive or destructive interference and therefore it is not possible to comment on their effect in general
within a simple scheme as done for the|F [i]

ω |2 and|F [i]
ρ |2 terms.

11Here we refer to the maximum value of the ratio of the two spectra.
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Figure 5.7: Left panel: modulus squared of theρ meson contribution to the covariant form factor|Fρ|2 in
vacuum (shaded area) and atρ = 2ρ0 for Γtot

ρ (ρ0,mρ) = 250 MeV (dashed and dashed-dotted lines). Right
panel: modulus squared of theω meson contribution to the covariant form factor,|Fω|2, in vacuum (shaded
area) and atρ = 2ρ0 for Γtot

ω (ρ0,mω) = 125 MeV (dashed and dashed-dotted lines). For both panels the
dashed line corresponds to the assumption that the collisional width has the same energy dependence as the
vacuum width. The dashed-dotted line corresponds to the assumption that the collisional width has the energy
dependence (5.52).
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Figure 5.8: Dilepton spectrum in C+C collisions at 2.0 AGeV for different values of the in-mediumρ and
ω widths and different choices for the energy dependence of the collision width. The thick lines refer to an
energy dependence estimated from theV +N → R→ π+N as discussed in the text. The thin lines correspond
to the same calculations shown in Fig. 5.4 and are shown for comparison. Left panel:Γtot

ρ (ρ0) = 200 MeV and
Γtot

ω (ρ0) = 60 MeV. Right panel:Γtot
ρ (ρ0) = 250 MeV andΓtot

ω (ρ0) = 125 MeV.

up over all important resonances coupling to theV + N system, each taken with a different
weight according to its relative coupling strength, and determine for each mode the corre-
sponding angular momentum dependence of theπN scattering amplitude. Moreover, the
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invariant mass squared of the intermediate resonance wouldbe s= (pN + p)2 which leads
to a dependence on the 3-momentump of the vector meson. It is then clear that the steps
to complete this procedure are analogous to what has alreadybeen presented in the previ-
ous section where spectral functions for the vector meson have been calculated. In fact, the
V +N → R→ π+N channel is one of the processes consistently included in ourcalculation
of the spectral functions, since theNπ channel is one of the channels entering in the expres-
sion of the total width of the resonance. Already from this simple argument the importance
of using realistic spectral functions can be inferred.

Dropping mass scenario

As the next step we investigated the effect of a dropping massin-medium scenario à la
Brown-Rho. Thus, we performed calculations for an in-medium scenario that differs from
the previous one by the additional assumption that the vector meson mass scales with the
density according to am∗

V = mV(1−αρB/ρ0) law, with α = 0.2. The results are shown
in Fig. 5.9 where Fig. 5.9(a) refers to the choiceΓtot

ρ (ρ0) = 200 MeV,Γtot
ω (ρ0) = 60 MeV

and Fig. 5.9(b) to the choiceΓtot
ρ (ρ0) = 250 MeV,Γtot

ω (ρ0) = 125 MeV. The inclusion of a
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Figure 5.9: Dilepton spectrum in C+C collisions at 2.0 AGeV for different values of the in-mediumρ andω
widths when an in-medium vector meson massm∗

V = mV(1−αρB/ρ0) is introduced. Left panel:Γtot
ρ (ρ0) = 200

MeV andΓtot
ω (ρ0) = 60 MeV. Right panel:Γtot

ρ (ρ0) = 250 MeV andΓtot
ω (ρ0) = 125 MeV.

dropping in-medium vector meson mass results in a global shift of the vector meson spec-
tral strength to lower masses. Thus, the corresponding theoretical spectrum is enhanced at
lower invariant masses with a resulting sizeable overestimation of the experimental data in
the 0.4≤ M ≤ 0.7 GeV region. At the same time, the experimental data are underestimated
in the region around and above the vector meson peak. This is due to the lack of spectral
strength around the (vacuum) vector meson peak induced by the dropping of the vector me-
son “pole” mass to lower values. It is interesting to note that, at higher energies, a recent
comparison of the dropping mass scenario to new high resolution CERES data has pointed
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out a similar underestimation of the vector meson peak [26].There, however, the analysis
focused only on the in-mediumρ meson. Concerning the low mass region,mπ ≤ M ≤ 0.4
GeV, the presence of additional strength moves the spectrumcloser to the experimental data
at M ∼ 0.3− 0.4 GeV. However, the regionmπ ≤ M ≤ 0.3 GeV remains slightly but sys-
tematically underestimated. In summary, one can conclude that a naive Brown-Rho scaling
is too schematic in order to explain the low mass region. Thisfinding is consistent with
previous theoretical analyses of the DLS data at 1 AGeV [29, 30, 31].

In-medium spectral functions

Let us now pass to the introduction of in-medium vector mesonproperties determined by
the in-medium self energies of the vector mesons calculatedwithin NRD+eVMD. First,
we present in Fig. 5.10(a) the dilepton spectrum obtained when theρ and ω mesons are
described by the spectral functions determined neglectingin-medium modification of the
nucleon resonance widths. These spectral functions can be considered as ”first iteration”
spectral functions. They induce a depletion of the theoretical spectrum in the mass region
0.45≤ M ≤ 0.75 GeV not supported by the data. The result can be better understood with
the help of Fig. 5.11, where the corresponding in-mediumρ andω meson contributions to
the nucleon resonance covariant form factors are shown atρ = ρ0 andρ = 2ρ0 for a vector
meson at rest in the nuclear medium (dashed lines). The complex behaviour of the vector
meson self energies are reflected in the in-medium form factors which do not present any-
more the simple Lorentzian-like shape typical of the vacuum. In particular, we observe a
minimum positioned at 0.5 . M . 0.6 GeV between two maxima at 0.4 . M . 0.5 GeV
andM ∼ 0.8 GeV.12 The particular shape of the in-medium form factor is determined by the
behaviour of both the real and imaginary part of the self energy. However, switching off the
real part of the self energy, we observed that the depletion present in the form factor between
approximatelyM ∼ 0.5 GeV andM ∼ 0.7−0.8 GeV is mainly determined by the large value
of the imaginary part of the self energy in this region. The latter is shown in Fig. 5.12. The
increase is due to the coupling to the important resonances,namely theN∗(1520) for theρ
meson and theN∗(1535) for the ω meson. The corresponding bump structure is a typical
feature of this class of models coupling the vector meson to resonance-hole states.

The inclusion of the in-medium properties of the nucleon resonances in the determination
of the vector meson spectral functions reduces the value of the imaginary part of the self
energy in this region (see Fig. 5.12). In the case of theω meson, for example, the reduction
at M = 0.57 GeV is about a factor 2.5. As a consequence, the corresponding form factors,
shown in Fig. 5.11, are enhanced. This has an effect on the level of the dilepton spectrum.
The dilepton spectrum obtained using self-consistent calculated spectral functions is shown
in Fig. 5.10(b). The inclusion of the in-medium properties of the nucleon resonances in the
determination of the vector meson spectral functions movesthe theoretical spectrum closer to
the experimental data in the mass region 0.45≤M ≤ 0.75 GeV. This shows the importance of
taking into account in-medium modifications of the nucleon resonances to evaluate the vector

12The exact positions of the minimum and the maxima, especially of the maximum at lowerM, vary with
the density. This is the reason why we indicate “regions” forthese positions.
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Figure 5.10: Dilepton spectrum in C+C collisions at 2.0 AGeV resulting from the inclusion ofρ- andω-meson
spectral functions calculated within the NRD+eVMD model. The spectral functions affect the branching ratios
for the Dalitz decays of the baryon resonances, as explainedin the text. The left panel corresponds to the
inclusion of vector meson self energies determined from vacuum nucleon resonance properties. The right
panel corresponds to the inclusion of vector meson self energies calculated in a self-consistent iteration scheme
in which the in-medium modification of the nucleon resonancewidths induced by the in-medium spectral
functions of the vector mesons is taken into account.
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meson in-medium properties resulting from the excitation of nucleon resonance-nucleon hole
states. However, some data points remain underestimated. The reduction of the theoretical
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Figure 5.11: Left panel: modulus squared of theρ meson contribution to the covariant form factor,|Fρ|2,
at ρ = ρ0 (thin lines) andρ = 2ρ0 (thick lines). The shaded area shows the vacuum value of|Fρ|2. Right
panel: modulus squared of theω meson contribution to the covariant form factor,|Fω|2, at ρ = ρ0 (thin lines)
andρ = 2ρ0 (thick lines). The shaded area shows the vacuum value of|Fω|2. For both panels the dashed
lines correspond to vector meson self energies calculated from vacuum nucleon resonance properties. The full
lines correspond to vector meson self energies calculated in a self-consistent iteration scheme in which the
in-medium modifications of the nucleon resonance widths induced by the in-medium spectral functions of the
vector mesons are taken into account.

spectrum due to the inclusion of in-medium effects for the vector mesons can intuitively be
understood in terms of absorption processes of vector mesons which reduce the number of
vector mesons and, consequently, the dilepton yield. In this sense, the underestimation of
the experimental data suggests that the NRD+eVMD model predicts a too strong absorption
of vector mesons.

Concerning the mass regionM > 0.4 GeV, although the agreement with the experimental
data is not perfect, the level achieved can be considered appreciable if one evaluates the
underlying theoretical challenge: the calculation presented here represents a parameter-free
determination of the in-medium dilepton spectrum. We operate within an approach which
attempts to describesimultaneously with the same model parametersdilepton and vector
meson production as well as their in-medium modifications. The task is complicated by the
current uncertainties especially on theRNω couplings due to the lack of experimental data
on e.g.R→ Nω decay modes. One possible reason for the present underestimation of the
experimental data can of course lie in those poorly constrained eVMD model parameters, in
particular theRNω couplings. The probably most relevant case is theN∗(1535) resonance,
with its strong coupling to theω meson predicted by the eVMD model though a decay of
this resonance toNω has not been measured yet. Another possible reason can be connected
to the fact that in particular theω meson spectral function does not result to be normalized
in the mass region of our interest. The violation of normalization ranges from about 30% at
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Figure 5.12: Left panel: Imaginary part of theρ meson self energy in vacuum (dashed-double-dotted line),
at ρ = ρ0 (thin lines) and atρ = 2ρ0 (thick lines). Right panel: Imaginary part of theω meson self energy
in vacuum (dashed-double-dotted line) atρ = ρ0 (thin lines) and atρ = 2ρ0 (thick lines). For both panels the
dashed lines correspond to vector meson self energies calculated from vacuum nucleon resonance properties.
The full lines correspond to vector meson self energies calculated in a self-consistent iteration scheme in which
the in-medium modifications of the nucleon resonance widthsinduced by the in-medium spectral functions of
the vector mesons are taken into account.

ρ = ρ0 to about 45% atρ = 2ρ0.13 In principle, this is not an inconsistency, since spectral
functions should obey the sum rule in the entire invariant mass range (up toM = ∞) and
not necessarily already in the finite mass interval in which we work. On the other side, one
would expect high invariant mass regions not to influence significantly the results we can
extract for lower masses in the framework of phenomenological low energy models.

Regarding the low mass region,mπ ≤ M ≤ 0.4 GeV, the introduction of in-medium spec-
tral functions does not provide a solution for the underestimation of the experimental data.
On the contrary, due to the finite value of the imaginary part of the self energy atM ∼ 0 for
high vector meson three-momentap (ImΣtot

V (M = 0) 6= 0 for p 6= 0), at high momenta we
have|FV(M = 0)|2 < 1 with a consequent reduction of strength. We can therefore conclude
that to explain the low mass region one has to take into account other effects. It has been
shown in Ref. [38] that the account for decoherence effects enhances the theoretical spec-
trum in the low mass region. The inclusion of such effects arenot a matter of this work,
therefore we do not discuss them here and refer the reader to Ref. [38] for the description of
the decoherence as an in-medium effect. Surely, it will be interesting to take the effect of a
partial loss of quantum coherence in medium into account in future investigations. For the
sake of completeness, we would like to mention that the particularly significant contribution
from pnbremsstrahlung of Ref. [128] has recently been suggested as apossible candidate for
the solution of the DLS puzzle [127]. To our present knowledge, the discrepancy between
the results of [128] and previous works [125, 130] has not been clarified yet, therefore we do
not comment further on this.

13Integral evaluated in the mass region up to 1.5 GeV.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

Combining a nucleon resonance dominance model with an extended vector meson domi-
nance model we have determined the in-medium modifications which theρ andω mesons
experience in nuclear matter due to a finite baryon density. In addition, non-resonant contri-
butions to the vector meson self energies have been investigated. For both vector mesons we
find a substantial broadening of the width and a significant shift of spectral strength down
to smaller invariant masses. In particular at small momenta, the coupling of theρ meson to
theN∗(1520)N−1 state and of theω meson to theN∗(1535)N−1 state leads to a pronounced
double-peak structure in the spectral function. In a first approximation the vector meson
spectral functions have been calculated from vacuum nucleon resonance properties. Going
beyond this first approximation, we took into account the in-medium modification of the
nucleon resonance widths induced by the in-medium modifications of theρ andω mesons,
which appear among the resonance decay products. This leadsto a self-consistent itera-
tive calculation of the vector meson spectral functions. The self-consistent iteration scheme
mainly reduces theN∗(1520)N−1 andN∗(1535)N−1 peaks.

As the next step, we investigated the influence which in-medium modifications of the
vector meson properties have on the dilepton production rate in heavy ion collisions. The
dilepton spectrum has been calculated exemplary for the reaction C+C at 2.0 AGeV for
which experimental data have been recently released by the HADES collaboration. This en-
ergy range is complementary to the ultrarelativistic regime since it probes nuclear matter at
high net baryon densities and moderate temperatures, whiledilepton measurements at the
SPS (NA60, CERES) and at RHIC (PHENIX) probe the electromagnetic response at low
net baryon densities and high temperatures, most likely even not hadronic but partonic mat-
ter. Thus the present investigations are restricted to moderate relativistic energies where the
medium is dominated by nucleons and their excitations, i.e.nucleon resonances. We investi-
gated several possible in-medium scenarios. First, we included in-medium effects following
standard treatments, namely a schematic collisional broadening of the vector meson width
and a dropping of the vector meson mass according to a Brown-Rhoscaling law.

Within the schematic collisional broadening scenario we find that the experimental data
are still slightly overestimated in the region around the vector meson peak when values of
Γtot

ρ (ρ0) = 250 MeV andΓtot
ω (ρ0) = 125 MeV for the total vector meson width at satura-

tion density are used. Thereby we assumed that the in-mediumwidths of the vector mesons
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increase linearly with density. We discussed the approximation made when assigning an en-
ergy dependence to the vector meson width. We, however, did not find too large differences
among the various possibilities. Nevertheless, we want to point out the theoretical limitations
which such a schematic treatment carries with it.

In the in-medium scenario according to which the vector meson masses decrease linearly
with density (Brown-Rho scaling) we find that, even when the collisional broadening of the
vector meson widths is additionally taken into account, thecorresponding dilepton spectrum
overestimates the experimental data at invariant masses below the vector meson peak and
underestimates them in the region around and above the vector meson peak. This is a conse-
quence of the global shift of the spectral strength down to lower invariant masses predicted
by this scenario, with a consequent lack of spectral strength in the region of the vector meson
peak.

In a next step, we went beyond the schematic inclusion of in-medium effects and included
the vector meson in-medium properties consistently, i.e. in terms of the in-medium self en-
ergies microscopically calculated by combining the nucleon resonance dominance and the
extended vector meson dominance models. Doing so, we attempt for the first time to achieve
a consistent theoretical description of dilepton spectra based on a unified model for vector
meson and dilepton production as well as their in-medium modifications. This surpasses the
standard treatments, where the value of the total width at a given density enters as an input
parameter and scaling laws for the width are based on assumptions or educated guesses. We
find that self energies determined from vacuum nucleon resonance properties give a poor
description of the experimental data in the invariant mass region 0.45≤ M ≤ 0.75 GeV. On
the contrary, the self-consistent iteration scheme gives areasonable description of the data in
the same mass region. This demonstrates the importance of including in-medium resonance
properties in a consistent way for the determination of the vector meson spectral functions.
Taking into account the large uncertainties in the couplings of the nucleon resonances, es-
pecially to theω meson, and the fact that this stands as a parameter-free determination of
the in-medium dilepton spectrum, the result can be considered as satisfactory. However, the
comparison to data suggests that the in-medium scenario predicted within the present ap-
proach is still too strong. For the low mass region of the dilepton spectrum (mπ ≤ M ≤ 0.4
GeV) we find that the inclusion of in-medium spectral functions of theρ andω mesons do
not improve the theoretical result and experimental data remain slightly underestimated.

In summary, we believe that the present investigations provide an essential step towards
the understanding of dilepton spectra in heavy ion collisions and vector meson properties
in matter. Forthcoming data, in particular for heavy systems, will certainly help to further
reduce still existing model uncertainties.



Appendix A

Notation

Units and metric. We use units~ = c = 1 .The metric signature is

gµν = (+,−,−,−) .

Indices. Greek indices take valuesµ= 0, . . . ,3, while spatial indices are denoted by Latin
letters,i, j, . . . = 1,2,3. Repeated upper and lower Lorentz indices are summed over, e.g.
AµBµ ≡ ∑3

µ=0AµBµ. Controvariant vectors, denoted by superscripts, are written as

Aµ = (A0,A) = (A0,A1,A2,A3) ,

whereascovariant vectors, denoted by subscripts, are defined by

Aµ ≡ gµνAν = (A0,−A) .

A scalar product of two four vectors is defined by

A·B≡ AµBµ = AµBµ = A0B0−A ·B .

The space-time four-vector is

xµ = (x0,x) = (t,x)

and the four-momentum is given by

pµ = (p0,p) = (E,p) .

The components of the controvariant four-gradient are denoted by

∂µ ≡ ∂
∂xµ

=

(
∂
∂t

,−∇
)

.

With our choice of signature the four-momentum operator is represented on functions of the
coordinates aspµ = +i∂µ, sop0 = i∂/∂x0 = i∂/∂t andpi = i∂i = −i∂i = −i∂/∂xi. Therefore
pi = −i∇i with ∇i = ∂/∂xi = ∂i or, in vector notation,p = i∇ and∇ = ∂/∂x. Finally, we
also use the Feynman slash notation: for a four-vectorAµ, we define6A = aµγµ. In particular,
6∂ = γµ∂µ
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Dirac matrices. Dirac γ matrices satisfy

{γµ,γν} ≡ γµγν + γνγµ = 2gµν . (A.1)

Thereforeγ2
0 = 1 and, for eachi, (γi)2 = −1; γ0 is hermitian while, for eachi, γi is antiher-

mitian,
(γ0)† = γ0, (γi)† = −γi ,

or, more compactly,(γµ)† = γ0γµγ0. The matrixγ5 is defined as

γ5 = +iγ0γ1γ2γ3 ,

and satisfies
(γ5)2 = 1, (γ5)† = γ5, {γ5,γµ} = 0 .

We also define

σµν =
i
2
[γµ,γν] . (A.2)

A particular usual representation of theγ matrix algebra is the so calledstandard represen-
tation in which

γ0 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)

, γi =

(
0 σi

−σi 0

)

, γ5 =

(
0 1
1 0

)

.

The Pauli matrices are

σ1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)

, σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)

, σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)

.

and satisfy
σiσ j = δi j + iεi jkσk .

In the calculation of cross sections and decay rates we oftenneed to evaluate traces of prod-
ucts ofγ matrices. As a consequence of the commutation algebra (A.1)they can be evaluated
without ever explicitly calculating a matrix product. Someuseful trace identies are:

Tr[14×4] = 4 , (A.3)

Trace of an odd number ofγµ‘s vanishes , (A.4)

Tr[6a 6b] = 4a·b , (A.5)

Tr[6a 6b 6c 6d] = 4[(a·b)(c·d)− (a·c)(b·d)+(a·d)(b·c)] , (A.6)

Tr[γ5] = 0 , (A.7)

Tr[γ5 6a 6b] = 0 , (A.8)

Tr[γ5 6a 6b 6c 6d] = 4iεµνλσaµbνcλdσ , (A.9)

whereεµνλσ = +1(−1) for µ,ν,λ,σ an even (odd) permutation of 0,1,2,3 and 0 if two
indices are the same.

Other useful results for simplifying trace calculations are:

γµγµ = 4 , (A.10)

γµ 6aγµ = −2 6a , (A.11)

γµ 6a 6bγµ = 4(a·b) , (A.12)

γµ 6a 6b 6cγµ = −2 6c 6b 6a . (A.13)
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Fermions. For fermions, we use the covariant normalization in which wehave 2E parti-
cles/unit volume. Thus, we have the orthogonality relations

u(r)†u(s) = 2Eδrs , v(r)†v(s) = 2Eδrs ,

with r,s= 1,2. It follows that

ū(s)u(s) = 2m , v̄(s)v(s) = −2m

and the completeness relations read

∑
s=1,2

u(s)(p)ū(s)(p) = 6 p+m ,

∑
s=1,2

v(s)(p)v̄(s)(p) = 6 p−m . (A.14)

Electromagnetism. The electron charge is denoted bye, ande< 0. As is customary in
particle physics, we use the Heaviside-Lorentz system of units for electromagnetism. This
means that the fine structure constantα = 1/137 is related to the electron charge by

α =
e2

4π~c
,

or simplyα = e2/(4π) when we set~ = c = 1.
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Appendix B

The γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ− decay width

We want to calculate the dilepton decay width of a massive (virtual) photonγ∗. Let beM the
photon mass. In the rest frame of the decaying virtual photon, the decay rateγ∗ → ℓ+ℓ− is
given by

dΓ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−) =
1

2M ∑
f

|A |2 (2π)4

(2π)6 dΦ2 (B.1)

wheredΦ2 denotes the differential two-body phase space. The corresponding Feynman
diagram is shown in Fig. B.1, where the various factors neededto compute the amplitudeA
are shown in detail.

�εµ

v

ū

γ⋆(k)

ℓ+(p2)

ℓ−(p1)

−ieγµ

Figure B.1: Feynman diagram for theγ∗ → ℓ+ℓ− decay.

Applying the Feynman rules, one has:

iA = −ieελ
µ(k)ū(p1,s)γµv(p2,s′) . (B.2)

To obtain the unpolarized decay width, we must average|A |2 over the polarization of the
initial virtual photon and sum over the spins of the final leptons:

∑
f

|A |2 = e2 1
3∑

λ
ελ

µε⋆λ
ν ∑

s,s′
ū(p1,s)γµv(p2,s′)v̄(p2,s′)γνu(p1,s) . (B.3)
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The factor1
3 is due to averaging over the initial virtual photon photon polarizations. Using

the completeness relation for a massive vector particle

∑
λ

ελ
µ(k)ε

⋆λ
ν (k) = −gµν +

kµkν

k2 , (B.4)

where the sum is over the three polarization states of the massive vector particle, one obtains

∑
f

|A |2 =
4πα

3
(−gµν +

kµkν

M2 )∑
s,s′

ū(p1,s)γµv(p2,s′)v̄(p2,s′)γνu(p1,s)

=
4πα

3 ∑
s,s′

{−ū(p1,s)γµv(p2,s′)v̄(p2,s′)γµu(p1,s)

+
1
k2 ū(p1,s) 6kv(p2,s′)v̄(p2,s′) 6ku(p1,s)} . (B.5)

The second term vanishes due to current conservation. The spinor completeness relation,
(A.14), allows the sum overuū andvv̄ states to be performed and one finds

∑
f

|A |2 =
4πα

3
{−Tr[(6 p1 +mℓ)γµ(6 p2−mℓ)γµ] + 0}

=
4πα

3
{−Tr[6 p1γµ 6 p2γµ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

−26p2

−m2
ℓ γµγµ
︸︷︷︸

4

]}

=
4πα

3
{2Tr[6 p1 6 p2]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

4p1·p2

+4m2
ℓ Tr[14×4]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

4

}

=
4πα

3
{8(p1 · p2)+16m2

ℓ} (B.6)

where we made use of the trace theorems (A.4), (A.11), (A.10), (A.5) and (A.3). Conserva-
tion of 4-momentum at the vertex imposek = p1 + p2. Therefore one has

k2 = M2 = (p1 + p2)
2 = p2

1 + p2
2 +2p1 · p2 = 2m2

ℓ +2p1 · p2

⇒ p1 · p2 =
M2

2
−m2

ℓ .
(B.7)

Introducing (B.7) in (B.6) we finally obtain

∑
f

|A |2 =
4πα

3
8{M2

2
−m2

ℓ +2m2
ℓ} =

16πα
3

{M2 +2m2
ℓ} . (B.8)

Substituting in Eq. B.1, one obtains:

dΓ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−) =
1

2M
4α
3π

(M2 +2m2
ℓ)dΦ2 . (B.9)

Due to the angle independence of the matrix elements, the angle integration simply leaves us
with the integrated two-body phase space, so that

Γ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−) =
1

2M
4α
3π

(M2 +2m2
ℓ)Φ2 . (B.10)
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The two-body phase space is

Φ2(M,mℓ,mℓ) =
π
2

√

1− 4m2
ℓ

M2 . (B.11)

Substituting (B.11) in (B.10) one finds

Γ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−) =
α

3M
(M2 +2m2

ℓ)

√

1− 4m2
ℓ

M2 (B.12)

or equivalently

MΓ(γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−) =
α
3
(M2 +2m2

ℓ)

√

1− 4m2
ℓ

M2 . (B.13)
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Appendix C

Non-resonant contributions to the
forward VN scattering

C.1 The Compton-like contribution

We want to evaluate the vector meson-nucleon forward scattering amplitude for the Compton-
like scattering process shown in Fig. C.1. The Compton-like scattering corresponds to non-
resonants- andu-channel vector meson-nucleon scattering. To leading order in density, the
forward scattering amplitude determines the contributionto the vector meson self energy
in nuclear matter due to the excitation of nucleon-nucleon hole states. The corresponding
vector meson self energy diagram is depicted in Fig. C.2. Herewe restrict ourselves to
the calculation of the unpolarized forward scattering amplitude, treating theρ andω meson
separately.

�p + k

N(p)

V (k)

N(p′)

V (k′)

(a)

�p − k′

N(p)

V (k)

N(p′)

V (k′)

(b)

Figure C.1: Feynman diagram for theNV → NV Compton-like scattering.

C.1.1 ω meson

We describe theωNN vertex according to the interaction Lagrangian

δLωNN = gωNNψ̄γµψAµ (C.1)
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k

k

��
p + k�p

�� k

k

p − k

p

���
���

Figure C.2: Vector meson self energy in matter to lowest order in densitydue to theVN Compton-like scatter-
ing.

whereAµ denotes theω meson field andψ the nucleon field. TheNNω vector coupling is
taken from the Bonn one-boson-exchange model [84] for nucleon-nucleon scattering (gNNω =

15.9).
Let M1 be the amplitude for the process depicted in Fig. C.1(a) andM2 be the amplitude

for the process depicted in Fig. C.1(b), which differs from the one of Fig. C.1(a) for the
exchange of the initial and final state vector meson. Note that for forward scattering one has
k′ = k and p′ = p. The two amplitudesM1 andM2 are related by crossing symmetry, so
that one hasM2 = M1(k → −k). Therefore, it is enough to calculate only one of the two
amplitudes. We will perform the calculation ofM1.

Application of the Feynman rules gives:

iM1 = ū(s)(p)(igωNNγν)
i(6 p+ 6k+mN)

(p+k)2−m2
N

(igωNNγµ)u(s)(p)ε(λ)⋆
ν (k)ε(λ)

µ (k)γν (C.2)

wheremN denotes the nucleon mass and the 4-momentum assignments forthe ingoing and
outgoing particles are the ones shown in Fig. C.1(a). Performing the average over the nucleon
spins and the photon polarizations one has:

iM1 =
1
2

1
3 ∑

λ,s

ū(s)(p)(igωNNγν)
i(6 p+ 6k+mN)

(p+k)2−m2
N

(igωNNγµ)u(s)(p)ε(λ)⋆
ν (k)ε(λ)

µ (k)γν

= −ig2
ωNN

1
6 ∑

λ
ε(λ)⋆

ν (k)ε(λ)
µ (k) ∑

s
ū(s)(p)γν 6 p+ 6k+mN

(p+k)2−m2
N

γµu(s)(p) .

(C.3)

The sum over the photon polarizations and the nucleon spins can be evaluated with the
help of the completeness relation for a massive vector particle (B.4) and of the spinor com-
pleteness relation (A.14) respectively. We then arrive at the following expression:

iM1 = −ig2
ωNN

1
6

(−gνµ+
kνkµ

k2 )
1

(p+k)2−m2
N

Tr[(6 p+mN)γν(6 p+ 6k+mN)γµ]

= +ig2
ωNN

1
6

1
p2 +k2 +2p·k−m2 Tr[(6 p+mN)γµ(6 p+ 6k+mN)γµ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
]

− ig2
ωNN

1
6

1
k2

1
p2 +k2 +2p·k−m2 Tr[(6 p+mN) 6k(6 p+ 6k+mN) 6k] .

(C.4)
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Here we appositely separated the contribution proportional to thegνµ term of the complete-
ness relation (B.4) from the contribution proportional to the kνkµ term. We perform this
separation in order to show that the latter contribution, although not vanishing for the single
amplitudesM1 or M2, it does vanish in the sum of the two amplitudesM1 + M2. This is a
consequence of current conservation. The consideration iscompletely identical to the one
reported in many textbooks when treating the classical Compton scattering (see e.g. [135]).

Let us now evaluate the two traces of Eq. (C.4) with the help of the trace properties (A.3)–
(A.6), (A.10) and (A.11):

Tr[(6 p+mN)γµ(6 p+ 6k+mN)γµ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

−2(6p+ 6k)+4mN

] = −2 Tr[(6 p+mN)(6 p+ 6k−2mN)]

= −2 Tr[ 6 p 6 p
︸︷︷︸

m2
N

+ 6 p 6k−2m2
N]

= −2[4(p·k)−4m2
N]

= −8[(p·k)−m2
N]

(C.5)

Tr[(6 p+mN) 6k(6 p+ 6k+mN) 6k] = Tr[6 p 6k 6 p 6k+ 6 p 6k 6k 6k
︸︷︷︸

k2

+m2
N 6k 6k

︸︷︷︸

k2

]

= 4[(p·k)2−m2
Nk2 +(p·k)2]

+4k2(p·k)+4m2
Nk2

= 4(p·k)[2(p·k)+k2]

(C.6)

where we usedp2 = m2
N and 6k 6k = k2. Substituting in (C.4) we obtain:

iM1 = +ig2
ωNN

1
6

1
k2 +2p·k

{

−8[(p·k)−m2
N]+4

(p·k)
k2 [2(p·k)+k2]

}

. (C.7)

Hence

M1 =
1
6

g2
ωNN

{−8[(p·k)−m2
N]

k2 +2p·k +4
(p·k)

k2

}

. (C.8)

Using crossing symmetry we obtainM2:

M2 = M1(k→−k) =
1
6

g2
ωNN

{
8[(p·k)+m2

N]

k2−2p·k −4
(p·k)

k2

}

. (C.9)

The sum of the two amplitudes gives the unpolarized forward scattering amplitude for
theω meson Compton-like scattering:

M1 +M2 =
1
6

g2
ωNN







−8[(p·k)−m2
N]

k2 +2p·k +
8[(p·k)+m2

N]

k2−2p·k
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∝gνµ

+4
(p·k)

k2 −4
(p·k)

k2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∝kνkµ







=
8
3

g2
ωNN

2(p·k)2 +m2
Nk2

k4−4(p·k)2 .

(C.10)
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We had already anticipated that a cancellation between the contributions proportional to
the kνkµ term of the photon completeness relation would occur in the sum M1 + M2. The
cancellation can be directly read from Eq. (C.10).

C.1.2 ρ meson

We describe theρNN vertex according to the interaction Lagrangian

δLρNN =
gρNN

2mN
ψ̄σµνψFµν (C.11)

where
Fµν = ∂µAν −∂νAµ , (C.12)

Aµ denotes the rho meson field,ψ denotes the nucleon field,mN is the nucleon mass and the
NNρ tensor coupling (gNNρ = 19.8) is taken from the Bonn potential [84]. The derivative
coupling leads to a momentum dependence of theρNN vertex. This can be explicitly shown
by decomposing the vector meson field in terms of creation andannihilation operators

Aµ(x) =
Z

d3k

(2π)3
√

2Ek
∑
λ

[ε(λ)
µ (k)a(λ),k e−ikx + ε(λ)⋆

µ (k)a†
(λ),k eikx] (C.13)

and writing down the corresponding expression ofFµν:

Fµν = ∂µAν −∂νAµ

=
Z

d3k

(2π)3
√

2Ek
∑
λ
{[ε(λ)

ν (k)a(λ),k(−ikµ)e−ikx + ε(λ)⋆
ν (k)a†

(λ),k(+ikµ)eikx]

−[ε(λ)
µ (k)a(λ),k(−ikν)e−ikx + ε(λ)⋆

µ (k)a†
(λ),k(+ikν)eikx]}

=
Z

d3k

(2π)3
√

2Ek
∑
λ
{−i [kµε(λ)

ν (k)−kνε(λ)
µ (k)]a(λ),k e−ikx

+i [kµε(λ)⋆
ν (k)−kνε(λ)⋆

µ (k)]a†
(λ),k eikx} . (C.14)

Thus,Fµν can be written as

Fµν =
Z

d3k

(2π)3
√

2Ek
∑
λ

[E(λ)
µν (k)a(λ),k e−ikx +E(λ)⋆

µν (k)a†
(λ),k eikx] (C.15)

when we define

E(λ)
µν (k) ≡−i [kµε(λ)

ν (k)−kνε(λ)
µ (k)] ,

E(λ)⋆
µν (k) ≡ +i [kµε(λ)⋆

ν (k)−kνε(λ)⋆
µ (k)] .

(C.16)

The expression for theρ meson Compton-like scattering amplitude can be written down
using the standard Feynman rules, provided that one assignsto the external vector meson line
the termE(λ)

µν in place of the standard polarization vectorε(λ)
ν . For analogy, in the following

we will call the tensorE(λ)
µν “polarization tensor”.
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Again, we are interest in the calculations of the forward scattering amplitude. We there-
fore setk′ = k, p′ = p. As for the case of theω meson, we will calculate the amplitudeM1

and deriveM2 from crossing symmetry. We find:

iM1 = ū(s)(p)(i
gρNN

2mN
στρ)

i(6 p+ 6k+mN)

(p+k)2−m2
N

(i
gρNN

2mN
σµν)u(s)(p)E(λ)⋆

τρ (k)Eµν(λ)(k) (C.17)

and

iM1 = −i
g2

ρNN

4m2
N

1
3∑

λ
E(λ)⋆

τρ (k)E(λ)
µν (k)

1

(p+k)2−m2
N

×1
2 ∑

s
ū(s)(p)στρ(6 p+ 6k+mN)σµνu(s)(p)

= −i
g2

ρNN

4m2
N

1
3

1
2

1

(p+k)2−m2
N

∑
λ

E(λ)⋆
τρ (k)E(λ)

µν (k)

× i2

4 ∑
s

ū(s)(p)(γτγρ − γργτ)(6 p+ 6k+mN)(γµγν − γνγµ)u(s)(p)

= +i
g2

ρNN

4m2
N

1
3

1
2

1
4

1
2p·k+k2 ∑

λ
E(λ)⋆

τρ (k)E(λ)
µν (k)

×Tr [(6 p+mN)(γτγρ − γργτ)(6 p+ 6k+mN)(γµγν − γνγµ)] . (C.18)

The second line of (C.18) is obtained from the first line by explicitly substituting the expres-
sion (A.2) of theστρ andσµν Lorentz tensors. The use of the spinor completeness relation
(A.14) leads then to the third line.

Let us now derive the “completeness relation” for the “polarization tensor”:

∑
λ

E(λ)⋆
τρ (k)E(λ)

µν (k) = ∑
λ

[

kτε(λ)⋆
ρ (k)−kρε(λ)⋆

τ (k)
] [

kµε(λ)
ν (k)−kνε(λ)

µ (k)
]

= kτkµ ∑
λ

ε(λ)⋆
ρ (k)ε(λ)

ν (k)−kτkν ∑
λ

ε(λ)⋆
ρ (k)ε(λ)

µ (k)

−kρkµ ∑
λ

ε(λ)⋆
τ (k)ε(λ)

ν (k)+kρkν ∑
λ

ε(λ)⋆
τ (k)ε(λ)

µ (k) .

(C.19)

We have now to substitute the completeness relation (B.4) fora massive vector particle.
As can be easily seen from (C.19), a mutual cancellation of theexpressions obtained by
substitution of the term of (B.4) proportional to the vector meson momentum occurs. We
find:

∑
λ

E(λ)⋆
τρ (k)E(λ)

µν (k) = kτkµ(−gρν)−kτkν(−gρµ)−kρkµ(−gτν)+kρkν(−gτµ)

= −
[
kτkµgρν −kτkνgρµ−kρkµgτν +kρkνgτµ

]
. (C.20)

Thus, in this case, the two amplitudesM1 andM2 are each separately gauge invariant quan-
tities.
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Substituting (C.20) in (C.18) we obtain:

iM1 = −
g2

ρNN

32m2
N

1
3

1
2p·k+k2 ×

{ kτkµTr [(6 p+mN)(γτγν − γνγτ)(6 p+ 6k+mN)(γµγν − γνγµ)]

−kτkν Tr
[
(6 p+mN)

(
γτγµ− γµγτ)(6 p+ 6k+mN)(γµγν − γνγµ)

]

−kρkµTr [(6 p+mN)(γνγρ − γργν)(6 p+ 6k+mN)(γµγν − γνγµ)]

+kρkν Tr
[
(6 p+mN)

(
γµγρ − γργµ

)
(6 p+ 6k+mN)(γµγν − γνγµ)

]
}

= −
g2

ρNN

32m2
N

1
3

1
2p·k+k2 ×

{ Tr [(6 p+mN)(6kγν − γν 6k)(6 p+ 6k+mN)(6kγν − γν 6k)]
+Tr

[
(6 p+mN)

(
− 6kγµ+ γµ 6k

)
(6 p+ 6k+mN)(γµ 6k− 6kγµ)

]

+Tr [(6 p+mN)(−γν 6k+ 6kγν)(6 p+ 6k+mN)(6kγν − γν 6k)]
+Tr

[
(6 p+mN)

(
γµ 6k− 6kγν

)
(6 p+ 6k+mN)(γµ 6k− 6kγµ)

]
} . (C.21)

The four traces are identical. Thus:

iM1 = −i
g2

ρNN

32m2
N

1
3

1
2(p·k)+k2 ×

4 Tr[(6 p+mN)(6kγν − γν 6k)(6 p+ 6k+mN)(6kγν − γν 6k)]

= −i
g2

ρNN

8m2
N

1
3

1
2(p·k)+k2 ×

Tr [ (6 p 6kγν− 6 pγν 6k+mN 6kγν −mNγν 6k)×
(6 p 6kγν− 6 pγν 6k+k2γν− 6kγν 6k+mN 6kγν −mNγν 6k)) ]

= −i
g2

ρNN

8m2
N

1
3

1
2(p·k)+k2 ×

Tr [ 6 p 6kγν 6 p 6kγν− 6 p 6kγν 6 pγν 6k+k2 6 p 6kγνγν− 6 p 6kγν 6kγν 6k
− 6 pγν 6k 6 p 6kγν+ 6 pγν 6k 6 pγν 6k−k2 6 pγν 6kγν+ 6 pγν 6k 6kγν 6k
+m2

N 6kγν 6kγν −m2
N 6kγνγν 6k−m2

Nγν 6k 6kγν +m2
Nγν 6kγν 6k ] .

(C.22)
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The expression can be simplified using the properties (A.10)–(A.13) and6k 6k= k2. One finds:

6 p 6kγν 6 p 6kγν = 4(p·k) 6 p 6k ,

6 p 6kγν 6 pγν 6k = −2 6 p 6k 6 p 6k ,

k2 6 p 6kγνγν = 4k2 6 p 6k,
6 p 6kγν 6kγν 6k = −2 6 p 6k 6k 6k = −2k2 6 p 6k ,

6 pγν 6k 6 p 6kγν = −2 6 p 6k 6 p 6k ,

6 pγν 6k 6 pγν 6k = 4(p·k) 6 p 6k ,

k2 6 pγν 6kγν = −2k2 6 p 6k ,

6 pγν 6k 6kγν 6k = k2 6 pγνγν 6k = 4k2 6 p 6k ,

m2
N 6kγν 6kγν = −2m2

N 6k 6k = −2m2
Nk2 ,

m2
N 6kγνγν 6k = 4m2

N 6k 6k = 4m2
Nk2 ,

m2
Nγν 6k 6kγν = m2

N k2γνγν = 4m2
Nk2 ,

m2
Nγν 6kγν 6k = −2m2

N 6k 6k = −2m2
Nk2 . (C.23)

Thus:

iM1 = −i
g2

ρNN

8m2
N

1
3

1
2(p·k)+k2 ×

Tr [ 4(p·k) 6 p 6k+2 6 p 6k 6 p 6k+4k2 6 p 6k+2k2 6 p 6k
+2 6 p 6k 6 p 6k+4p·k 6 p 6k+2k2 6 p 6k+4k2 6 p 6k
−2m2

Nk2−4m2
Nk2−4m2

Nk2−2m2
Nk2 ]

= −i
g2

ρNN

8m2
N

1
3

1
2(p·k)+k2 ×

{ 8(p·k)Tr [6 p 6k]+12k2Tr [6 p 6k]−12m2
Nk2Tr [14×4]+4Tr[6 p 6k 6 p 6k] } .

(C.24)

The traces can be easily calculated using the trace identities (A.3–A.6). We find:

iM1 = −i
g2

ρNN

8m2
N

1
3

1
2(p·k)+k2 ×

{ 32(p·k)2 +48k2(p·k)−48m2
Nk2 +16

[
(p·k)2−m2

Nk2 +(p·k)2] }

= −i
g2

ρNN

8m2
N

1
3

1
2p·k+k2

{
64(p·k)2−64m2

Nk2 +48k2(p·k)
}

= −i
g2

ρNN

8m2
N

1
3

1
2(p·k)+k216

{
4(p·k)2−4m2

Nk2 +3k2(p·k)
}

= −i
g2

ρNN

m2
N

2
3

1
2(p·k)+k2

{
4(p·k)2−4m2

Nk2 +3k2(p·k)
}

. (C.25)

Hence

M1 = −
g2

ρNN

m2
N

2
3

1
2(p·k)+k2 { 4(p·k)2−4m2

Nk2 +3k2(p·k) } . (C.26)
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The expression forM2 can be obtained asM2 = M1(k→−k). Thus:

M2 = −
g2

ρNN

m2
N

2
3

1
−2(p·k)+k2 { 4(p·k)2−4m2

Nk2−3k2(p·k) } . (C.27)

The unpolarized forward scattering amplitude for theρ meson Compton-like scattering
is then:

M1 +M2 =
g2

ρNN

m2
N

8
3

k2 2m2
Nk2 +(p·k)2

k4−4(p·k)2 . (C.28)
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C.2 Theσ-exchange contribution

In this Section we evaluate the vector meson-nucleon forward scattering amplitude for the
process involving the exchange of aσ meson shown in Fig. C.3. The process corresponds
to non resonantt-channel vector meson-nucleon scattering. To leading order in density, the
forward scattering amplitude determines the contributionto the vector meson self energy in
nuclear matter. The corresponding vector meson self energyis given by the tadpole diagram
shown in Fig. C.4. The diagram describes the excitation of nucleon-nucleon hole states due
to the exchange of aσ meson.

�σ(q)

N(p)

V (k)

N(p′)

V (k′)

Figure C.3: Feynman diagram for theNV → NV scattering proceeding via the exchange of aσ meson.

v

v

k k

�
p

� �
Figure C.4: Vector meson self energy in matter to lowest order in densitydue to the exchange of aσ meson.

TheσNN coupling is described by the interaction Lagrangian

δLσNN = gσNNψ̄ψσ (C.29)

whereσ andψ denote the sigma meson and nucleon fields respectively. The couplinggσNN

is taken from the Bonn potential [84].
The interaction Lagrangian describing the coupling between theσ meson and the vector

mesonV (V=ρ,ω) is

δLσVV = −gσVV

mσ
FµνFµνσ (C.30)
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where

Fµν = ∂µAν −∂νAµ , (C.31)

Aµ denotes the vector meson field andmσ is theσ meson mass used as a scaling mass in the
σVV Lagrangian in order to makegσVV dimensionless. The determination of the coupling
constantgσVV has been discussed in Section 4.3. The a priori unknown sign of gσVV has
been assumed such that the corresponding vector meson self-energy is attractive, in analogy
to the attractive part ofNN interaction. This follows naturally if one thinks at theσ exchange
as an effective 2π exchange process where the intermediate states are dominated by states
of energies higher than the vector meson mass. For theρ meson an example of such a
process with an intermediateω particle-hole state is shown in Fig. C.5(b). On the basis of
this argument, the same assumption has been made is Ref. [136].

�π π

ω

N

ρ

N

ρ

(a)

�N−1
π π

N

ω

ρ ρ

(b)

Figure C.5: The 2π-exchangeρN interaction (a) and the correspondingρ meson self energy in nuclear matter
(b).

Application of Feynman rules leads to the following expression for the unpolarized for-
ward scattering amplitude (k′ = k, p′ = p):

iA =
1
2

1
3

2 ∑
s,λ

(

−i
gσVV

mσ

)

(igσNN)
i

q2−m2
σ

ū(s)(p)u(s)(p)E(λ)⋆
µν (k)Eµν(λ)(k) (C.32)

with E(λ)⋆
µν (k), Eµν(λ)(k) defined in (C.16) . The factor 2 is due to the symmetry of the

diagram of Fig. C.3 under the exchange of the initial and final state vector mesons. Since
p′ = p we haveq = p′− p = 0. Thus, performing the sum over theuū states with the help of
the spinor completeness relation (A.14), we find:

iA = i
gσVV

mσ
gσNN

1
3

1
−m2

σ
Tr[6 p+mN] ∑

λ
E(λ)⋆

µν (k)Eµν(λ)(k)

= −i
gσVV

mσ
gσNN

1
3

1
m2

σ
4mN ∑

λ
E(λ)⋆

µν (k)Eµν(λ)(k) (C.33)

where we used the trace identities (A.3) and (A.4) to obtain the second line .
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Let us now evaluate∑λ E(λ)⋆
µν (k)Eµν(λ)(k) separately:

∑
λ

E(λ)⋆
µν (k)Eµν(λ)(k) = ∑

λ
(+i) [kµε(λ)⋆

ν (k)−kνε(λ)⋆
µ (k)] (−i) [kµεν(λ)⋆(k)−kνεµλ)(k)]

= ∑
λ

[k2ε(λ)⋆
ν (k)εν(λ)(k)+k2ε(λ)⋆

µ (k)εµ(λ)(k)]

= 2k2 ∑
λ

ε(λ)⋆
ν (k)εν(λ)(k)

= 2k2 ∑
λ

ε(λ)⋆
ν (k)gνσε(λ)

σ (k)

= 2k2gνσ ∑
λ

ε(λ)⋆
ν (k)ε(λ)

σ (k)

= 2k2gνσ [−gνσ +
kνkσ
k2 ]

= 2k2 [−gνσgνσ +
k2

k2 ]

= 2k2 [−4+1]

= −6k2 . (C.34)

Substituting (C.34) in (C.33) we obtain:

iA = −i
gσVV

mσ
gσNN

1
3

1
m2

σ
4mN (−6k2) . (C.35)

Hence

A =
gσVV

mσ
gσNN

1
m2

σ
4mN 2k2 (C.36)

is the unpolarized forward scattering amplitude.
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Zusammenfassung

Motiviert durch die Erwartung, dass eine Signatur für die Wiederherstellung der spontanen
Symmetriebrechung im chiralen Sektor in geeigneten Experimenten gefunden werden kön-
nte, wurde in den letzten beiden Jahrzehnten sowohl theoretisch als auch experimentell an
den Eigenschaften von Hadronen in heißer und dichter Materie geforscht. Man erwartet, daß
sich durch den chiralen Phasenübergang die Hadroneneigenschaften ändern würden, ins-
besondere wird die Beziehung zwischen Mediummodifikationender Hadronenmassen und
der Restauration der chiralen Symmetrie in Materie endlicher Dichte und hoher Temper-
atur seit langem diskutiert. Nach den Vorhersagen wird das skalare Kondensat, das durch die
spontane chirale Symmetriebrechung einen Vakuumerwartungswert erhält, mit zunehmender
Dichte und Temperatur abnehmen [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Bringt man die Mediummodifikationen
der Hadronenmassen direkt mit der Änderung des skalaren Kondensates in Verbindung, wäre
eine ähnliche Abnahme der Hadronenmassen mit zunehmender Dichte und Temperatur zu
erwarten, wie von Brown und Rho vorgeschlagen [7]. Diese Idee regte die Suche nach Signa-
turen in verschiedenen Kernreaktionen an. Experimente mitSchwerionenstößen bieten die
Möglichkeit, Hadroneneigenschaften bei hohen Temperaturen und Dichten weit oberhalb
der normalen Dichte zu untersuchen. Außerdem werden dazu auch Experimente, in denen
elementare Hadronen mit Kernen zur Kollision gebracht werden, eingesetzt. Die Anstren-
gungen im Bereich der Hadronen wurden hauptsächlich auf die leichten Vektormesonen
konzentriert, da deren direkter Zerfall zu Dileptonenpaaren die Möglichkeit bietet, die Medi-
umeigenschaften von Hadronen in einem fast ungestörten Reaktionskanal zu untersuchen.

Nachdem die Suche nach Mediummodifikationen von Vektormesonen ihren historischen
Ursprung in der Verbindung von Absenkung der Vektormesonenmasse mit der Skalierung
des chiralen Kondensates hatte, wurden auch Modifikationender spektralen Eigenschaften
der Vektormesonen im Kontext von Hadronenmodellen umfassend untersucht. Durch Vielkör-
perkorrelationen (dressing) wird oft eine signifikante Reduzierung der Teilchenlebensdauern
bewirkt, was in einem “Schmelzen” der Mesonen in Kernen resultiert.

Die Verbindung zwischen Hadroneneigenschaften und ihren Mediummodifikationen ein-
erseits und den Änderungen des nichtperturbativen Quark- und Gluonkondensates durch ein
Medium andererseits ist nichttrivial. Einen Ansatz dafür bilden Analysen basierend auf
QCD-Summenregeln [20], die die Vermutung der Absenkung der Vektormesonenmassen
bei endlicher Dichte (Brown and Rho [7]) unterstützen, jedochnoch mit relativ hohen Un-
sicherheiten verbunden sind.

In [21] wurde gezeigt, dass die Summenregeln nur begrenzte Möglichkeiten für Vorher-
sagen in Bezug auf die spezifischen Eigenschaften wie die Masse oder die Breite der Hadro-
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nen haben, da Integrale über die spektrale Verteilung des Hadrons laufen. Damit kann
man Masse-Breite-Korrelationen eingrenzen, d.h Regionen ineiner fiktiven Masse-Breite-
Ebene. Im Fall desρ Mesons beispielsweise sagt die Analyse nach den Summenregeln vo-
raus, dass die spektrale Stärke der Mesonen in Kernmaterie zu kleineren invarianten Massen
verschoben wird. Es ist jedoch allein anhand der Summenregelanalysen nicht möglich zu
bestimmen, ob diese zusätzliche Stärke durch Absenkung derMasse oder Stoßverbreiterung
entsteht.

Die erste experimentelle Beobachtung der Modifikation spektraler Eigenschaften desρ
Mesons in heißer und dichter Materie geht zurück auf das Jahr1990, als Dileptonenspek-
tren in ultrarelativistischen Schwerionenstößen von den CERES [22] und HELIOS [23]
Kollaborationen am CERN gemessen wurden. Die gemessenen Dileptonenspektren zeigten
eine deutliche Erhöhung relativ zu Standardquellen (hadronic cocktail) in der Region un-
terhalb des Vektormesonpeaks, was eine generelle Verschiebung der spektralen Stärke zu
kleineren invarianten Massen nahelegte. Es konnte jedoch durch den Vergleich von theo-
retischen Berechnungen und experimentellen Daten nicht geklärt werden, ob die spektrale
Stärke bei kleineren Massen mit einer Absenkung der Massen,wie in [7, 20] vorausgesagt,
oder einer Ausdehnung der Spektralfunktion durch Stoßverbreiterung, wie in Rechnungen
hadronischer Modelle erwartet [24], verbunden ist, was hauptsächlich durch die Auflösung
bei kleinen Massen in der Region um den Vektormesonpeak bedingt war. Neuere Mes-
sungen der Dileptonenspektren in Schwerionenstößen mit höherer Auflösung, die von der
NA60 [25] und der CERES [26] Kollaboration gemacht wurden, unterstützen das Szenario
einer Mediumverbreiterung desρ Mesons anstelle einer Massenverschiebung.

Eine zweite Reihe von Schwerionenexperimenten wurde bei niedrigeren Energien von
1.0 AGeV im Laborsystem von der DLS Kollaboration am BEVALAC [27, 28] durchge-
führt. Auch in diesem Fall wurden die Dileptonenspektren inder Region kleiner Massen
von den Transportrechnungen unterschätzt, im Gegensatz zuähnlichen Messungen an den
elementarenp+ p und p+d Systemen. Diese Situation verbessert sich nicht wie im ultra-
relativistischen Fall, wenn man Mediumspektralfunktionen oder ein Szenario der Massen-
absenkung berücksichtigt [29, 30]. In diesem Energiebereich, der die Phase hoher Dichte
und niedriger Temperatur untersucht, wird die experimentelle Lage jedoch mit den schon ex-
istierenden Daten und den zukünftigen Messungen der HADES Kollaboration an der GSI [32,
33] signifikant verbessert werden.

In dieser Arbeit wurde eine systematische Untersuchung dervon Vektormesonen im
Medium erhaltenen Eigenschaften und ihres Einflusses auf das Dileptonenspektrum in Schw-
erionenstößen durchgeführt. Die zeitliche Dynamik der Schwerionenreaktionen wurde mit-
hilfe des Relativistischen Quanten–Molekular–Dynamik–Transportmodells (RQMD) beschrie-
ben.

Die Mediumeigenschaften derρ undω Mesonen in Kernmaterie wurden durch ein Nuk-
leonresonanzmodell kombiniert mit einem Vektormesondominanz-Modell (VMD) bestimmt.
Man geht dabei von der Annahme aus, dass die dominanten Vielteilcheneffekte durch die
Ankopplung der Vektormesonen an Nukleonloch-Resonanz-Anregungen (RN−1) beschrieben
werden können. Die Ankopplung elektromagnetischer Strömean Hadronen erfolgt im Rah-
men des etablierten VMD-Modells über intermediäre Vektormesonen. In dieser Arbeit wurde
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das in Tübingen erweiterte VMD-Modell benutzt. Zusätzlichwerden nicht-resonante Bei-
träge zur Selbstenergie der Vektormesonen berücksichtigt. Für beide Vektormesonen wurde
eine Verbreiterung und eine signifikante Verschiebung der Spektralstärke zu kleinen invari-
anten Massen gefunden. Die Kopplung desρ Mesons an denN∗(1520)N−1 Zustand und des
ω Mesons an denN∗(1535)N−1 Zustand führt insbesondere bei kleinen Impulsen zu einem
ausgeprägten Doppelpeak in der Spektralfunktion. Zuerst wurden die Spektralfunktionen der
Vektormesonen aus Vakuumeigenschaften der Nukleonresonanzen berechnet. Als nächstes
wurden Mediumodifikationen der Nukleonresonanzbreiten, die durch Mediumodifikationen
der ρ und ω Mesonen induziert werden, berücksichtigt. Dies führt zu einer selbstkonsis-
tenten Berechnung der Spektralfunktionen der Vektormesonen, da nun die Selbstenergie der
Mesonen von der Mediumbreite der Nukleonresonanzen abhängt, die wiederum durch die
mesonische Selbstenergie bestimmt wird. Diese selbstkonsistente Berechnung wird iterativ
geführt. Das iterative Schema beeinflusst hauptsächlich die Ergebnisse bei kleinen Massen
und reduziert die Höhen derN∗(1520)N−1 undN∗(1535)N−1 Peaks.

Im folgenden Schritt wurde der Einfluss von Mediummodifikationen der Vektormeson-
eigenschaften auf die Dileptonenproduktion untersucht. Das Dileptonenspektrum wurde ex-
emplarisch für die Reaktion C+C bei 2.0 AGeV berechnet, für dievor kurzem experimentelle
Daten von der HADES Kollaboration veröffentlicht wurden. Zuerst wurden Mediumeffekte
in einem Standardverfahren behandelt, wobei eine schematische Stoßverbreiterung der Vek-
tormesonbreite und eine Absenkung der Vektormesonmasse entsprechend des Brown-Rho
Skalengesetzes eingeschlossen wurden.

Das schematische Szenario der Stoßverbreiterung ergab, dass die Experimentaldaten in
der Masseregion der Vektormesonpeaks leicht überschätzt werden, wenn man dichteab-
hängige Mediumbreiten der Vektormesonen (mitΓtot

ρ (ρ0) = 250 MeV undΓtot
ω (ρ0) = 125

MeV bei Nuklearer Sättigungsdichteρ0) annimmt. Wir diskutieren desweiteren Näherun-
gen, die durch die Energieabhängigkeit der Vektormesonbreite nötig sind. Besonderer Wert
wurde dabei darauf gelegt, die theoretischen Beschränkungen aufzuzeigen, die eine derartige
schematische Herangehensweise mit sich bringt.

In dem – relativ naiven – Mediumszenario, worin die Vektormesonmassen linear mit
der anwachsenden Dichte absinken (Brown-Rho scaling), wird gefunden, dass das experi-
mentelle Dileptonenspektrum bei invarianten Massen unterhalb des Vektormesonpeaks über-
schätzt und in der Region des und überhalb des Vektormesonpeaks unterschätzt wird, auch
wenn zusätzlich eine Stoßverbreiterung berücksichtigt wird. Dieses Verhalten ist eine Konse-
quenz der von diesem Szenario vohergesagten Verschiebung der Spektralsträrke zu kleineren
invarianten Massen mit dem daraus folgenden Mangel an Spektralstärke in der Region des
Vektormesonpeaks.

Als letzten Schritt gehen wir über die schematische Behandlung von Mediumeffekten
hinaus und berücksichtigen die Mediumeigenschaften von Vektormesonen in einer konsis-
tenten Weise durch die mikroskopische Berechnung der Selbstenergie im Medium im Rah-
men des Nukleonresonanzmodells kombiniert mit Vektormesondominanz. Zum ersten Mal
wird hier versucht, eine konsistente theoretische Beschreibung des Dileptonenspektrums
basierend auf einem einheitlichen Modell für Vektormesonen- und Dileptonen-Produktion
sowie ihrer Mediummodifikationen durchzuführen. Das übertrifft die Standardverfahren, in
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denen die totale Breite bei gegebener Dichte als Parameter eingesetzt wird und die Skalierung
der Breite in Abhängigkeit der Dichte nur als Annahme eingeht.

Wir erhalten als Ergebnis, dass die Selbstenergie, die aus den Vakuumeigenschaften
der Nukleonresonanzen bestimmt wird, eine unzureichende Beschreibung der Experimental-
daten im Bereich der invarianten Massen von 0.45≤ M ≤ 0.75 GeV liefert. Das selbstkon-
sistente Schema kann jedoch die Daten in derselben Masseregion angemessen beschreiben.
Dies zeigt, dass die Berücksichtigung der Mediumeigenschaften der Nukleonresonanzen bei
der Bestimmung der Spektralfunkionen der Vektormesonen große Bedeutung hat. In An-
betracht der großen Unsicherheiten in den Kopplungen der Nukleonresonanzen insbeson-
dere an dasω Meson und der Tatsache, dass diese Berechnung eineparameterfreieBestim-
mung des Dileptonenspektrum im Medium darstellt, kann das Ergebnis als zufriedenstel-
lend angesehen werden. Dennoch lässt der Vergleich mit den experimentellen Daten darauf
schließen, dass die Mediummodifikationen, die in dem verwendeten Ansatz vorhergesagt
werden, eventuell zu stark sind. Im Bereich kleiner Massen (mπ ≤ M ≤ 0.4 GeV) finden wir,
dass die Einbeziehung der Mediumspektralfunktionen derρ undω Mesonen das theoretische
Ergebnis nicht verbessern und die Experimentaldaten noch leicht unterschätzt werden.

Abschließend kann man feststellen, dass eine konsistente mikroskopische Beschreibung
der Vektormesoneigenschaften im nuklearen Medium im Rahmenvon Transportrechnungen
einen wesentlichen Schritt zu einem besseren Verständnis der Dileptonenspektren liefert.
Zukünftige experimentelle Daten, vor allem für Reaktionen schwerer Kerne, werden sicher-
lich dazu beitragen, noch bestehende Modellunsicherheiten weiter einzuschränken.
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